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Some elementary teachers want to be ore child-centered in their

teaching. They are trying to consider the needs of the students

before the coverage of curriculum. Much of the inspiration for this

educational approach has come from the British primary schools.

The purpose of this study was to see if there were common

factors that were helpful and/or detrimental to teaching in a

child-centered approach in the elementary grades.

A literature survey provided historical information as well as

descriptions and evaluations of child-centered programs in the

United States and in England. One hundred elementary teachers from

69 schools and 26 school districts in Oregon and California com-

pleted a survey describing their teaching beliefs and practices.

Fifty of the one hundred were interviewed for further information.

The data from the surveys and interviews were categorized

according to these fifteen factors: initial teacher training/

graduate programs/workshops/conferences, colleagues, administra-

tion, personal experience/knowledge/skills/attitudes, community/

parental attitudes, materials, student attitudes, building/district/



state/federal requirements, physical aspects of the classroom/

building, daily schedule, reporting/conferences/grading systems,

testing, time issues, class size, and other issues.

The data indicated that there were common factors affecting

child-centered teaching. The top five helping factors were:

teacher training, colleagues, administration, personal experience/

knowledge/skills/attitudes, and community/parental attitudes. The

top five detrimental factors were: requirements, daily schedule,

time issues, colleagues, and administration.
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A STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING CHILD-CENTERED
TEACHING IN ELEMENTARY GRADES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

At the heart of the educational process lies the
child. No advances in policy, no acquisitions of new
equipment have their desired effect unless they are in
harmony with the nature of the child, unless they are
fundamentally acceptable to him. We know a little
about what happens to the child who is deprived of
the stimuli of pictures, books, and spoken words; we
know much less about what happens to a child who is
exposed to stimuli which are perceptually, intellectu-
ally or emotionally inappropriate to his age, his
state of development, or the sort of individual he
is. We are still far from knowing how best to
identify in an individual child the first flicker
of a new intellectual or emotional awareness, the
first readiness to embrace new sets of concepts or
to enter into new revelations (Dennis, 1972, p. 36).

So opens the main body of the famous Plowden Report which

called attention to the ideas and concepts that had been permeating

English education for the two decades following World War II. This

1967 study, entitled Children and Their Primary Schools, was com-

missioned by Parliament and carried out under the leadership of

Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. It urged the adoption of

informal teaching methods for all British primary schools. The

rapid growth in England of informal primary schools after World

War II had gone largely unnoticed in the United States and to a

surprising degree in England until the publication of this massive

and somewhat radical report (Dennis, 1972).

A substantial number of British primary teachers are now

organizing their classrooms in ways recommended by the Plowden
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Report. They are child-centered, promoting individual, humane

learning, and allowing children to develop at their own rates.

There is much American educators can learn from these schools,

though they must be wary not to treat this child-centered concept

as a fad. In the early 1970's, the British model of education was

beginning to influence American educators. The terms "open plan,"

"open school," "integrated day," and "Leicestershire model" con-

tinue to be the right ones to use in certain circles (O'Brien,

1974). The tendency, all too often, has been to adopt educational

policies that are in fashion at the moment without giving careful

attention to their philosophical implications and their effects on

children. Americans often find themselves caught up in some

peculiar passion for haste, hustling from one bandwagon to another;

the result is teachers in turmoil and chldren in distress.

The bandwagon approach for adopting educational policy is, in

fact, totally inconsistent with the point of view of British edu-

cators. What they hope is that American educators "will not regard

British approaches as the be-all and end-all of educational success;

they do not regard their approaches as such themselves" (O'Brien,

1974, p. 43). Rather, they hope that American educators will attend

to what has been going on in England realistically and question-

ingly, and that they will adapt (not adopt) a point of view and

educational policies that fit their local situations.

Americans seem to be in a dilemma, feeling the processes of

education have not been producing the best results. The criticism

is that schools are not reaching their goals and are not meeting

the needs and interests of children. "Not seeming to know
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what the product should be, they rely on changes that will, hope-

fully, lead to a better but undetermined product" (Hersh and Yarger,

1972, p. 193.

It is necessary to become more realistic about expectations

for changing schools. the process of change is a complex one; the

factors involved are many; and fewer schools than educators would

like to believe actually do change in meaningful ways.

Some changes are resulting in a more meaningful, more effec-

tive, and more pleasant and exciting environment for learning.

The development and implementation of the open learning concept

may lead to a more desirable, more appropriate state of education.

In the early 1970's, open-plan schools were being built regu-

larly in the United States and studying the British primary

approach was popular. There are still strong advocates of this

child-centered approach, although fewer in number, and they are

not receiving national attention as before. With slow, careful

planning, child-centered education can grow and survive in

American public schools.

Open education is not a model or an experiment, but an envi-

ronment in which to support educational growth in directions that

have already proven sound.

The principles of learning on which open education are
based are not new and have been applied in different
areas of the United States and Canada, as well as in
England. Open education is more than an innovation or
a fad (Flurry, 1973, p. 417).

For example, over forty years ago, Julia Weber Gordon wrote

in My Country School Diary how she step-by-step learned to do the

child-centered things she believed in in her teaching, doing
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each day those things that made sense to herself and to the

children:

In the next few years, education has to make
serious decisions concerning the direction it will take.
I want to . . . weight the balance in favor of the kind
of education that will make a difference in the living
of people. It is my firm conviction that education can
significantly improve the quality of living.

But to make this significant difference . . . we
must know children, what they are like and what they
need. We can best meet these needs by capitalizing on
their interests, by using the resources near at hand
in their environment, and by supplementing these
resources when necessary (Gordon, 1972, p. 19-20).

Julia Weber Gordon would often think about the coming school

year and all of the new possibilities it held for growth. She said,

"For no matter how impossible the way seems, if we do the little we

see to do as we see it, the next step becomes clearer" (Gordon,

1972, p. 20).

There is little doubt that a climate potentially accepting of

fresh alternatives to our current educational system now exists in

this country. It is even possible that child-centered education

may have the opportunity to prove itself. It is true that some

people experimented with the approach and rode the bandwagon for a

while, decided it didn't work and dropped it, moving on to other

bandwagons. Still, people can try again and can make child-

centered education work.

There has been a long and noble tradition in education which

urges respect for children and learner-centered curriculum.

Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Rousseau, Neill, Dewey, Rogers,

and Piaget are a few notable philosophers of this position. Co-

existent with this tradition is a history of schools as places

which destroy children's curiosity and love of learning. The
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story of education may be told as the struggle between these two

opposing tendencies, with alternating periods of growth and popu-

larity for each (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 559). The question

is, can elementary schools be places of informal activity and still

educate children adequately?

The Problem

Are there common factors that are helping elementary teachers

be more child-centered in their teaching and are there common fac-

tors that are detrimental to elementary teachers being more child-

centered in their teaching?

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to identify common factors,

if any, considered helpful and/or detrimental to elementary teachers

being more child-centered in their teaching. The information gained

can be helpful to others.

1. Many people have ideas of how to improve elementary education.

Instead of relying on those assumptions, this study asked

educators who were currently teaching in a child-centered

approach what those improvements should be. These findings

can be used in making meaningful changes in elementary educa-

tion.

2. The findings of this study can help teacher educators improve

their approaches, information, and experiences they give

students. If they are concerned about helping teachers best
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meet the needs of children, studying the comments of child-

centered teachers would be beneficial.

3. The results of this study can be beneficial to school adminis-

trators and teachers who are trying to implement child-centered

approaches. They can learn that they are not alone in this

endeavor and can find useful information about what is helpful

and detrimental to others with the same goals and in similar

positions.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions are intended to clarify terms used

in this study:

Ability grouping (also known as tracking)

An organizational system for student instruction, based on homogene-

ous skill groupings of students. The skill groupings are based

on prior achievement in the subject area, mastery of the skills

needed to learn the subject, and/or learning ability. These fac-

tors are usually measured by standardized educational tests of

aptitude, achievement and intelligence, comments of past and present

teachers, and grades from past course work.

Affective

Pertaining to the pleasant or unpleasant qualities of emotional

experience

British primary school

In parts of England, infant and junior students sometimes occupy the

same school building called a primary school. This organizational

system is similar to the American elementary school.
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Child-centered education (also known as open education, informal

education, integrated day)

An educational approach where the primary concerns are the needs

of students. This is the opposite of subject-centered education.

Child-centered education is characterized by:

helping students develop self-directed learning

instruction related to the personal world of the child

enhancing the uniquenesses of each class member

exploring and developing creativity

learning how to learn, with the process being more important than

the product

flexibility in teacher and student planning, scheduling, and class-

room organization

developing sensitivity and affective awareness

-teacher and student success and satisfaction

(See Chapter 2, part 1)

Cognitive

Pertaining to the mental or intellectual processes of perceiving

and conceiving, or of knowing or comprehending

Curriculum

The sum of all the learning experiences from which the educational

objectives are to be attained.

Education

Deliberate or purposeful creation, responses, or transmission of

knowledge, abilities, skills, and values

English as a Second Language (ESL)

Education program for students whose primary language is not English
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Headmaster/Headmistress (Head)

British terms for the educational leader of a school, equivalent

to the American principal

Individualized learning

Process of developing and retaining individuality by a classroom

organization that provides for the effective and efficient learning

experiences of each class member

Infant students/schools

British primary schools are organized by student age groups. The

youngest students, called infants are from ages five to seven,

and sometimes eight. They sometimes have a separate school build-

ing from other ages, but sometimes are housed with juniors.

Intermediate grades

An American elementary school level spanning grades four through

six

Junior primary (JP)

One of many terms for a transitional first grade experience. Stu-

dents who are not ready for the regular first grade program are

placed instead in a junior primary class with work appropriate

for their developmental level. This allows them an extra year

to mature before starting first grade.

Junior students/schools

British primary schools are organized by student age groups. The

oldest students, called juniors, are from ages seven or eight up

to age eleven. Junior students sometimes have aseparate building,

but sometimes are housed with infants.
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Local education authority

The title for a local decision-making body that supervises the

schools in English communities, similar to local boards of educa-

tion in the United States

Math Their Way

A program designed by Mary Baratta-Lorton to develop understanding

and insight of the patterns of mathematics through the use of con-

crete materials. Activities are designed to help young children

see relationships and interconnections in mathematics and to

enable them to deal flexibly with mathemaitcal ideas and concepts.

Multi-aging (also known as vertical grouping or family grouping)

Students of several ages are grouped together in a single class.

This allows children to group themselves in the classroom as they

would outside of school--on the basis of personal compatibility,

comparable skills, and common interests. Each child's educational

program can be personalized accordingly.

Primary grades

An American elementary school level spanning grades kindergarten

through grade three

Progressivism

Philosophy which holds that the main purpose of education is not

to concentrate on absorbing content from the outside world, but

instead to stimulate people to think with effectiveness. Schools

should be places where the child learns to live intellectually,

responsibly, and democratically.

Self-contained classrooms

Organizational arrangement where a teacher spends most of the day
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with the same homeroom of children. It can also mean physically

having a classroom closed off from other classrooms--the opposite

of open classrooms.

Limitations

1 The study was limited to a population of 100 teachers from

Oregon and California. All 100 teachers completed the survey.

Fifty of those teachers were interviewed.

2. More primary teachers were included in the study than inter-

mediate teachers.

3 Some teachers were hesitant to speak or write to the issues,

fearing repercussions from colleagues and/or administrators

if their comments became known.

4. During some interviews, all issues did not get addressed in

equal detail, due to the one-two hour limitation on the amount

of time.

Basic Assumptions Upon Which This Study is Based

1. The aim of education should be the nurture of an individual who

can take responsibility for his or her own continued growth.

2. Teachers, administrators, parents, and children can change

their concept of what education should be.

3. Parts of England have schools that are run in a child-centered

fashion. There are also schools and individual teachers in

the United States using child-centered approaches.

4. Leslie Bennett (1983), a Primary Schools Advisor in Oxfordshire,
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England, believes these are fundamental assumptions about

children and how they learn:

Children are individuals. They

learn at different speeds, in different ways, and

from each other

learn best from their own experience and self-chosen

activities

have a natural curiosity about the world, and a

propensity for investigation that must be nurtured

do not concern themselves primarily with the separate

disciplines of knowledge, but with the world as

a whole

respond best in an atmosphere of trust and respect

catch a sense of standard and integrity from their

teachers' expectations and example

respond to an environment that is well-organized and

beautiful, stimulating, and challenging

5. See Roland S. Barth's list of "Assumptions about Children's

Learning" in Appendix M.

Questions

Questions answered by this study include the following:

1. Are there common factors that help elementary teachers be more

child-centered in their teaching?

2. Are there common factors that are detrimental to elementary

teachers being more child-centered in their teaching?

3. Which factors have most enabled elementary teachers to perse-

vere in their child-centered approaches to teaching?
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In an environment where there is freedom, choice, and responsi-

bility, children learn about themselves and the world in an induc-

tive, personal way. In this atmosphere the relationship between

speaking, reading, writing, and math become an integral part of the

children's learning in the real world which they bring with them

into the classroom.

Education for life, basing instructional activities on the

interests and problems of children, integration of subject matter,

emphasis on learning rather than on teaching and on process rather

than product, development of independence and responsibility in

children, concern for the creative aspects of learning--all of

these are standard phrases in American educational circles. In

England, though, they are more than phrases. They are being

brought to life daily in the primary classrooms in parts of the

country.

Looking at further descriptions of these classrooms and

curriculum, at the roles of the educators and students, and at

the historical background, helps Americans think more about our

educational system and the implications for change to a more child-

centered approach.
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Definition of Child-centered Education

A classroom characterized as "child-centered" does not have a

single organizational method, nor does it narrowly define teachers'

or children's behavior. Its development in the United States has

been greatly influenced by the British primary schools and their

efforts at becoming "open." However all British schools are not

uniformly open. In the counties most well-known for their

child-centered education, such as Oxfordshire, the West Riding,

and Leicestershire, a great variety of practices exist. Its shape,

form, and emphases evolve differently not only between counties

and schools, but also from teacher to teacher (Rogers, 1974).

Joseph Featherstone talks about what is happening in British

primary education with regard to "new ways of thinking about how

young children learn, classroom organization, the curriculum, and

the role of the teacher" (Featherstone, 1971). Although there

are many ways to define child-centered education, one character-

istic stressed over and over again in the literature is that British

schools are organized to serve the child; they are child-centered.

This type of education can generally be characterized by four

operating principles:

1. The room is decentralized. It is an open, flexible
space divided into functional areas.
2. The children are free to explore this room and to
choose their own activities.
3. The environment is rich in learning resources.
4. The teacher works most of the time with individual
children, hardly ever presenting the same materials
to the class as a whole (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 197).
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Child-centered teachers begin with the assumption that the

children are competent, trustworthy, and want to learn. When they

are shown trust they respond with productive, positive, and enjoy-

able behavior. Respect for and trust in the child are perhaps

the basic principles underlying the open classroom. These prin-

ciples are psychologically sound because they are based on chil-

dren's developing needs.

The Plowden Report described some of the things that are well-

known about the growth and development of the child. The evidence

all points to the fact that children mature at different rates.

The obvious corollary is that every child is unique. Children must be

treated on their own terms, and they must be given every opportunity

to develop at a rate geared to their capacities and maturity. These

growth patterns must be reflected in patterns of teaching. Part II

of the Plowden Report, The Growth of the Child, shows a definite

theory of teaching behind a child-centered primary school curriculum.

It lays special stress on:

. . . individual discovery, on first-hand experi-
ence and on opportunities for creative work. It insists
that knowledge does not fall in neatly separate compart-
ments and that work and play are not opposite, but comple-
mentary (Dennis, 1972, p. 36).

Some educators in the United States have been committed to

developing informal schools in which the watchwords are freedom

and expression. In some ways this approach can be an ego trip that

permits them to feel good about how nice they are to children. Too

often the good intentions result in free play and kind treatment
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because of a confused notion that freedom is what children need

most. Instead, the school should remain a place of learning. A

major reason for the survival of informal education in England is

that British educators have never lost sight of the fact that school

is a place where learning is fostered (Manolakes, 1972, p. 11).

In a child-centered environment, the process of learning is

at least as important as the content. Academic skills such as

reading, writing, and arithmetic are not seen as isolated exercises,

but as integral parts of the experiences of children. The learning

activity is whole, not fragmented, and the wholeness is more reflec-

tive of life itself.

Children are provided with many options and opportunities to

think, reason, discover, solve problems, and use skills. Schools

are flexible, without rigid time schedules, but they also have

definite limits. There are requirements to be met and responsi-

bilities to be satisfied. Some things are negotiable and some are

non-negotiable. Children generally appreciate this fact and live

happily with it. Instruction is not only individualized but even

personalized when the children's activities and experiences come

from choices that they have made or options that they have exer-

cised. "It is this sense of the unexpected that creates much of

the joy of learning (Gorgone, 1972, p. 25).

There are schools in both the United States and in England

that are operating successfully with a child-centered emphasis.

There are general principles operating, but each shcool has its

own special needs and resources, in much the same way as does each
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child and each teacher. These schools can best be understood by

looking at the philosophies on which they are based. Although

there are differences among the following schools, their philos-

ophies are similar, as described here:

Cherry Lane School, Great Neck, NY, Alvin Hertzberg, Principal

We sought a greater focus on children as children
and on the ways they grow in a complex society. We
were also concerned with a greater emphasis on the
processes of learning without sacrificing responsi-
bilities for traditional educational outcomes. We

searched for ways to overcome the false dichotomy
between living And learning, and we were determined
to relate the two in a total experience based on good
principles of child growth and development (Hertzberg,
1972, p. 70).

Mary Louise Aiken School, West Hartford, CT, Gerald Sandler,

Principal

It is a way of looking at children so that they
assume more importance in our eyes. It is a way of
viewing the curriculum so that pupil interests and
needs are vital factors in content development. It

is a projection of the best of our inner selves so
that we avoid all manner of waste. It is a system

in which all elements pupils, teachers, and par-
ents - share in the common good (Sandler, 1972, p.
p. 76).

County Primary School, Eynsham, England, George Baines,

Head Teacher

Every human being has great potential for change.
Through growth and change in people we can change
society. Potential for growth becomes change when
people develop close and satisfying relationships
with each other. Interaction with the physical en-
vironment is another necessary ingredient for change
or learning. Society needs individuals who are self-
confident, self-directed, and self-disciplined (Madera,
1974, p. 197-198).
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A primary school in London, as told by the headmaster to Merrill

Harmin of Southern Illinois University

The headmaster told me that his main concern,
aside from reasonable growth in the three R's was the
children did not lose their enthusiasm for looking,
handling, exploring, inquiring, and telling. He wanted
to graduate students from his school who were alive,
who knew how to search in the world, and who had fully
savored their childhood (Harmin, 1972, p. 42).

Center for Teaching & Learning, North Dakota University,

Dr. Vito Perrone, Director

My interests have long been in integrated rather
than segmented learning. I've always had the feeling
that what has been important in my life has been inte-
grated. I don't think there's anything new about what
we do. Open education's goal is nothing new. The

Renaissance had the same objective: the universal
man (Kohn, 1972, p. 52).

It is difficult to define the child-centered concept in any

but anecdotal terms. Dr. Vito Perrone, director of the Center

for Teaching and Learning at North Dakota University helps schools

become more child-centered. The classrooms develop their own unique

character but they still tend to have certain common characteris-

tics. This list of qualities from North Dakota helps to better

describe child-centered education:

1. A rich assortment of materials for children to
explore, manipulate, construct, and so forth, provid-
ing abundant opportunities for children to learn from
experience. Materials will have diversity and range
with little replication.
2. Space is divided into flexible activity areas that
are attractive and inviting. Activity areas provide for
a variety of potential use and ability levels.
3. Children have freedom to move about the room in pur-
suit of learning activities.
4. The teacher tends to give children small, concen-
trated amounts of her time rather than giving general
attention to the children as a class all day.
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5. Instead of concentrating on giving assignments,
the teacher amplifies and extends the possibilities
of activities children have chosen, through individ-
ual conversation and the introduction of related
materials.
6. The teacher uses evaluation to provide informa-
tion he or she will use in seeking better ways of
encouraging and providing for children's learning.
The climate for learning is non-threatening; fear
of failure is absent.
7. The teacher shows respect for children's ideas,
feelings, and actions and rarely finds the need to
commend or reprimand.
8. Activities often arise from the children's re-
sponses to the environment provided by the teacher
or the interests children bring with them to school.
9. With guidance from the teacher, the children join
in planning many of their own activities. Children
are able to exercise real choice.
10. Children are able to explore deeply an interest
in an environment where there often is a variety of
activities going on simultaneously. Children can be
found working independently or in small groups.
11. There are few obvious barriers between subject
matter areas, and much of the children's activity is
interdisciplinary.
12. There are a minimum number of restrictions deter-
mined by the clock, providing a flexible schedule that
permits more natural engagement and disengagement.
13. Children's learning is frequently a cooperative
enterprise marked by children's conversation with
each other about their joint efforts.
14. Conflict in the classroom is recognized and is
not just handled by the teacher alone solely through
punishment or exclusion.
15. The teacher actively seeks further information
about the community and physical, cultural, and human
resources.
16. The teacher seeks information about new materials
and is willing to experiment with such materials.
17. The teacher makes an effort to establish on-
going communication with other teachers about children
and learning.
18. No hard and fast distinction is made between work
and play in the learning process.
19. All forms of creative expression and representa-
tion the arts, and in movement, as well as in lan-
guage are evident and are considered an important
part of the program.
20. Teachers view themselves as active learners in
the process of creating and adopting ideas and mate-
rials. In this regard the teacher is continually
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exploring new ideas both inside and outside the class-
room.
21. The teacher sees himself or herself as one of many
sources of knowledge and attention in the classroom;
therefore, the teacher directs the children to a variety
of sources, both within and out of the classroom.
22. The teacher sees the classroom as an opportunity
for his or her own personal growth and change, and the
classroom reflects this.
23. The teacher feels secure in working without a pre-
determined, set curriculum or fixed time period (Kohn,
1972, p. 52-53).

As important as child-centered education seems to be for

students, it may present a dilemma in that the dominant, operative

values of United States society may be in basic conflict with the

values of child-centered education. Vincent R. Rogers explains:

We live in a world in which work has priority
over play; knowing has priority over guessing; the
future has priority over the present; and possessive-
ness has priority over sharing and cooperating.

In practice the result is, for example, that
we believe as a nation that success comes in being
"better than" someone else. Our rhetoric about the
importance of the individual growth of each child is
therefore drowned out in a chorus of nationally
standardized tests (Rogers, 1974, p. 196).

We are faced with the problem of squaring the aims of child-

centered education with what appear to be the prevalent values of

our society.

History

Progressive Era

Many Americans agree with the British educators who say:

I don't know why you are so excited about what we
are doing; all we are trying to do is to implement
Dewey's philosophy and to profit by your mistakes in
the progressive education movement (Silberman, 1970,
p. 420).
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John Dewey, an influential American philosopher and writer

in the Progressive Era of the early 1900's, felt that schools in

the United States had failed to keep pace with the rapid changes

in American life. Progressive education appeared in this country

in the intellectual, moral, and social crisis of the development

of big centralized industrialism after the Civil War. It was the

first thorough analysis of the crucial modern problem of every

advanced country in the world how to cope with high industrialism

and scientific technology which are strange to people. Progressive

education was aimed at how

to restore competence to people who were becoming
ignorant, how to live in rapidly growing cities so
that they would not become mere urban sprawl, how
to have a free society in mass conditions, and
how to make the high industrial system good for
something, rather than a machine running for its
own sake (Goodman, 1964, p. 50).

Dewey felt schools could combine learning about these prob-

lems and could cause appropriate change. Looking back now, many

people feel that "if progressive education had been generally

adopted, our society would not be so estranged and ignorant today"

(Goodman, 1964, p. 51).

The progressive education movement had died by the early 1950's.

It was abandoned not only, as is commonly believed, because the

Russians launched Sputnik in 1957 and it was suddenly felt that

more engineers were needed, but because it had lost favor with the

American public long before Sputnik. The launching of Sputnik

was perceived as an educational humiliation. The curricular develop-

ments that followed it during the next decade gave a push to a kind

of education that was vastly different from the ideas of progressive
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education, and also from the movement that was already under way

in England (Rogers, 1969, p. 72).

This search for structure and for basic concepts and general-

izations in mathematics, science, social studies, literature, and

other fields, dominated curricular activity in the United States

during the years following Sputnik. This led, quite logically,

to an emphasis on thoroughly covering separate subjects rather than

on the integration or wholeness of the curriculum.

Dewey's ideas did get some prestigious official endorsement,

through the work of Jerome Bruner and the National Science Founda-

tion teachers (Sobel, 1975, p. 551). They emphasized practical

learning by doing, rejecting competition and grading, and encourag-

ing fantasy and guesswork. They felt there was no point in learning

the "answers," for very soon there would be different answers.

Rather, what must be taught are the underlying ideas of scientific

thought, along with the substance of children's feelings and experi-

ence. Dewey's principle is, simply, that "good teaching is that

which leads the student to want to learn something more" (Goodman,

1964, p. 51).

When Americans question child-centered education, the basis

of their concern is often historical. It is said that these kinds

of classes were tried in the progressive era of American education,

and found wanting. This is one of those historical myths to which

Americans cling. Progressive education actually evolved during

the great shift in the function of American secondary schools.

The radical attempt to give secondary education to the whole

American population, swinging away from the elite preparatory
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institutions, was an important aspect of progressive education.

It reflected a new concern for science in society. In the schools

this meant educational psychology, tests, and research. Another

element was a concern with social reform. Dewey hoped that the

schools could, in some way, become centers for the continuous

reconstruction of society.

A distinct, yet related strand, was an emphasis on individual

growth and development. These schools tended to see children

ideologically and thought repression was wicked. The best of the

progressive schools based much of their teaching on the idea that

children come to understand the world through active play. They

tried to get students to take part in the running of the school.

They broke down barriers dividing one subject from another. The

surrounding community and its life was often made a part of the

school curriculum (Featherstone, 1971, p. 36).

The ideological emphasis on liberating the child today appears

less useful. In some progressive schools, the energies of staff

and children were wasted in testing the limits of permissible

behavior, a procedure that was almost forced on the children by

an abdication of adult authority. It is not strange that this

abdication of adult authority did not always lead to more freedom

In practice, freeing children from adult authority can mean expos-

ing them to the tyranny of their peers. Eliminating external rules

can mean setting up subtle and unacknowledged rules that are just

as ruthless, and even worse, vague and arbitrary.

There isn't much evidence that the classroom practices of the

progressive private schools which stressed individual growth ever
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spread very far. The emphasis on cooperation and adjustment to

the group was shared by the public schools, but it took a

different turn.

Preaching adjustment and "Americanization,"
the public schools were playing one of their tradi-
tional roles. They were to tame objectional outsiders,
shape them to fit into society, and make sure that
immigrants and lower class people made a minimum of
trouble. The public school wing of the progressive
movement in education was thus deeply conservative,
obsessed with reform of school administration, putting
the operations of the schools more in line with the
principles of scientific management (Featherstone,
1971, p. 37).

In summary, with certain notable exceptions, what
we call progressive education was seldom tried in
American public schools. In practice, in public schools
it means secondary education for all, and, perhaps, more
educational opportunity (Featherstone, 1971, p. 38).

British Educational Parallels

The primary school revolution in England had historical

parallels with the Progressive Era in American education. It, too,

was distinctly tied to the changing role of the secondary schools,

and "certainly much of its rhetoric was reminiscent of the American

progressive education movement" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 39). While

the British Plowden Report draws much of its rationale from the

psychology of Piaget, it barely mentions the work of John Dewey.

It was Dewey, though, who came the closest to a theoretical answer

between the paradoxical claims of freedom and control. Dewey advo-

cated, as the English do now, a child-centered education. In many

respects, the best English schools are manifestations of Dewey's

ideas. Freedom in classrooms is not an "end in itself, but is
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provided to give the students the opportunity to do positive and

constructive things" (Dennis, 1972, p. 37).

British schools certainly shared the concern for individual

development, as did the good American progressive schools, and yet

the differences in the two movements were profound. Although the

British schools stressed cooperation, and children were encouraged

to teach each other, there was no abdication of adult. authority

and no belief that this would be desirable. The idea of giving

children choices was considered appropriate because of their under-

standing about how children learn best. The British had no par-

ticular ideological interest in turning children into social rebels

or saviors. It is the deep pedagogical seriousness, the attention

paid to learning in the classroom, that made the British primary

school revolution so different from American progressive education,

which was all too often unconcerned with pedagogy.

Further historical description of the British primary schools

can explain the unique development of their child-centered philos-

ophy. Free, public schools have long been a part of the American

system, but England lagged behind. Primary education was first

provided by the government in 1870 and not until 1901 did the

government begin to support secondary schools (Middleton, 1964,

p. 27).

The trend toward child-centered education in England was not

a sudden departure from the past. Sybil Marshall of the University

of Sussex, one of the important figures in this change, said that

it happened by teachers who did a good thing without knowing it,

out of a simple concern for the children in their care (Marshall,
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1970, p. 23). A professional instinct told them happy children,

actively involved in something they wanted to do, were getting more

out of their educational opportunities than passive, bored chil-

dren. The British government gave official encouragment for

child-centered education in the Hadow Report. The report stressed

non-rigidity, activities rather than excessive drilling with knowl-

edge, and broadening the children's experiences (Ellacott, 1968,

p. 93).

World War II played a significant role in the change toward

child-centered education. In September of 1939, under a voluntary

system, children, with their teachers, were evacuated from forty

highly populated centers in view of probable bombing. In a few

days, three-quarters of a million school-age children and many

thousands under school age were moved (Ellacott, 1968, p. 93).

Teachers who had taught the same way for many years in city

schools found themselves in rural areas, in cramped buildings.

They were the only link with the children's backgrounds and they

simply had to rethink what they were doing. The rethinking was

even more necessary because they found themselves with children

24 hours a day. It forced them into a new relationship with their

students and they began to see them in a different light. Learning

was clearly something that went on all the time, not just during

school hours. The teachers were persuaded that it was fruitless

to try to segment children or learning.

Teachers were even more persuaded when the war ended. Back

in their traditional classrooms, teachers found themselves con-

fronting a roomful of children who had been dispersed all over
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England (Ellacott, 1968, p. 95). Some could read fluently, some

poorly, and some not at all, so teachers found it necessary to

improvise. The characteristics, found in the definitions of child-

centered education, had strong roots in these historical events

in England.

Both the progressive era in the United States and the histor-

ical developments during World War II in England can provide

information that may be helpful to educators in setting up child-

centered schools today. There is a real danger, however, that

the child-centered classroom will go the same way as the "pro-

gressive education" of Dewey and be discredited by enthusiasts

who have only half understood its principles. Society may again

seek to abuse programs which it needs, but of which it is afraid.

Curriculum in Child-centered Education

Introduction

Charles Silberman spoke of child-centered education as "a

shared set of attitudes and convictions about the nature of child-

hood education and schooling" (Silberman, 1970, p. 417). If shared

by even a small number of school staff, these attitudes and

convictions make a difference in what happens to teachers and

children in terms of general atmosphere, use of space, materials

provided, activities experienced, scheduling, and general adminis-

trative patterns.

Education for life, basing instructional activities on the

interests and problems of children, integration of subject matter,
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emphasis on learning rather than teaching and on process rather

than on product, development of independence and responsibility

in children, concern for the creative aspects of learning, are

all standard phrases of American educators. In England, though,

they are more than phrases. They are being brought to life daily

in primary classrooms in many parts of England.

Formal classroom teaching with the instructor standing up

front, talking to the group, or even the first grade children

divided into reading groups which the teacher listens to separately

as she tries desperately to keep order, have disappeared from many

British infant schools and from a number of junior schools. It

has disappeared because it is inflexible, because it imposes a

single pattern of learning on a whole group of children, thus forc-

ing the schools to "track" or group classes by ability, and because

it ignores the extent to which children teach each other. Ordinary

teachers, trained formally, choose to use the new child-centered

role when they can see with their own eyes that the result is not

chaos (Featherstone, 1971, p. 202).

However, in the philosophical chaos of the 1960's curriculum

projects, the proponents of precision had a debater's advantage.

"They were able to state their goals in precise, measureable, often

behavioral terms. For a time, this false precision encouraged a

false sense of security" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 22). For a while,

the behaviorists and the education-technology businessmen were

allies. They imagined that a "new era of educational hardware was

dawning, promising profits commensurate with those in the advanced

defense and aerospace industries" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 22).
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Now that the bubble has burst, it seems evident to more and more

people that this curious alliance had all along been talking about

training, not education. Training means imparting skills. It is

an aspect of education, but not all of it. For example, in the

subject of reading, if a person is taught phonics skills, that is

a kind of training. Unless the person goes on to use the skills

to develop an interest in books, then that person is trained, not

educated.

Children Must Be Seen as Desirous of Learning

If one closes one's mind to all the education textbooks and

administrative directives and looks at and listens to children,

they will show you and tell you all you need to know about what

they need to learn.

It's scary to abandon custom, myth, and edict in order
to have faith in children's innate curiosity. It's

hard to accept that children come to us at age five
or six having already learned more than they will

during the rest of their lives, including the single
biggest task, mastery of the language, and all of
this without benefit of an accredited school or a
certified teacher. When a child enters school we
assume somehow that all learning, which he has so
aptly done in the past will come to a stop unless
we plan, motivate, cajole, entice, and command him

to continue learning. Not only do we set up elaborate
schemes to ensure that the process of learning will
continue (or by some definitions, begin), but we
arbitrarily decide on the content, spite of the

fact that the child has chosen this naturally and
effectively in the past (Marshall, 1970, p. 88).

There is no limit to the variety of subjects the children will

tackle with complete confidence, providing that their early experi-

ences are full and free enough.
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Children Should Live their Lives for Today

The English primary school is committed to the notion that

children should live more

fully and more richly NOW rather than at some
ill-defined time in the distant future. Education,

then, is not preparation for life; education IS
life, with all of its excitement, challenge, and
possibilities (Rogers, 1969, p. 71).

At tha County Primary School at Eynsham, for example, the teachers

"attempt to have the curriculum as much like life as possible and

for the life in the school to be a model for life in an ideal

community" (Madera, 1974, p. 198).

Children Should Not Be Pushed and Hurried

There are many parents to whom the notion of age levels comes

quite naturally. It is easy for them to see that, if they are

just willing to wait six months or so, something they have been

unsuccessfully pushing and struggling to get their child to do comes

about quite easily and with little effort on their part. There

are others who feel that their child ought to do what parents and

schools desire at the time they feel it should be done. So they

teach and train and urge and argue, only to discover that in the

long run children cannot and do not perform any given behavior until

their brains and bodies are ready for them to perform that function.

There is a conviction of British infant school teachers that

young children have distinct educational needs. English teachers

are inclined to relate their teaching to theories of child develop-

ment stressing individual learning and learning in the concrete
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mode. These preschool practices are just the opposite of what has

often happened in this country where "good preschools have often

been bullied into becoming prep schools for inflexible first grade

classes" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 23).

In England, children are treated as individuals from the moment

they enter school at the age of five until they leave the primary

school. Teachers of "reception classes" for the five-year-olds,

move children into reading, for example, if they seem ready to read.

Similarly, "a six-year-old child in an English primary school is

not pushed, hounded, and bullied, ready or not, into reading when

he reaches that magical age" (Rogers, 1969, p. 73). In other words,

a very unreal and unwise division between what learning ought

to be for five-year-olds and what it ought to be at age six has

been created.

A far greater degree of freedom and child-centeredness is usually

found in American kindergartens than is found at any other level

in the elementary school. Many children begin their education enjoy-

ing learning, being happy in school, and contented with themselves.

For many of these children, however, first grade becomes a cruel

awakening. "No more time now for learning as fun; now we must 'work';

now we must put away dress-up clothes, blocks, and spur-of-the-

moment curricular explorations" (Rogers, 1969, p. 75). In child-

centered English primary schools, this dichotomy does not exist.

A child comes to school initially to learn, and to learn at his own

pace. This point of view is carried continuously through the

primary years.
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Students are All Individuals and Must Be Treated Accordingly

There is a mistaken notion that because we are supposedly of

the same culture, we are all basically the same. Nothing could

be farther from the truth.

Each human is a universe a unique blend of experi-
ences, capabilities, and aspirations. Any strategy
used by any of us that treats humans as though they
learn, teach, and believe in the same ways is trivial.
Teaching can be agony if the teacher assumes that all
students are the same and have the same motivations,
the same interests, the same abilities, and the same
style of learning at any moment. Teaching can be a
source of joy if it is accepted that all students are
different from each of the others (Samples, 1977, p. 7).

Individualized learning is the process of "developing and

retaining individuality by a classroom organization that provides

for the effective and efficient learning experiences of each class

member" (Kaplan, 1973, p. xiv). It comes about by varying the

teaching and learning processes according to the interests, prefer-

ences, cultures, learning styles, and abilities and achievements

of the students.

Adding the word "individualized" to learning does not mean

that the teacher instructs every child individually, nor does it

mean that group instruction is forbidden or is never appropriate.

There will be times when students are grouped for social and aca-

demic learning. Learning to interact, cooperate, and work as

a group member is vital to the development of each child as an

individual. Flexible groups which pull students together for spe-

cific purposes aid the teacher in individualizing learning. Stu-

dents should be members of various groups in order to have a

variety of experiences. The goal is to ensure that no child
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becomes a permanent member of either a high, average, or low

ability group.

Contrary to the opinions of some teachers, the following

changes do not insure that a teacher is individualizing learning:

1. Rearranging the furniture
2. Stuffing the room with things
3. Allowing students to move about the room
(Kaplan, 1973, p. xiv).

What is visible in the classroom cannot be used as the measure

for determining the effectiveness of the teaching/learning process.

The teacher must focus attention on how students learn rather on

the content of the subjects taught. The teacher must become a

specialist in child to child, child to teacher, and child to learn-

ing relationships. By interacting with students while promoting

learning, the teacher becomes the intermediary between the child

and his environment. The teacher must question, encourage, confer-

ence, and share. In this way, the environment will be useful to

the students.

Individualizing learning does not imply that the teacher will

abdicate the responsibility for making some decisions and direct-

ing some learning for the students. The teacher must decide when

and where to function as a group member or group leader. Although

the teacher's age, experience, and training are the basis for the

authority in the classroom, authority must be exercised to make

learning available to students rather than to impose it on them.

The teacher can make sure the children are working at appropriate

levels, not where the textbook wishes them to be.

Using an individualized program, teachers who work at it find

they can make time during the day for children who need it. "I can
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give all my attention to a child for five minutes, and that's worth

more to him than being part of a sea of faces all day," said a

teacher in East London (Featherstone, 1971, p. 203). Other teachers

say they can watch children as they work and ask them questions.

In this manner there is a better chance of finding out what children

really understand.

The Need to Eliminate "Tracking" or Ability-grouping

The need to label and categorize students in order to attend

to their differences is lessened when each class member is attended

to as an individual. Some teachers favor ability grouping because

they find it less grueling if the group is of roughly similar abili-

ties, but many of the British schools, run on freer lines, are

calling the use of ability groups into question and are abandoning

the practice.

The Plowden Report, which favored "unstreaming," cited a sur-

vey of tested differences between formal and informal schools where

tracking had been abandoned that:

in terms of measurable achievement, children in tracked
schools did slightly but not much better than children
in the informal schools with no tracking. There are
grounds for discounting this finding because formal
schools train children to take achievement tests
whereas informal ones teach more important things.
There is also evidence that the differences in test
scores wanes as the children grow older (Featherstone,
1971, p. 39, 40).

Tracking at the primary school level brands certain children

as incapable at an early age, with profound and unhappy effects.

Tracking has a detrimental effect on teachers, too. It tempts them

think that a single pattern of instruction can be applied to a
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whole class. It increases the odds that they will deal with their

children in terms of abstract categories such as IQ and racial

stereotypes. In England, as in America, the upper tracks of a

school tend to be middle class, which tends to make the school an

instrument for reinforcing social inequity. In America, tracking

is commonly a means of maintaining racial segregation within a

supposedly integrated school.

An East London junior school head recalled:

I'll never forget the look on the faces of the boys
in the lower stream. I still see it when my boys in
the lower streams of.secondary modern school come back
to visit (Featherstone, 1971, p. 40, 41).

His school has successfully abolished the practice, but he is

unable to forget the look.

Grouping by abilities also ignores the extent to which chil-

dren learn from each other; slower children learning from the faster,

and both learning from the role of the teacher. Roles can reverse

and the slower ones become the experts. This is most evident in

the schools that use family, or vertical grouping where there is

not only no grouping by ability, but no grouping by age, and every

class has a mixture of older and younger children. The most excit-

ing aspect of children of different ages working together is that

they are living together in the present with a kind of spontaneity

and intimacy found during a family's best times. The older chil-

dren have a chance to feel competent, potent, and useful. Younger

children have an opportunity to view models. Child-centered class-

rooms, using individualized approaches, allow for considerable

elasticity in dealing with the children's many problems. "The
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capable scholar and the aggressive or deprived child can coexist

and even succeed" (Fromberg, 1974, p. 474).

It makes little sense to condemn tracking unless teachers can

be shown alternatives to formal classroom teaching. Teachers need

specific, thorough training in how to set up freer classes. One

survey of the Plowden Report shows that teachers who were once

overwhelmingly in favor of tracking as a general policy for primary

schools were changing their attitudes. The reason was that they

had been able to see workable alternatives (Featherstone, 1971,

p. 41).

Tracking is regarded as a necessary evil in America, as are

IQ and standardized achievement tests, formal class teaching,

specified curriculum materials, set hours for set subjects, fixed

ages for entering schools, being promoted, and so on. Of course,

teachers and administrators realize that children's intellectual

and emotional growth varies just as widely as their physical

growth, yet they seldom feel able to act on their understanding

by treating each child differently. The child-centered British

schools raise serious doubts as to whether these evils are in

fact necessary.

In America there is a growing, and on the whole, healthy

skepticism about education. People are questioning the standard

methods, and they are becoming more realistic about the limited

extent to which any school can be expected to solve the problems

of the rest of society. No approach to teaching will solve America's

historical and societal problems, but as far as education can make

a difference, the work of the British schools in many different
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kinds of communities suggests practical, working models of indi-

vidual learning. For those who believe that what American educa-

tion needs is not more of the same, it suggests alternatives.

Process over Product

The British teacher accepts the significance of process over

product in the education of the child. There seems little doubt

that British teachers are greatly concerned with how children learn,

the kinds of questions they ask, and the way in which they go about

answering them. Over the long haul, English teachers believe these

learning "strategies" will prove to be infinitely more valuable

than the subject matter (Rogers, 1969, p. 71).

Sir Alec Clegg, chief education officer for the West Riding

of Yorkshire, agreed. He said that some people believe there is

a certain amount of information' that should be conveyed to the chil-

dren. "I no longer accept that," he added. "I believe that the

job of the schoolmaster is to give materials to each child for his

mind to work on" (Drummond, 1972, p. 18).

Eliminate the Possibilities for Failure

Schools are often set up for a certain percentage of children

to fail. This may not be a calculated number, but just inherent

in the system. Failure in a success-oriented culture is hard to

take and children are failing at an alarming rate. Even children

achieving enviable grades are failing to learn much of what it is

hoped to teach them: abstraction, curiosity, and appreciation.

The teaching of subject matter often becomes an end in itself.
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Schools operated in a child-centered manner help eliminate the

threat of failure. They are based on the successes of students.

Often parents think schools should be places where the chil-

dren are "scared into learning." Sybil Marshall, an early pioneer

in the informal approach to teaching, described her experience in

a small English village:

But mostly the cause of their antagonism was, I

felt, a deep-seated mistrust of me because it was obvi-
ous that the children were fond of coming to school, and
of me personally. It was made only too evident to me
that the adult population of the village did not believe
that any good work could come out of a school where the
pupils were not mortally afraid of their teacher, and
that if the children were enjoying something, then "work"
was not the right word to apply to-that activity, what-
ever it was (Marshall, 1975, p. 562).

Legitimatize Play in the Curriculum

In the child-centered British infant schools, what adults call

play is a principal means of childhood learning. It is a belief

that seems more plausible when one considers how much children learn

without formal instruction in the years before they come to school.

Materials are provided such as sand and water, a variety of number

manipulatives, clay, wood, geometric shapes, weights and balances,

the Wendy House, and dress-up clothes. In the child-centered class-

room, the distinction between learning and playing becomes blurred.

The games played are actually serious exploratory encounters with

the environment. These early encounters are the beginnings of

artistic expression and scientific experiments (Sobel and Tejirian,

1974, p. 561).
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The Need for Direct Experiences and Manipulatives

Dewey recognized that children learn best by "doing."

This simple but powerful insight influenced the course
of early progressive education. Today the psychology
of Piaget provides new theoretical underpinnings for
Dewey's dictum (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 561).

An implementation of Piaget's ideas leads directly to the

environment-centered approach of the child-centered classroom.

For the young child who is oriented to the real world, "the pos-

sible is always a limited and a direct extension of concrete

reality . . ." (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 561). One would

think it logical to make the organization of the classroom reflect

the organization of children's thinking. Ironically, in traditional

classrooms, the precise reverse is often the case. Saturated with

verbal abstractions and obsessed with rote tasks, the traditional

classroom has been a place to deaden children's minds.

On the other hand, the child-centered teacher recognizes that

children learn best by working with concrete materials from which

inferences about relationships can be drawn. In the traditional

classroom, manipulative materials are seen as distracting children

from attending to the "verbal output of the teacher, or as interfer-

ing with completion of assignments involving the use of abstract

symbols" (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 54). The great majority

of primary school children can't just be told things. They learn

basic concepts much more slowly than adults realize, and the

patterns of abstract thought are built up from layer after layer

of direct experience seeing,.hearing, feeling, smelling.
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Curricular Subjects Can Arise Out of Students' Interests

English teachers and heads conceive of the curriculum as a

series of jumping-off places.

An idea, a question, an observation child's or
teacher's acts as a stone thrown into the middle
of a quiet pond. The ripples begin, one idea leads
to another, and a study is under way (Rogers, 1969,
p. 71).

In contrast, American educators seem far more concerned from a

curricular point of view with identifying and then covering a series

of ideas, concepts, generalizations or skills that theoretically

form the backbone of the curriculum in any area.

There is very little subject matter that is perceived as

"basic" and "essential" in the eyes of the English teacher or head.

The curriculum emerges through the mutual interests and explora-

tions of children and their teachers, working together occasionally

in large groups, sometimes in small groups, and often as individuals.

A major strength of British schools is that many primary

schools make their practice fit their theory. Teachers regard

learning as something that is built by children rather than found

in dosage-style packages. Beyond rationale, in practice, workbooks

do not serve as a supplement to the real world. They provide an

illusion of significance and an excuse for eliminating concrete

activities.

Who can presume to have captured, in several hundred
thousand identical copies, a mesh with the continuity
in as many childs' minds? The teacher who "covers"
material may not necessarily provide "coverage" for
the child (Fromberg, 1974, p. 479).

In viewing child-centered classes, visitors often ask if a

curriculum exists. The question reflects the confusion that exists
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about the distinction between a curriculum and a syllabus. Chil-

dren's relationships and knowledge do not grow in an empty set.

They grow around content that provides experiences that can be

reflected on, discussed, and connected by children. From these

experiences, children synthesize understandings about the world,

other people, and themselves. The experiences provided are selected

for their appropriateness to the developmental levels and for their

relevance and appropriateness to the children's culture. They

must relate to what the children have already experienced, to their

interests, and to their questions. They are:

Experiences of the mathematical nature of the world,
of the connectedness of the world, and of the human
institutions that relate people to each other. They

allow him to symbolically represent and express his
feelings and understandings representation and
expression that also help him in further synthesis
(Weber, 1972, p. 64).

In more specific terms, a basic notion behind these child-

centered schools is that learning is likely to be more effective

if it grows out of what interests the learner rather than what

interests the teacher. Although the children are encouraged to

work things out for themselves, the teachers are there to teach;

the children do not merely "discover" (Ames, 1972, p. 202). That

is the children are not, as some think, more or less turned loose

to do their own thing. The teacher is very much there and very

much in charge.

Children can make choices and various combinations of choices,

but their options are finite. The role of the teacher is to help

the child to develop, organize, and later systematize those factors
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that might only be formed haphazardly without the benefit of a

formal education. The job of the teacher remains the same. .

to stretch those natural capacities so that they
become something that is serviceable and fruitful;
so that they become growth experiences. She must,
moreover, individualize all these activities and
their results (Dennis, 1972, p. 38).

Sir Alec Clegg adds,

I don't know of anything that moves me so deeply
as to go into a room where it is difficult to find the
teacher, where every child is busily engaged with a
piece of work of his own choice but that has neverthe-
less been carefully auided by the teacher. It is the
choice that gives him the zest and the interest to get
down to his work (Drummond, 1972, p. 19).

A description of a British primary classroom more clearly

shows how students are encouraged and benefit from being able to

develop their curriculum around their interests. Instead of encour-

aging children merely to remember and report what they have been

taught, these schools are trying to encourage the children to think.

Classrooms open out onto the playground, which is
also much in use. A contingent of children is kneeling
on the grass, clocking the speed of a tortoise, which
they want to graph against the speeds of other pets and
people. Nearby are five-year-olds, finishing an intri-
cate, tall tower of blocks, triumphantly counting as they
add the last one, "23, 24."

A solitary boy is mixing powders for paint; on a
large piece of paper attached to an easel, with very big
strokes, he makes an ominous, stylized building that seems
largely to consist of black shutters framing deep red
windows. "It's the hospital where my brother is," he
explains and pulls the visitor over to the class-library
corner, where a picture book discusses hospitals. He

can't read it yet (he's 5), but says he is trying. And
he is; he can make out a number of words, some pretty hard,
on different pages, and it is clear that he has been
STUDYING the book, because he wants badly to know about
hospitals.

At another end of the hall there is a quieter library
nook for the whole school.. Here two small boys are reading
aloud; the better reader is, with indifferent grace, correct-
ing the grateful slower boy as he stumbles over words
(Featherstone, 1971, p. 196-197).
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So, in child-centered schools, the philosophy is that students

should be engaged in activities that are meaningful and interesting

to them so that learning can emerge naturally. This, of course,

is just the opposite of the traditional approach to schooling which

first identifies learnings and then attempts to feed those learnings

to the students, often by means of presentations.

One must be wary, however, when attempting to first apply

this philosophy to a classroom. American educators have spent

a great deal of time and energy in organizing new curricula so

that children will not merely memorize and repeat concepts and

generalizations as they memorized and repeated the much despised

"facts" from before. There is a lot of talk about inquiry and

discovery approaches to learning. However, a careful examination

of the materials and methods that comprise many of these curriculum

projects reveals (with some exceptions) that the kinds of questions

raised, the problems studied, the discoveries or generalizations

arrived at are rarely the children's. More often than not, teachers

end up with something better described as "sneaky telling." (Rogers,

1969, p. 72). Teachers know where they're going; know what the

questions should be, what the "big ideas" are, and the conclusions

one should come away with, if the teacher's manual is followed.

This is hardly child-centered education.

Integration of Subject Matter

Another confusion found in American educational circles is

the notion that:

liberalizing the repressive atmosphere of our
schools, which is worth doing for its own sake,
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will automatically promote intellectual develop-
ment. It won't (Featherstone, 1971, p. 24).

We need more humane schools, but we also need a concern for intellec-

tual progress and workmanship. One way to get both humaneness and

intellectual achievement is to teach in a way that cuts across disci-

plinary lines, which is so eagerly done in British primary schools.

Art, music, history, poetry all are brought to bear
on a given problem or topic, and it is often difficult
to tell whether children are studying history or
geography, art or science. This tends to give a
wholeness to learning that is lacking in more com-
partmentalized curricula (Rogers, 1969, p. 71).

It helps to support and build the image of the school as a place

where lifelike questions are investigated as opposed to questions

that are narrowly academic.

Prescribed programs should only be supporting aids to curricu-

lum. In child-centered education, children are encouraged to exceed

the limits of such programs, leading to better integration, as

opposed to fragmented joining together of topics. For example,

to attend to grammar, or punctuation, or spelling in isolation is

regarded as particularly foolish. One head teacher asked, "Why

try to refine something before that thing the ability to communi-

cate is there in the first place?" (O'Brien, 1974, p. 48).

Communication itself is not an isolated subject. For example,

it could be an aspect of an investigatory situation. One project

seen in a British primary school dealt with the history of the

section of town in which the children lived. Back to the 1600's

went the children with maps, tales of highwaymen, city records,

and field trips. In a couple of weeks there evolved a marvelously

rich and articulated storehouse of information. Children presented
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their findings in writing, in art, by maps, with lectures, and

with playacting (O'Brien, 1974, p. 48). Communication went on

at all parts of the investigation - in its planning, its undertak-

ing, and in the sharing of findings with one another and with

outsiders.

American visitors to British schools are impressed not so

much by the amount learned, though that is staggering, as by its

fundamental nature.

What the children know, they know for sure. They have

had time in which to establish an understanding of
extremely basic things that are seldom even taught
in American classrooms (Featherstone, 1971, p. 30).

For example, in math, first grade teachers in the United States

are sometimes astonished when they discover that many of the children

successfully solving workbook sums have no appreciation of, say,

the conservation of numbers. Too many children in American schools

are taught to memorize multiplication tables without ever having

had a chance to understand what multiplication means, and what

number relationships are involved.

The child-centered organization provides the opportunity for

children to spend blocks of time working on special projects, com-

bining work in several subject matter areas. A broad view of

education is taken, valuing the total growth of the child, and

placing much emphasis on the role of art, music, dance, poetry,

and drama, as well as the three R's. These aesthetic areas play

an infinitely more important role in the education of English chil-

dren than in that of American children. Perhaps this is a problem

inherent in American culture rather than a school problem alone.

These areas are not valued in the same way that reading and math
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are. Sybil Marshall organized her primary classroom using all

subjects:

The essential point about her method the

"symphonic method" as she calls it is that art
takes its rightful place as an element in the
whole business of education. It links with all other
strands, especially the teaching of reading. It is

bound up with the whole process of seeing, understand-
ing, and expressing. It is a natural activity (Marshall,
1970, p. 172).

In a typical British primary classroom, the general expectation

might be that each child would spend some part of each day in read-

ing, math, and writing. Dress-up and dramatic play, cooking,

construction toys, table games, blocks, sand, water, needlework,

and a large variety of art materials would also be available to

the children. Time would also be given for group activities such

as story groups, home bay planning sessions, movement groups, the

daily religious assembly and other occasions when the teacher might

call the group together. Much of the day, though, is open for chil-

dren to make decisions about the nature and order of their activi-

ties. Teachers assuredly offer guidance in the selection, but,

in line with the goals to develop self-confident and self-directing

individuals, much opportunity is afforded by practicing self-

direction.

The only required subject in English schools is a daily

worship service, mandated by law. "In reality, the schools today

do not follow a strictly religious format in their assembly pro-

grams (Madera, 1974, p. 161). A typical assembly is likely to

be a thought-provoking and inspiring time, maybe of group singing

as a way of sharing the community life and concern for one another.

Perhaps one day each week birthdays for that week might be
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celebrated. Most days there might be phonograph music for directed

listening and probably some poetry. Usually the head takes respon-

sibility for the assembly, but other teachers or a group of chil-

dren may present an informal program. Class work has the chance

to be shared. The total assembly lasts about fifteen minutes.

This program is another example of how many subjects are inte-

grated, such as listening, oral language, music, and sharing within

the "community" of the school.

Sybil Marshall very beautifully describes how and why the

integration of subjects is so necessary and successful in British

classrooms:

Integration means to remove the artificial barriers
of time divisions and of subject matter . . . to prevent
the disappointment and frustration of being jerked from
square to square on a huge checkerboard of knowledge, that
never-ending game of educational snakes and ladders in
which you climbed to dizzy heights of interest one minute,
only to slide back to square one when the shrill whistle
or the clanging bell announced the next move (Marshall,
1970, p. xiv).

Time is Used Flexibly

If schools are to fulfill their responsibility to instruct

all students, each student must be allowed the time and opportunity

to master one skill before moving to another. The best of child-

centered classrooms allows and encourages this to happen.

Describing a typical day in a British primary school, from

the standpoint of use of time, helps to explain how this can happen.

It is common that parents walk their children to school and that

classrooms are open to parents at all times of the day. The result

is that from about 8:45-9:15 the school is aswirl with children,

moms, dads, babies, grandparents, even dogs and cats. Things
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sort themselves out starting around 9:00 when children spontane-

ously engage in classroom work. Even at 11:00, however, some

parents are undoubtedly still around helping children (not neces-

sarily their own) with classroom projects.

During the school day, the teacher gets many clues for struc-

turing time and the environment, from the things children talk

about as they express their interests or their desires to do a

different piece of work. This choice automatically becomes a part

of the child's curriculum for that day. "In the best of our

schools," explained Sir Alec Clegg, "the children themselves, prepare

on Monday what they're going to do that week" (Drummond, 1972,

p. 19).

Students typically build their days around three kinds of

activities:

1. Activities involving reading, writing and math.
The students understand that they have to be regularly
involved in these three areas. Checkpoints in each are
identified and plans are made, often daily, for the next
steps. There are no absolute expectations for all stu-
dents, and each goes along at a comfortable speed.

2. Some special activities or projects are offered
each day, including arts and crafts experiences, trips,
social science projects, music, and physical education.
For younger children these might be offered more than
once a day. The activities are usually lead by an adult
and are often optional.

3. There are also independent activities such as
play, free reading, and review and catch up activities
that students can select for spare moments of the day
when they aren't engaged in on-going assignments (Harmin,
1972, p. 41).

It is typical in British schools that each day, in an informal

meeting after lunch, the faculty plans the activities to come.

Each class also plans every day. They are told the options for
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the day and reminded of the on-going responsibilities. They decide

how to apportion the school hours to meet them. Older students,

especially, are often encouraged to find their own projects and

make learning contracts for themselves.

The wandering child is telling, in his behavior, that some-

times he needs to take the time to absorb, assimilate, and accumu-

late new experiences and feelings before he can put them into any

form. It is possible that the wandering child needs more atten-

tion from the teacher to help find a fitting activity. Some

children require differing degrees of directing and structuring.

Once teachers are successful using a more flexible time

schedule, it is hard to go back to more traditional ways. As one

66-year-old British teacher said:

I don't use the lesson bell any longer because I
don't want to stop my children when they're in the
pitch of excitement. We want them to go on doing what
they're doing until they're working that piece of
excitement out (Drummond, 1972, p. 20).

Orderliness is Expected and is Evident

Letting children talk and move about in school is helpful in

establishing a setting in which a teacher can learn about students.

Children need active learning coupled with responsibility. Chil-

dren are not going to be happy for very long in schools in which

they realize they are not accomplishing very much. Educators know

that children confirm and extend what they know as they talk with

other children, with the people in their world, and as they talk

together. Yet such communication is devalued in many traditional

classrooms, where children are told to keep to themselves.
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Visitors to British primary schools often marvel at the

decorum and orderliness of the students. Visitors report that

students' patience and good manners were not merely because they

were happy or because they had no impulses to misbehave. Even in

the best of schools, children will undoubtedly be mischievous.

They were well-behaved because standards were clear, not overly

restrictive, and because deviations were dealt with directly and

compassionately. Teachers communicated to students that they were

expected to live up to reasonable standards. Students who crossed

the lines to disruption were not made to feel that they were bad

or weak, but that they were simply careless or wrong in those par-

ticular instances. Teachers clearly cared about their students.

and often demonstrated their affection with hugs and smiles even

when correcting misbehavior (Harmin, 1972, p. 40).

"English teachers seem greatly concerned about the develop-

ment of independence and responsibility in children, often to a

far greater extent than American teachers" (Rogers, 1969, p. 71-

72). In the best of English primary schools, a degree of individ-

ual freedom, flexibility, and responsibility exists in a way that

is virtually unknown in most American elementary schools. One

American visitor recalls that she knew that the orderliness of the

students she observed did not rest on fear of punishment. Yet it

seemed too simple to say, as a student teacher had explained, that

the students were orderly because they were happy. The visitor

wondered if they were just naturally well-mannered children. When

she asked some teachers about this they laughed, "Well-mannered

children? Hardly. Many of these students are seriously
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disturbed. Some have no parents and some are retarded. Generally

they are like all other children" (Harmin, 1972, p. 48).

Later observations confirmed what the teachers had said. On

occasion fighting was seen, lying was heard, and arguments and teas-

ing were witnessed. The visitor wondered if she could have handled

the situation with the directness and without anger, as the British

teacher had done. She felt that was perhaps a clue as to why the

students were so well-behaved. There were numerous examples of

teachers dealing quickly and directly with misbehavior (Harmin,

1972).

Another American visitor summed it all up:

. . . but if joy was my strongest impression,
my second was of apparent calm. With children free to
move around and talk, one might imagine that the noise
level would be high, but it was not. The school seemed
much calmer than the traditional "well-disciplined"
class. I suppose it was largely because there were no
undercurrents of tension or repression (Dennis, 1972,
p. 38).

The Development and Use of Curricular Materials
differs between the United States and England

Britain's Schools Council for Curriculum and Examinations,

now generally referred to as the Schools Council, was organized in

1964, about the same time that various American curriculum reform

projects were being funded by the Federal government in what is

sometimes referred to as the curriculum revolution of the sixties.

Nowhere can the contrast between British and American approaches

to curricular and methodological change be contrasted more sharply.

The Schools Council began with the basic assumption that:

each school should and would take full responsibility
for the development of its own curriculum and pedagogy,
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based essentially on the needs of the children in a
given local community (Rogers, 1974, p. 6).

The Council gave every possible assistance in the task, but change

properly began in the local school. The American approach was

the opposite, in that curriculum decisions were dictated from a

level above the local school.

The local education office in England is concerned with "pro-

viding and maintaining the educational resources of the area in

terms of financial and logistical support of the schools" (Raggatt,

1972, p. 26). The office is not concerned with curriculum except

in an advisory capacity, and a small staff is maintained chiefly to

disseminate ideas. Curriculum policy and development is in the

hands of the head teacher and the school faculty, and is frequently

delegated as the responsibility of classroom teachers.

This change toward child-centered education occurred in Britain

gradually, almost gently. It came largely from within, occurring

here and there, in pockets where conditions for change were ripe.

John Coe, the head of primary education in the County of Oxford-

shire, is fond of telling the story of Edith Moorhouse, one of

the great early leaders of the movement toward informal education.

She would sit home in the evenings with a small group of primary

headmistresses and teachers, knitting and talking about children.

There were no elaborate lists of goals and objectives
to be achieved, deadlines to be met, or tests to be
given. Rather, there was good talk about children,
how they learn and grow, and what this might mean to
teachers (Rogers, 1974, p. 6).

Curricular and methodological change in Britain then, came,

and continues to come, on a local level, fostered and inspired

by professionals. The general public, the universities, and the
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educational publishing industry all played a relatively minor role

in the evolution of British primary education. This is not to

say that parents, publishers, and university scholars had no influ-

ence, but rather their influence was, and is, minimal by American

standards (Rogers, 1974, p.6). It is still safe to say that local

professionals, for better or for worse, bear the burden of develop-

ing and improving primary education.

There is a greater emphasis on accountability to the community

and to parents in America, which places teachers fairly clearly

in an employee role. American teachers consistently need to go

to the community to legitimatize their goals and the content of

their curriculum. It is not unusual in America to hear of success-

ful community pressure against the use of a book or for the intro-

duction of a course, a phenomena rarely heard of in England (Raggatt,

1972, p. 27).

The traditions of educational control in the two countries

are very different. In America, education has been the concern

of the community since the early Puritans established their schools

in New England. In England, education was historically bestowed

on the masses by an elite. At no time did the community play any

role in decision-making. When control of the content of education

passed out of the hands of the clergy following the implementation

of compulsory education in the latter part of the 19th century,

it was taken over by a relatively well-educated corps of teachers

(Raggatt, 1972, p. 27).

Curricular materials in the English schools often have an

organic nature. There is a lack of commercially produced equipment
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in classrooms, though manipulatives are widely used. Textbook

series are rarely used but books and word cards are always avail-

able. Mechanical aids, such as ditto machines, are not common and

public address systems wouldn't be tolerated in most schools. The

British schools "have not relied very much on the panaceas of pro-

grammed instruction or educational hardware" (O'Brien, 1974, p. 47).

Curriculum materials are by no means being abandoned in the British

schools, but they are making different use of them. Good, open-

ended materials can often in themselves, be a kind of retraining

course for willing teachers, helping them become more confident

about trying informal methods. Curricular materials must give

teachers and students freedom to use them in a variety of ways.

The best materials are often simply a handbook and a guide to new

approaches, rather than set lessons. It is unlikely that curricu-

lum projects can make much difference in American education until

a way is found of engaging ordinary teachers in creating materials.

Americans could profit from the British understanding that the valu-

able and enduring part of curriculum reform is the process of crea-

tion and thought. There is a tendency for Americans to look at

educational materials in a piecemeal way. All too often education

consists of this or that arithmetic program, spelling book, basal

reader, or set of ditto sheets thrown together and called "curricu-

lum." Much of the material at the elementary school level is a

"potpourri of disarticulated, externally imposed, ready-packaged

programs" (O'Brien, 1974, p. 23).

Schools in the United States could profit from the British

model of advisory centers where there are teams of educators whose
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only task is to work with classroom teachers. One of the roles

of the advisors is to take over classes for teachers so that they

can attend courses and demonstrations.

Useful work could also be done in developing new kinds of

tests in the United States.

The IQ and standardized achievement tests are not as
bad as they are often made out to be, but how they
are used can sometimes be questioned. SchT6Ts per-
haps use tests as an excuse to keep from having to
try out anything new. The likelihood of change would
be increased if their grip on the minds of school
administrators and parents could be loosened
(Featherstone, 1971, p. 43-44).

Tests that reflect an ability to express oneself in writing or to

reason mathematicaly would be helpful. The problem is to persuade

Americans to consider the relevance of standards other than the

ones now used. Clearly new tests alone won't solve that.

There is much that can be done to develop better curriculum

materials, but they will be useful and appropriate only if the

theoretical philosophies that American educators say they believe

in are reflected in the type of activities that students are asked

to do.

Conclusion

British teachers seem to care deeply, perhaps passionately,

about CHILDREN. Children are to be taken seriously, not laughed

at or ridiculed in the staff room. Children are to be watched;

children are to be listened to; children are to learn from; chil-

dren are the essential ingredient in the teacher-learning process;

children make one's job exciting, challenging, and truly
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professional. Children are more important than the curriculum.

This point cannot possibly be exaggerated. It is a rationale for

a very real revolution in American education.

School Building and Classroom Environment

The best of school buildings are places where
"building" takes place. Foundations can be established
and growth can happen. Instead, for too long, school
buildings have been places where things were KEPT.
They have been warehouses of humans, of books, of
desks, and of materials protected from access to the
outside world. They were like museums isolated from
the culture at large. Such buildings have become
places where no healthy growth can take place
(Samples, 1977, p. 101).

Many American elementary schools are just too big. The British

have a preference for small schools where teachers can get to know

children and other faculty members well (Rogers, 1974, p. 7). In

smaller schools there is more possibility for human response to

children's problems and needs, and for assessing and aiding the

total growth of the child. These benefits can exist more fully

in small schools than in what the British sometimes call "the

American factory schools."

Americans have looked to the British for clues to making

schools more humane. They often look first at the physical struc-

ture. In the middle 1970's, open education was receiving such

widespread support in the United States that it was estimated that

as many as 85% of the new elementary schools under construction

were planned with the open concept in mind (Bloom and Jacobson,

1979, p. 123). As many American teachers attempted to replicate

the informal organization, a dangerous thing seemed to happen,
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they became satisfied that the structure alone would provide

the education.

Most of these American open classrooms did not exhibit the

academic characteristics of the better English schools. In many

ways, they were not as good as some of the Progressive Era schools

in the United States. At that beginning stage of their develop-

ment, they gave more attention to creating new furniture arrange-

ments, knocking down walls between classrooms, and "freeing" chil-

dren, than to creating compelling, intellectually stimulating

activities for them. The structure should belong in the minds of

the teachers, not necessarily in the physical aspects of the build-

ing (Rogers, 1969, p. 75). In most classrooms the quality of work

going on did not equal the trappings of openness. If a child-

centered approach is to survive, educational quality will require

a great deal more attention and effort.

Notably absent in the best English classrooms are the "cute

kiddy things" often put out for children by adults (Madera, 1974,

p. 162). If a school has a child development point of view, that

does not mean that everything is at the child's level but rather

for the development of the child.

The richness of the classroom is as much an attitude as it

is anything. Too often adults turn the classroom into a vision

of themselves. Students enter the room and find an exaggeration

of the teacher's personality. The whole environment becomes "a

kind of loaded mousetrap in which all the moves are called by someone

other than the students" (Samples, 1977, p. 116). What they learn
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in such places is how to psych out the teacher and how to conform.

If they don't, their only choice is to rebel.

In classrooms where shared learning occurs, the place belongs

to everyone. Students own it and so does the teacher. "Stuff"

is everywhere and is used. The bulletin boards, interest centers,

and plants belong to all. Books and pictures are displayed and

used. Sometimes floors are walked on, but other times they become

places to sit, lie, or work. The out-of-doors is used and the

rest of the world is also considered to be an extension of this

learning place.

In the British primary schools, the physical layout of the

classrooms is markedly different from typical American classrooms.

In these British classes there are no individual desks, and no

assigned places. The rooms are comparable in size to those in the

United States (Featherstone, 1971, p. 200). Around the-se rooms

are different tables for different kinds of activities, such as

art, water, and sand play.

The description of children working within a classroom can

better describe how the physical environment complements the aca-

demic learning. This is a general description of a British

primary classroom:

If you arrive early, you find a number of children
already inside, reading, writing, painting, playing music,
tending to pets. Teachers sift in slowly and begin work-
ing with students. Apart from a religious assembly
(required by English law), it's hard to say just when
school actually begins, because there is very little
organized activity for a whole class to do together.
The puzzled visitor sees some small group work in maths
or reading, but mostly children are on their own, moving
about and talking quite freely. The teacher sometimes
sits at her desk, and the children flock to her for
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consultations, but more often she moves about the room,
advising on projects, listening to children reaa, asking
questions, giving words, talking, sometimes prodding.

The hallways, which are about the size of those
in our schools, are filled with busy children, displays
of painting and graphs, a play grocery store where
children use play money and learn to count, easels,
tables for collections of shells and plants, work-
benches on which to pound and hammer nails and boards,
big wooden boxes full of building blocks (Featherstone,
1971, p. 196).

Another, more specific example, of how learning and the phys-

ical environment go hand-in-hand, can be shown from the Prior

Weston Junior Mixed and Infants School on Whitecross Street in

London. A visitor was impressed with the neat, organized appear-

ance of the class work areas, despite the hubbub and diversity

of the activities. She explains:

Window draperies in this classroom were obviously
the product of this working art center. I was taken

with the thought that these children were as involved
with the physical aspects of their learning environ-
ment as with the learning tasks within the enviornment
(Kaplan, 1973, p. 15, 16).

It's only natural, considering the type of activities, that

child-centered classrooms can be fairly noisy. "They are noisier

than many American teachers or principals would allow" (Feather-

stone, 1971, p. 197). When children are allowed to talk freely,

there will be more noise. With as many as 40 students in some

British classes, rooms are crowded and accidents happen. Paint

spills, a tub overflows, and there are recriminations, but no extra

attention is given to these accidents; children mop up and work

resumes.

The environment of the County Primary School in Eynsham will

be described, area by area, to show in detail, some of the common
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physical aspects of an English child-centered classroom:

LIBRARY:

Reference books as well as fiction books are in the
library. There are no set library periods, but children
can use the books and library space throughout the school
day.

OFFICE:

Children go to these tables primarily to write. The
office holds materials such as paper, pencils, erasers,
guide lines, paper clips, and pen and ink for those who
have advanced to that stage. Different grades of paper
are available, but all is unlined and children use guide
lines under the paper if needed.
LABORATORY:

This area may be divided into maths and science
areas. Natural science collections and apparatus for
mechanical experimentation are provided, along with books.
Both "practical" and "book" maths are emphasized with a
variety of equipment and materials on hand. Paper and
pencils are provided in each work area. To practice
weighing, basket-scales are in this area for weighing
items such as pine cones, pebbles, beans, and dog
biscuits.

STUDIO:
This area is for exploring a wide variety of art

materials. There are easels for painting and tables
for printing. Materials such as clay, sand, paint,
water, crayons, charcoal and pastels are available.
Activities like bookbinding and tie-dying can be done
here.

KITCHEN:
This is a real kitchen with a sink, food, recipes,

hot plate and/or stove. Usually a helper is available
in this area to supervise children in their cooking
projects. Skills used in this area include measuring,
weighing, mixing, calculating, and reading. Children
enjoy cooking and eating their projects, but they also
draw and write about their activities and calculate the
cost of the food to bring from home for the cooking fund.
HOUSE:

The house area includes dolls, dishes, dress-up
clothes and props for a wide variety of dramatic play.
Sometimes a cafe, post office, or a shop may be set up
in this area.
NEEDLEROOM:

European schools often include various forms of
needlework as a part of their curriculum. Typical items
to make might include puppets, stuffed animals, and
embroidery projects.
MUSIC ROOM:

The teachers feel that experimenting and composing
are more important than a polished performance of music
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already written. A variety of instruments are available
and are used by children as they write their own songs.
WORKSHOP:

This area contains the usual wood and tools for
experimentation and composition. It is well-stocked with
a great deal of scrap material such as cereal boxes and
cottage cheese cartons that the children bring from home.
THEATER:

It is not for performance in the usual sense, although
it might be used for dramatics. It means a place that can
be closed off from other activities and is appropriate for
direct teaching to a group of children or for using audio-
visual teaching materials.
WITHDRAWING ROOM:

This room serves to recognize that everyone needs some
time and space that may be used for withdrawing from the
active community life. Here the children may retreat to

be alone or with one or two others for thinking and
dreaming, perhaps settled in a rocking chair to look out
the window at the changing scene in nature.
OUTDOORS:

The out-of-doors may be used during the blocks of
work time available throughout the day (Madera, 1974,
p. 159-160).

In a child-centered classroom, the class is no longer the unit.

"Instead, the child is the unit. Instead of any single child being

one-thirtieth of a class, the class is 1 x 30 children" (Marshall,

1970, p. xii). This does not mean that the class no longer exists.

It does, and it must continue to exist as the home base in which

the community of children share experiences with a leader and with

each other. It is a safe area from which exciting explorations

and discoveries can begin, and to which they return to share.

The classroom belongs to "whoever gathers there with the common

purposes to learn, to be stimulated, to grow, to become more aware,

and to gain understandings, skills and bases of knowledge" (Samples,

1977, p. 114). For real learning to take place, the student must

be interested and must somehow be engaged in the act of being

there. The room will house what happens; it will become an exten-

sion of all those within it.
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Role of the Teacher in Child-centered Education

It is clear that good, enriching education 'can occur almost

anywhere, at anytime, and under the most unusual of circumstances,

but if it does, it is usually traceable to a competent teacher.

This is a person whose psyche is in good shape and whose ego

strength can withstand almost any circumstance. Good teachers

are those who want to teach, who care about themselves, and care

about students. They are flexible, competent, and have a good

sense of humor. In the classroom and in life, good teachers are

transformed as much as they transform. They live life in ways

that insure each day, each week, and each year are new periods

of growth.

Certain characteristics are associated with child-centered

education, including the philosophy of the teachers. Individual

teachers and classes may adopt this philosophy in many ways, but

they are all concerned with learning as opposed to teaching.

Rarely will one find such a teacher standing in front of the room

teaching a "class" lesson. Rather, "the teacher is largely a stage-

setter, a stimulator, who encourages and guides, but who does not

direct" (Rogers, 1969, p. 79). It is often difficult to find the

teacher when one first walks into a typical child-centered class-

room since the leader is likely to be working with a child here and

a child there, moving around the room and among the children.

It must be remembered that the day has not yet come when the

doctor tells his patient, "I am only here to see that you cure

yourself," nor is the teacher in school just to mark the register

and see that the children teach themselves. The teacher is there
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to see that they learn, and the difference, though subtle, is

enormous (Marshall, 1970, p. 25).

An American educator visiting a London primary school

described how she saw the role of the English teacher:

The teachers were honest and natural with the
children. They did not put on poses for the school
day. They did not speak to me with one voice and to
the children with another. When they were peeved they
were peeved, and when they were delighted they appeared
delighted. The teachers also seemed self-confident and
strong, and they seemed to care deeply for their stu-
dents . . . . They often ended the day exhausted, but
it was a weariness left from a day of intense interest
in children and in their welfare (Harmin, 1972, p. 42).

Human beings are most likely to develop favorably and function

effectively when they perceive themselves as liked and cared about.

This truth pertains to relationships between parents and children,

as well as between teachers and pupils. Unfortunately, the tradi-

tional classroom casts the teacher in a punitive role, by limiting

children's physical use of space and frequently being a negative

evaluator. Given these tasks to perform, even the warmest and

most loving teacher will have difficulty establishing a beneficial

role.

It is too often forgotten that the task of the school is
the promotion of social and emotional, as well as intellec-
tual growth of children. Schools should not have license
to impair the mental health of young people in the name
of learning (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 562).

Traditional schools often encourage teachers to remain emo-

tionally distant from children. Control-conscious administrators

fear that "friendly warmth between teacher and pupil may lead to

problems of disorder" (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974, p. 562). However,

the child-centered classroom minimizes the emotional distance between
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teacher and student. The teacher is not made to feel anxious about

the desire to be close to the children; children can be taken in

the teacher's arms. Being secure in the teacher's trust in their

capacities to grow and learn, the children can, without anxiety,

be freed to start or continue the learning process.

The best English teachers are masters of a very subtle rapport

with the students. One could never describe them as "pals." The

language and tone of the teachers are friendly and at the same

time they imply the superiority of the teacher's experience. There

is a firm, competent suggestion to the child that says, "I am sure

you are going to do this," in a very reassuring way. A combination

of understanding that the child must do the learning and that the

teacher is a gentle but firm guide, leads to this tone and authority

(Hapgood, 1972, p. 46). The teacher's task is to provide the stimu-

lating enrichment that causes a child's learning opportunities to

increase. The organization of space and the arrangement of mate-

rials helps the environmental setting perform as another teacher.

The teacher's job is to help each child have direct contact with

this environment.

The basic conception of learning reflects the image of Piaget's

child-inventor "fashioning an orderly model of the universe from

his varied encounters with experience" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 24).

The child's experience is the starting point of all good informal

teaching. Passive teaching has no place in a good informal setting,

any more than passive children do. Active teaching is essential,

and one of the appeals of this approach to experienced teachers

is that it transforms the teacher's role. Instead of enacting
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someone else's text or curriculum, the teacher moves toward working

out personal responses to children's learning. The teacher is

responsible for creating the learning environment.

Not only do student needs have to be met, but also those of

the teacher. If the needs of individual teachers are met, then

they are likely to meet the needs of individual children. For

example, George Baines, the headmaster at the County Primary School

at Eynsham, sees his role as:

making a broad variety of materials and methods
available to teachers all the time, thereby enabling
them to choose and prescribe for the particular child
and situation (Madera, 1974, p. 198).

It is important to note that classroom teachers in England

have less autonomy than their American counterparts (Spodek, 1974).

The small size of the British schools means that teachers expect

to be personally supervised, and that the head had a role in hiring

the teacher. If an English teacher differs with the head, that

teacher will probably soon be in a different school. If an American

teacher differs with a principal, most often the classroom door

is closed and life simply goes on. This is especially true if the

teacher is tenured and has spent a considerable number of years

in the community.

One of the most general characteristics of the British primary

schools is that they are people-centered. Caring is evident in

many school situations. It is routine for teachers to cover for

one another cheerfully, by taking a double class of children when

a teacher is called away, or more commonly, when a teacher is away

ill. It is routine for teachers to return from a visit to a teacher
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center and offer short seminars for colleagues after school or

during the long recess break at lunch. It is common for teachers

to collaborate on projects of mutual interest whether the project

be the home background of a troubled child, the conducting of an

evening minicourse for parents (without pay), or the planning of

joint projects across classrooms (Drummond, 1972).

The British teachers highly value the contact with other

teachers and the feeling that individual teacher strengths and

weakensses can complement one another. The individual teachers

do not feel their styles are wrong or poor, but see the contribution

they all can make to the total learning setting. At the same time

they honestly recognize personal weaknesses and perhaps depend upon

other teachers to provide for children in those areas. Contact

with teachers who have different strengths also helps each teacher

grow. Good teachers have always needed wide competence, but infor-

mal education makes demands on the teacher that are indeed formid-

able. Americans do not seem to have faced this problem squarely

in programs of teacher education. The famous English in-service

weekend courses are one answer, particularly for teachers who are

already trained (Madera, 1974).

These British weekend courses are a subtle stretching of the

teacher's life in many ways. The courses put the teacher in the

position of learner. They help the teacher realize the necessity

for concentration, care, consideration for others, cooperation

in keeping the working areas clean, and for keeping the tools in

the proper places. There are usually long waiting lists for these
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courses. They cover many subject areas such as crafts, music,

poetry, reading, and mathematics. A workshop approach is always

used which mirrors the setting of the informal classroom that

the teacher must understand. Teacher centers could be educa-

tional and money-saving for American school districts, as well

(Hapgood, 1972). All in all, if the head or principal is an

effective leader and the curriculum is flexible and interesting

to the students, then it is the teachers who make it all work.

Role of the Head Teacher/Principal

in Child-centered Education

The British seem to have faith in the classroom teacher as

the ultimate change agent. However, hand-in-hand with the develop-

ment of a truly professional role for classroom teachers has been

the evolution of a similar role for the British head teacher, or

principal. A good deal of the autonomy and flexibility of many

classroom teachers stems from parallel freedoms and responsibili-

ties for heads.

The head teacher of each school is the educational leader

of that school's affairs. It is the head who determines the

point of view and the policies and the program of that school.

As one head teacher put it, "You can easily find two schools

within a couple of blocks of one another that differ in the

educational thinking by two hundred years' (O'Brien, 1974,

p. 45).
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couple of blocks of one another that differ in the educational

thinking by two hundred years" (O'Brien, 1974, p. 45).

Much is centrally or nationally controlled in English educa-

tion. The allocation of funds for school buildings, for example,

is handled at the national rather than local levels, as is the

establishment of salary scales for teachers, the minimum age at

which children may leave high school and enter the job market,

and the number of years required for primary school teacher train-

ing. Glaringly absent from this list of national powers is any

reference, with the exception of mandated religious instruction,

to school curriculum or methodology. The head is expected to take

the lead in these curricular areas (Rogers, 1974).

The head is a strong authority figure in the school, but many

heads are able to work in relatively non-threatening ways with

their teachers despite the fact that they are very much in charge.

It is as important for principals to work with teachers in a humane,

thoughtful, sensitive, and dignified manner as it is for teachers

to work with children in these ways. It is clear where the authority

rests, but it is also important to work with people in ways that do

not abuse that power.

The head should be, above all, an educational leader. It

is of great importance that a school's educational leader know

what is happening in the classrooms, and in the minds of teachers

and parents. A good school is a place in which everyone shares

responsibility for its growth and development. The principal is

responsible for creating the kind of climate or atmosphere in which a

genuine exchange of ideas is possible. The head must be a successful
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and experienced teacher who regards teachers, not the local

administration, as the reference group. The talents and skills

of the head must include an intimate knowledge of the day-to-day

problems involved in classroom teaching, and a thorough understand-

ing of the child and the curriculum.

Darrell Drummond, area director of instruction of the

Montgomery County Public Schools in Silver Spring, Maryland,

interviewed Sir Alec Clegg, the chief education officer for the

West Riding of Yorkshire. This interview shows more about the

role of the head in relation to his teachers:

DRUMMOND:
When I was visiting schools in London and else-

where, I asked teachers, parents,-and people on the
staff about what made some schools so much better than
other schools in the way they worked with children.
Invariably the answer was: "The head is God. It's

what the head wants that decides the kind of school
we'll have." Do you agree with that?
SIR ALEC CLEGG:

Not exactly. Oh, there's no doubt that the head
teacher enjoys as much autonomy as he needs to shape the
form and feeling of the school in accordance with his
vision. But he's not alone in this venture. The head
must rely heavily on the character and strength of the
staff. Who he has to work with and who he brings into
the school can make all the difference. If he has kind
and loving and intelligent teachers, if he can work with
his staff in developing schemes that open up learning and
ask the best of children, then he will have a good school.
But it will be a joint venture a partnership between
himself and his staff (Drummond, 1972, p. 23).

In American schools, however, there is tremendous pressure

on principals for educational conformity. John Goodlad described

his experiences with a number of principals who responded eagerly

to his researcher's request to list the kinds of problems they

were encountering in their schools. Rather than attempt to develop
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ideas for the improvement of their schools, however, they consis-

tently asked what others were doing around the country. Presum-

ably, if others were attempting to meet certain problems by:

making greater use of drugs with hyperactive children,
or awarding tokens and prizes for greater achievement,
or dividing their children into family groups, or going
back to more emphasis on penmanship and grammar drills,
these solutions became viable alternatives simply because
they were being tried by someone, somewhere (Rogers,
1974, p. 8).

One might well ask whether American principals believe in anything.

Do they have an educational philosophy that guides them or a set

of values that helps them judge the overwhelming number of innova-

tions that pervade education in this country?

Assuming that one places great importance on the quality of

the intellectual life of the school, it becomes obvious that the

person chosen to be the school's leader should be someone who has

shown evidence of intellectual concern and involvement in profes-

sional and personal life. Developing more American principals

who feel comfortable and competent in the role of educational leader

cannot be achieved by merely amassing college credits. There should

be more concern, rather, with the quality and richness of the pros-

pective principal's own way of life. A school cannot be expected

to become a challenging, stimulating place where ideas are valued

if these matters are of no real concern to the school's principal.

Principals also need a far greater understanding of what might

be broadly called child development, if they are to cope intelli-

gently with the fads of American eduction. Much is known about

many aspects of the way children grow and learn.
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We don't know everything, but we do know, for example,
that concrete experience is of great importance in
the education of primary school children (Rogers,
1974, p. 8, 9).

For example, one should be able to reject, on current professional

knowledge, proposals of increased paper and pencil drills and work-

book exercises for six-year-olds. It is disturbing to see so many

schools adopt practices that fly in the face of current knowledge

about children's learning. If physicians were to ignore ideas

as basic to their profession as some of these are to education,

life expectancy in the United States would be reduced.

If principals are to become respected and sought after leaders

of teachers, they need to have a degree of competence in the class-

room that is not generally possessed by most American administra-

tors. The good British head can assume the role of teacher trainer

much more readily than can their American counterpart because,

as a rule, they were chosen for the job partly on the basis of

having been an outstanding classroom teacher (Rogers, 1974). It

is difficult, indeed, to gain credibility as a school's leader

if one is inept at, and relatively ignorant of, good classroom

teaching procedures.

Lacking such skills, principals are likely to fall back on

that which they feel they can do well, such as paperwork, schedul-

ing and rescheduling, and so forth. This is not to say that a

school does not need to be "managed" or that certain housekeeping

chores do not need to be performed. It is, rather, a matter of

degree or of putting things in perspective. If a principal feels

unable to cope with difficult problems involving the changing of
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teacher behavior or the hopes and sincere complaints of 'parents,

the principal will probably crawl more and more into a protective

housekeeping shell.

Often principals lack involvement in important areas of con-

trol, which make it even more difficult to make educational leaders

out of them. Many principals do not control the school budget,

the instructional program, or the hiring of staff; nor are they

invited by their central office to participate in district-wide

policy making.

Another important difference between British heads and

American principals is that British heads receive what is essenti-

ally educational training for their jobs. This distinction is

important for at least two reasons. First, it means that most

heads come to their jobs out of a rich and effective classroom

teaching experience. Second, it generally means that the head

has chosen a career track focused on working with parents, teachers,

and children. A headship is not merely a "temporary way station

along the route to a superintendency" (Rogers, 1974, p. 7). Most

heads recognize that, once appointed, it is their responsibility

to make of a school what they can or will. It is a good thing

to be a head, and it is a job one may be at for a long, long time.

American principals, however, identify fairly early in their

careers with the local administration.

Through formal courses this identification is consoli-
dated, and the principal's reference group becomes
administrators. The principalship is a qualification
that can lead to the central office and perhaps a
superintendency (Raggatt, 1972, p. 26).
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The principal is frequently removed from the teaching role, partly

because of the large size of the schools, partly because the admin-

istrative demands are wider, and partly through choice.

There isn't complete agreement on how the larger size of

American elementary schools makes the role of principals different

from the role of the English headmaster. Because most English

primary schools have only about 250 students, the heads can get

to know all of them, and the 7-9 teachers usually found in such

a school make up an ideal size discussion group (Fromberg, 1972).

Since heads can work closely with the teachers and follow the

progress of individual children, their influence is felt in many

ways. It is not enough to say that the size of the schools in

the United States makes such functioning impossible, however.

The great variety of organizational and staffing patterns in English

primary schools make possible the unique character of different

schools.

Were we to accept the thesis that the role of the head as

teacher and teacher trainer is the crucial factor in moving toward

informal schools, and were we further to assume that good and poor

head teachers are distributed at random throughout England, then

we would expect that informal or Plowden-oriented schools would

also be distributed in local communities in about equal proportions.

This, however, is not the case. Instead, these informal schools

are usually concentrated in particular communities such as Bristol,

Leicestershire, Oxfordshire, and the West Riding. This geographic

concentration of informal schools suggests that it is the local
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education authority as much as the individual school that nurtures

or thwarts the growth of informality. The autonomy of the indi-

vidual head teacher alone cannot account for the growth of the

Plowden philosophy or informal schools in particular school dis-

tricts (Spodek, 1974).

It may well be that the school is the most appropriate unit

of change and that the principal is in a crucial position to pro-

vide leadership for change. However, there are obviously other

factors that account for the presence or absence of innovation

in a school, for in the United States, as in England, innovative

schools are disproportionately distributed.

In order for the principals to feel comfortable in making

needed reforms, they need the support, security, faith, and confi-

dence of their superiors in precisely the same way that teachers

need the principal's support. They need to work under the assump-

tion that they are competent as a professional and can do the job.

They cannot be treated as convenient scapegoats by those above

them. They cannot be pressured into changing their decisions at

the least sign of community unrest. If they are expected to assume

real responsibilities for the growth and development of a school,

they must be granted the freedom and the support that will make

it possible for them to do so. This does not mean, of course,

that every principal who is granted such support will rise to the

occasion and become a genuine educational leader. It does, how-

ever, create the conditions that allow for educational leadership.

Any other position relegates the principal to the role of clerk-

manager-housekeeper.
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A shift in the role and preparation, plus the
development of appropriate support systems, might make
it possible to restructure the role of the American
elementary school principal along the lines of the
English head teacher and thus bring about educational
reform (Spodek, 1974, p. 16).

Children's Feelings

In child-centered schools, the goal of education is not to

produce a product. Rather, the teacher's goal should be more

like this statement:

Here is an organism called CHILD. I will provide
a climate in which that organism right now can flourish
intellectually, culturally, socially, and morally. I am

not so much concerned with scores or with achievement-
whatever they may mean. I am concerned with that child,
and I will try to provide the best environment for that
person to grow and, perhaps more important, to become self-
sustaining in that growth (O'Brien, 1974, p. 46).

School should be a place where children can take time to be

children, to learn, when they are ready, in ways that are right for

children, and to feel good about themselves (Aldrich, 1974).

A major characteristic of child-centered education is its

organic nature.

It means that educational activities grow out of
life, the interests, and the abilities of children,
and in context with the research on how young children
deal with their world (O'Brien, 1974, p. 46).

The primary responsibility of every school is to educate, but

in doing so it should not demean, diminish, or do injury to the

child's personal view of himself as a learner. Certainly teachers

do not set out to belittle the way children think about themselves

as learners. Nevertheless there is evidence that this is what

is happening in many schools, perhaps as a result of a rigid
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adherence to school curricula, standardized materials, and com-

petitive grading practices. The subtle way we communicate the

children's inadequacies to them creates destructive conditions.

At every age, children yearn to exercise autonomy, to feel

competent, and to achieve mastery. The traditional classroom

often thwarts these needs. It does not allow the child to exer-

cise autonomy in determining how this time and energy will be

spent. The grading orientation of the assignment-centered class-

room undermines the children's beliefs in their own competence.

By punishing the normal errors in the child's trial and error

struggle to achieve mastery, anxiety is paired with the effort

to learn. Children learn that they can avoid the pain of failure

by simply not trying any more. As John Holt aptly put it, "You

can't fall out of bed if you sleep on the floor" (Sobel and Tejirian,

1974, p. 561). The child-centered classroom, in contrast, enhances

the children's feelings of worth by allowing them to direct their

own learning and to experience frequent successes. They can

come to perceive themselves as people for whom success is always

a possibility and for whom failure is never a catastrophe.

It is often said that schools should be for children, but

what does this mean in practice? It means that classrooms are

covered from wall to wall with children's work. It means that

a principal's office is open for chidren to bring their cuts and

cares, their pictures, their tears, and their joys. It means that

many tachers have visited parents of their pupils, either at home

or at school and have knowledge that helps them soothe unruly

behavior. It means that teachers will make a point of spending
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a few minutes in individual conversation each day with every child

in the class (O'Brien, 1974).

Americans have much to learn from the informal primary schools

of England, but it would be unrealistic to assume that these

schools are completely free of destructive influence. Interac-

tions between teacher and child can be negative regardless of the

program. British schools, however, possess safeguards against

many of the structures that Americans have built into the system

of formal education. Instead of written school curriculum, a

statement of philosophy serves as a general guide for the school

program. Although the following statement was written about pre-

school education in England, this is a very common philosophy of

British teachers:

We believe that the most worthwhile education
. .

comes from concentrating on the here-and-now, on the
understanding, feelings and needs of children, and then
arranging that things happen which satisfy and build on
these. Children need to be valued for who they are
now, not who they will be in the future. They need
adults to help them who will not constantly shatter
their self-esteem by measuring them against future
standards and expectations. At four - as at forty or
eighty - people should be helped to live their lives
richly today. The better they do this, the better they
will be prepared for the future (Rogers, 1969, p. 71).

This child-centered approach is certainly possible in the

United States, as well. At the Warren School in Wellesley,

Massachusetts, the principal, Fred Gorgone, had substituted in

a child-centered first grade class. He was so impressed with

the children that he wrote a letter to the parents, explaining

how this exceptional classroom came to be:

1. These children enjoyed the trust and respect of
their teacher and, therefore, of each other.
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2. They had learned responsibility because they had
been given suitable opportunity for choosing and
planning their activities. Freedom and responsi-
bility go hand in hand.
3. Their learning was effective and relevant because
it arose from their interests, and they were given
the opportunity to pursue those interests.
4. Their individuality was respected and encouraged,
and they were not inhibited by minimum requirements
or grade norms.
5. Because they were not overwhelmed by the teacher's
presence, these children had developed a natural
style of learning appropriate to their condition.

6. They learned to come to terms with themselves and
with their true world, partly through their own spontan-
eous activity and partly through the environment that had

been structured for them (Gorgone, 1972, p. 77-78).

In order to achieve school success, children need to know

they are in a safe, caring environment. Nearly all children can

succeed if the school program is appropriate and if they receive

acceptance, as Doris Fromberg of Hofstra University so beautifully

put it:

When schools, without self-consciousness, permit
elasticity against which children can bounce, then
schools can absorb many children who might otherwise
be classified as special cases (Fromberg, 1974, p. 414).

Evaluating Child-centered Education

There are at least three ways one may judge child-centered

classroom effectiveness. One is by subjective assessment. Evalu-

ators will cite children measuring the volume of a room in non-

standard measure, or present students' paintings and poems, or

talk of marked improvement in pupil behavior and attitudes as

evidence that informal education "works." A second means of

evaluation is consideration of statistical evidence of subject

matter competency. Here, matched samples of students in formal

and informal settings yield data on cognitive achievement. Third,
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of evaluation provided it goes beyond the rhetoric of advocates

of child-centered education (Sobel and Tejirian, 1974).

There is little evidence which demonstrates empirically

that the less-structured, more child-centered English teacher

is producing a "better product" than is the more discipline-

centered American teacher.

At the moment, the best evidence is simply watching
children at work and at play over extended periods of
time in schools. If their reactions, their activity,
their art, music, and poetry, their attitudes toward
teachers and toward schools are valid criteria, then
a great deal can be learned form the English (Rogers,

1969, p. 55).

According to the Plowden Report, in terms of measureable

achievement on conventional tests, children in traditional, formal

classes in England did slightly better than children from freer

classes. The difference was greatest in mechanical arithmetic,

and least in reading. These are facts, but there are reasons for

discounting them apart from evidence that the differences disappear

in later school years. Formal schools teach children to take

conventional tests; that is their function and it would 'be sur-

prising if all their efforts didn't produce some results. In

view of the lack of test training in the freer schools, the

students' results seem to be surprisingly high.

It is perfectly clear that the mathematics taught in
the informal schools, math relationships in which the
process of thought counts for more than arithmetic
skills, and free writing, rather than grammar, and so
on, put their students at a disadvantage on achieve-
ment tests (Featherstone, 1971, p. 204).

Many American educators wish the British would develop a

systematic evaluation of the achievements of their child-centered
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schools. Visitors to good English primary schools recognize

almost intuitively that what is being seen is mostly right,

mostly effective, and mostly sound (Rogers, 1969). Questions

are asked, however, which cannot be adequately answered from

personal observations. Obviously academic achievement is not

the basic goal of child-centered schools, but since it is not,

what effects do these schools have on children's attitudes

toward school, teachers, and peers? How does this experience

affect their approach to learning, the problem solving strategies

they adopt, their persistence, and their curiosity?

Child-centered education is sometimes attacked because some

people feel it won't prepare children for life. The answer the

Plowden Report gives seems very sensible: the best preparation

for life is to live fully as a child (Featherstone, 1971). Some-

times, though, there is a reasonable fear on the part of the

parents who wonder if these informal methods will handicap their

children when they move on to a school run on traditional lines.

It is a real question in Britain as children often move from

informal primary schools to formal secondary schools. As an

example of addressing this concern, at a British parent meeting

the head explained that the children did in fact do well in the

formal secondary school. There was only one repeated complaint

about the students from informal schools; they were not very good

at sitting still for long periods of time. In general, though,

their ability to write and to understand math, to say nothing of

an ability to work on their own, prepared them very well. The
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head insisted that the children were more adaptable than most

parents imagined (Featherstone, 1971).

For many years every British child had to take an eleven-plus

exam at about age eleven. The test determined whether a child

would attend a grammar, secondary-modern, or technical school.

The grammar schools prepared students for college entrance.

Grammar schools originally meant Latin grammar which was the main

subject taught in those schools. The secondary-modern schools

provided a general education, and the technical schools provided

vocational training (Moore, 1966).

The specialized schools have now mostly been replaced with

comprehensive schools, similar to the high schools in the United

States which provide all three types of education under one roof.

Most local education authorities no longer require the eleven-

plus exam. Where the exam has been abolished, evaluation is

determined by school reports. The eleven-plus exam tended to

cramp the curriculum of primary schools by an overemphasis on

the test. Too much pressure was also placed on the children.

One boy was quoted as saying, "Me, I failed the eleven-plus and

I felt bitter. From then on it was if you can't beat them with

your brains, beat them with your fists" (Moore, 1966, p. 159).

Now, freed from the need to prepare children for the exam, schools

have been able to introduce more subjects such as French, drama,

and physical science.

In England there is relatively little quantification of

learning, and in the more progressive and informal schools there
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is virtually no grading. Instead, written comments are made

on an individual's progress. There are no national norms, nor

state- or even district-wide tests. In their absence, the teacher

is the sole evaluator of a child's progress (Raggatt, 1972).

These methods mean more work for the teacher, not less.

It is essential for teachers to keep detailed, regular, and

-accurate accounts of what a child is learning, even though at

any given moment they might not know what the child's current

activity is. Children help by keeping their own records. In some

schools, they have private shelves where they store writing books,

accounts of experiments and work in maths, lists of the books they've

read, and dates when they checked with the teacher to read aloud.

If American parents could ever see some of the
detailed histories kept of each child's separate
path, including his art work, they would feel, quite
rightly, that a report card is a swindle (Featherstone,
1971, p. 202).

Beyond looking at children's finished products, whether they

are represented by words, numbers, or varied art forms, teachers

continuously assess what children in the middle of an activity

are ready to do next. By observing how children use materials

and how long they stick with a project, the teacher can help them

make plans (Fromberg, 1974). Despite much emphasis on each person

doing the best work possible, there are no scores or norms. No

report cards are distributed; no grades are assigned. No child

passes or fails at the end of the year (Madera, 1974). There is less

emphasis on academic mastery than in most American elementary

schools (Harmin, 1972). Students are encouraged and helped to
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learn academics but are not pushed beyond a comfortable pace.

These successes are often shared at the daily all-school assembly.

The possibility of successfully introducing some of the teach-

ing methods and less formal evaluation procedures into American

schools must rest on

the readiness of the community and of parents to
give up the role of vigilantes and to accord the
teacher great autonomy to choose materials, subjects,
methods, and organization of learning and testing
(Raggatt, 1972, p. 27, 28).

The teachers and children require freedom to grow, but so often

in American culture "it is seldom enough for things just to grow.

It is further required that the growth be classified and compared

to some agreed on standard" (Samples, 1977, p: 23). The big issue

then becomes a question of what it means to those who are judged.

Child-centered education is dependent only to a small degree

on organization, on buildings, or even on curriculum content.

It is a question of an open mind, and of finding ways of ensuring

that learning takes place. Child-centered education is seeing

how to improve attainment real attainment, not results on a

standardized test. Checklists, state tests, and evaluations are

not measures of reality. What children have created in their writ-

ing, in their mathematical understanding, what they produce in

music and painting, and the way they prove through their choices

of reading materials that they are learning to read are the true

tests of achievement. "Teachers recognize that the ultimate evalua-

tion lies in significant learnings that contribute to an enlightened

citizenry" (Fromberg, 1974, p. 476).
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This statement by James Rothwell, the Senior Inspector for

Primary Education in Manchester, England, helps clarify the ques-

tions asked about formal school evaluation:

I wonder who checked whether Shakespeare knew
what a finite verb was, whether Beethoven could
sing in tune at seven, or whether Pasteur could use
a microscope (Rothwell, 1974, p. 194).

Implications for the United States Changing to the
British Child-centered Educational Approaches

It would be a mistake to assume that the informal approach

of the highly-acclaimed British primary schools can be simply

transplanted to the United States as is. For one thing,

there is no such thing as THE informal approach
to ship across the ocean. It is rather an approach
to teaching and learning and to the nature of child-
hood that is consistent with a wide variety of
specific practices (Silberman, 1970, p. 272).

English primary schools range from the exces-
sively formal ones, which are as grim, repressive,
and joyless as any in America, and in which sub-
jects are strictly compartmentalized and discipline
is authoritarian and positional, to the most infor-
mal, in which structured subjects have vanished, to
be replaced by individual or group study interests
involving an integrated subject approach (Raggatt,
1972, p. 25).

The 1967 Plowden Report indicated that only about one-third

of Britain's primary schools were "good," meaning they were child-

centered. The change had been most widespread in the infant

schools. In general, reform faced increasingly more obstacles

as one moved higher through the grades. Since all British schools

are not alike and since they are not all of the same quality, it

is difficult to say that the "British approach" can be implemented

in the same way in the United States (Featherstone, 1971).
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Remembering that we did indeed purchase one London Bridge,

a British educator said of Americans, "Have you heard? Now they're

going to buy Leicestershire County, lock, stock and advisory coun-

cil, and import it to New York City" (Silberman, 1970, p. 417).

Ruth Flurry, the Chief of the Bureau of Child Development and

Parent Education of the State Department of Education of New York,

elaborated:

But the British Primary School as an example of
open education is made up of human components which,
unlike stones, are very difficult to mark, transport
in a certain order, and rebuild into the same structure
at a different place. Furthermore, the attempt could
doom to failure our journey toward flexible, informal
schools (Silberman, 1970, p. 417).

There is nothing utopian about the "good" British schools.

Teachers are, by American standards, underpaid. The turnover

in staff is rapid, and schools receive pittances for buying equip-

ment and books. For example, in 1972 in England, 68% of the primary

teachers worked unaided with classes of over 30 children, while

13% had classes of more than 40 (Raggatt, 1972). However, it is

of immense significance that in the hard world of overworked

teachers and daily routines, substantial numbers of British pri-

mary teachers are organizing their classrooms in a way that really

does promote individual learning, and that allows children to

develop at their own pace in the early years of school. We should

be asking, "What can we learn from their experiences in translating

commitment into observable practice?"

Are British primary schools a workable basis for American

schools? The task of creating American schools along child-

centered lines is formidable, to say the very least. In reform,
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as in anything else, there must be priorities, and the first

priority is simply to see clearly. Some Americans acknowledge

that good British schools are doing better work than good American

schools, but they are reluctant to admit that this is because,

among other things, children are given freedom to choose from

among selected activities in the classroom and to move around the

room talking to each other. If they are teachers, they may react

to such a proposition with contempt, because they know how hard

it is to maintain classroom discipline. Where the class is taught

as a unit, and every child is supposed to pay attention as the

teacher talks, discipline can be a serious matter. It is even

more so when the class splits into groups to work. These teachers

are skeptical that even more informal approaches are better, or

even possible.

Tony Kallet, a perceptive American who worked as an advisor

in Leicestershire, wrote of the difficulties in maintaining control

of the class in the good, but very formal, American schools in

which he earlier worked. Some children managed quite well, but

others, especially what he called the "problem children," found

the discipline too much. They were permitted to do too little.,

and "their problems were, in part, being created rather than miti-

gated by control" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 34). After working

with British classes, he saw matters in a different light, but

for all the time he was in an American classroom, "it did truly

seem that every single control imposed was necessary if anything

was to be accomplished" (Featherstone, 1971, p. 34), a view with

which many American teachers can sympathize.
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Though many American educators have tried to follow what

they perceive to be the British model, their results are often

poor copies. The class may be "activity centered," but the

activity is often aimless and noisy, and sometimes destructive.

Books are used very little, and children are allowed to disturb

other children with dramatic play, carpentry, blocks, or musical

instruments.

The teacher is so busy trying to maintain some
semblance of order that she has little time to
help children individually or to record growth.
The flexible order she admired in the British model
has become chaos (Hapgood, 1972, p. 44).

As a result, some children may well be asking to withdraw to a "quiet"

room; some parents may be asking for a return to the three R's.

Watching children in British classes working diligently on

their own prompts another question: Are British children funda-

mentally different from Americans, and are there critical differ-

ences in national character? No doubt there are differences,

and yet middle-aged English visitors to the informal schools often

react with the same disbelief as American visitors. They find

it hard to credit British children with so much initiative and

so much responsibility. Also, formal schools in Britain have

many discipline problems. American teachers using the child-

centered approach have succeeded with approaches similar to those

of good British primary schools. A well-known example is

Herbert Kohl, who ran a sixth grade class in Harlem along fairly

free lines. His book, 36 Children, includes very powerful samples

of the children's free writing (Featherstone, 1971).
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A British teacher from one of the very child-centered local

authorities came to a large American city to teach a demonstration

class of eight- to eleven-year-olds in a slum school. Before

leaving England, he was assured by Americans that he would find

American children as different from British as day is from night.

Yet, the American children reacted exactly as English children do

to a classroom thoughtfully arranged to permit choices. At first

they couldn't believe he meant what he said. After a timid start,

they began rushing around the room, trying to sample everything

fast, as though time were going to run out on them. They then

"settled remarkably quickly to study in more depth and to explore

their environment with interest and enthusiasm" (Featherstone,

1971, p. 35). The teacher noticed that for the first two weeks,

no one did any written English or math, and when he asked them

why, they said they hated those subjects. Eventually, he got

more and more of the class interested in free writing, but he

never could get them interested in math. The schools had perma-

nently soured them on math (Featherstone, 1971).

In another example, Joanne Karl, a British infant school

head was in Wilmington, Delaware, teaching a 3rd -4th grade class-

room as an experiment to show that the learning environment of

the British public schools could happen in the urban American

public schools. This interview explains her views:

"Do you think the child-centered school can
happen in the United States? You've had a tough
time. Are the kids really different? Is it
realistically possible?"
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Joanne answered immediately and directly.
"Of course it's possible. But more than that,

it's mandatory. Your classrooms MUST become more
child-centered for the sake of your children. They
need it so badly."

"Need it? More than British kids? Why?"
"Because they ARE different. They haven't the

resources within themselves because of the way they
live. Many are not self-directed. They are scattered,
fidgety, can't concentrate, don't take responsibility.
.I'm not entirely sure why. Maybe the pace of their

lives, all the rapid changes in where they live and with
whom they live, bombardment with TV, junk food. Whatever
the cause, the result is that they need, more than any
children I've ever seen, to be in a peaceful setting.
They need to develop inner control and direction and to
learn by actually experiencing. But it's hard. No easy
solution, just hard work for the teacher. BUT YOU CAN'T
GIVE UP (Rogers, 1969, p. 72).

Some people feel there are more differences that make implemen-

tation of British practices more difficult in the United States.

They feel that the English teacher has an initial advantage over

the American one in that English children are still traditionally

obedient, soft spoken, and mannerly. They are encouraged to help

one another in the classroom (Hapgood, 1972). Children commonly

stay with one teacher for several years, so that the students

and families are well known. Most American elementary schools

are much larger than the British primary schools, which takes

away from the close-knit nature of the schools. British children

are often brought to school and picked up daily by parents with

accompanying babies, prams, toddlers, and tricycles. There are

no school buses. There is an easy opportunity for talk at the

end of the day among heads, teachers, parents, and children.

Considerable respect is expressed by parents toward the schools.

The roles of children and adults are more clearly differenti-

ated in England than in America. English parents tend to place
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a higher priority on children's learning not to "disturb the peace

of adults," as they phrase it, and the Americans place a higher

priority on the children's learning to get along with their peers.

The English educator, then, works from a different set of givens

in the classroom relationships of teachers and children than

that from which the American works. This is true not only in

children's behavior in the classroom, but in the roles available

to the adults as well. There are many fewer doubts about disci-

pline on the part of child-centered teachers in the English schools,

compared with the considerable crisis over discipline that is pre-

dicted for the American teacher when moving away from the more

traditional teaching role (Farber, 1973).

The comparable affluence of Americans which enables mechani-

cal panaceas is perhaps another reason for an American reluctance

to move in the same direction as the English. Mechanical aids

are useful, but there is no substitute for individualizing by

watching and listening to children. Many American teachers have

been seduced by the promise of technology. Their less affluent

English counterparts know that individualization will come to their

children only if they make a concerted effort to bring it about

under classroom conditions that are not likely to change radically

soon. "They are not banking on an educational promised land that

may lie just around the corner" (Rogers, 1969, p. 73). They are

addressing themselves to solving. the individualization problem

in terms of their own intelligence and energy now.

In England, not only are the heads thoroughly trained in

the administration of this informal kind of classroom, but they
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are fully capable of passing this training on to the teachers.

In the United States, few principals have this kind of training

or are able to pass it on (Ames, 1972). Unless teachers are deeply

committed and adequately trained and have the help of adminis-

trators sympathetic to the whole notion, the outcome can be chaotic.

More than this, in England the heads enjoy an autonomy that

is not granted to most of our school principals.

They are pretty much of an authority in their own right,
subject to neither the school board nor the parental
pressure that often makes our school principals less
than sovereign (Ames, 1972, p. 203).

As a result, the heads know what they are doing and are free to

do it. Interestingly enough, the Plowden Report took note of

the fact that British heads were not nearly as accountable to

parents as their American counterparts, and concluded that the

British schools should involve parents more. This is one of the

few American practices that the committee saw fit to recommend

(Farber, 1973).

American teachers and principals are subject to tremendous

pressures from the community and no state-supported school can

casually ignore them. This means that some changes will be easier

to bring about than others; that what the lay public conceives

of as "good" education may be adopted in the schools more readily

than other changes.

The American public seems to see "good" education as
a hard-driving, highly competitive academic race,
and educational innovations fitting that image stand
a better chance of acceptance than do other innova-

tions (Rogers, 1969, p. 74).
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Vulnerability to public pressures probably cause American school

people to be reluctant to adopt a child-centered approach to

teaching.

It is equally important to note that British schools are

financed in ways that differ radically from what is common in

the United States. Funds from the local schools come through general

state or central government grants. The local property tax is

not the major source of educational revenue. In addition there

are few strings attached to these grants. Each local education

authority is free to spend its money as it sees fit and is not

faced with the problem of having budgets approved at town elections

each year (Rogers, 1974). This, obviously, removes a great deal

of political and other pressure from local educators and allows

for long-range planning and a degree of continuity in education

that is often sadly lacking in American school districts.

The story of changes in a New York school district sums up

the implication for changing to more child-centered approaches

in United States schools. In Great Neck, New York, a residential

suburb of New York City, the parents and faculties were seeking

changes in the direction of their schools.

They were rightly proud of past accomplishments but

believed their practices were sometimes inconsistent
with their stated philosophy of education. They sought

a greater focus on children as children and on the ways

they grow in a complex society. They were also wanting

a greater emphasis on the processes of learning without
sacrificing responsibilities for traditional educational
outcomes (Hertzberg, 1972, p. 70).

For background, some Great Neck district administrators

visited child-centered classrooms in selected primary
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schools in England and on their return, discussed their experi-

ences with faculties and the community. The reports were greeted

wih great interest, but there was also a healthy dregree of skepti-

cism. such as:

It sounds too good to be true.
We can't do it here, not with our children.
It might work with little children, but what do

we do with them when they get older? (Hertzberg, 1972,
p. 71).

Some teachers later went to England to see for themselves.

Most returned with a firm conviction that they would like to move

toward a more open philosophy, and they began to make plans for

the beginning of the next school year.

They reported, after their third year into the change, that

they learned that a most important ingredient for developing child-

centeredness is time. They kept remembering that the British had

been involved in the child-centered education idea for over forty

years, and they are still learning to build and willing to probe.

They asked why we Americans are in such a rush. They
wondered why we feel such a desperate need to prove
ourselves to parents, to test our results, and to seek
ways to measure growth in feelings and attitudes
(Hertzberg, 1972, p. 73).

They felt that if child-centered education is to emerge, much time

is needed for its growth. If it is constantly nurtured in a thought-

ful and professional way, then child-centered education has a chance

to succeed.

In order to begin a change to child-centered education, and

to achieve the successes of the British, one must have a good

beginning. Success in achieving a good beginning depends on many

factors: understanding of what can be accomplished, school and
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community agreement on philosophy, attitude of teachers, community

acceptance, and a real belief in self-renewal. One thing is certain,

there is no magic formula and educators must combine their own

individual interpretations with the successes and models of others.

The English primary school is an institution that
has much to offer, but, as an isolated transplant, it
will not function in America as it does in England
(Raggatt, 1972, p. 29).

The Process of Change

Educators are increasingly questioning why schools are set

up the way they are and are beginning to examine the role of educa-

tion in a rapidly changing society. More importantly, some are

beginning to act to change past practices which are not appropriate

in light of current knowledge about society and about children

and how they learn. Wilhelmine Nielsen, a principal from Escondido,

California, described the change process in this way:

Have you ever watched children build a human
pyramid, carefully, cautiously climbing one upon the
other until at last one single figure stands erect
upon the top? To be sure, every such attempt is not
successful. If the group lacks a plan or needed
strength, or if one situated in a supporting position
will not cooperate, the pyramid will collapse. The
achievement can be a structure composed of parts which,
fitted together, reinforce each other. Or, the result
can be frustration that increases with each false start
(Nielsen, 1972, p. 134).

People in school settings can be viewed in the same way.

When people "live together" in an educational institution, their

attitudes and behavior can serve either as blocks that impede or

prevent progress, or as building materials. People need to know

where they fit, what their territory is, and their allowable degree

of flexibility.
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To some people, "change has become an end in itself: what is

new is good, what has been done before is not good. THIS is tried

and changed for THAT, and nothing seems worth the trying" (Gordon,

1972, p. 19). In a wave of nostalgia, others advocate looking

backward to the past instead of forward to the future.

A quick glance through the subject headings of any major

educational index will reveal the large use of positively charged

adjectives such as "new," "innovative," "improved," or "changing"

to describe current educational practices. To the lay public,

it might well be assumed that the frequency with which these words

appears testifies to, or at least suggests, a dynamic state of

ongoing educational revision. Unfortunately, this assumption

would be incorrect, for the mere discussion of change does not

make it a reality.

Vocabulary and rhetoric are easily changed; basic beliefs

and institutions all too often remain little affected. If child-

centered education is to have a fundamental and positive effect

on American education, and if changes are to be consciously made,

"rhetoric and good intentions will not suffice" (Barth, 1971).

Implementing new ideas can be a precarious business, and

the opportunity for moving towards more informal education may

be abused or misused. Many attempts to implement open classrooms

in the United States have, in the past, been buried with the labels

of "sloppy permissivism," "neoprogressive," "Communist," "anarch-

ial," or "laissez-faire" (Barth, 1971, p. 97). An even more dis-

couraging, although not surprising consequence, has been to push
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educational practice further away from child-centered education

than was the case prior to the attempt at implementation.

In the initial stages of any innovative program, participation

by all who will be affected must be encouraged. If a public school

official promotes a program of innovation just because it looks

good to have it sponsored by a foundation, university, or the

government, or because it is a way to get some more money in the

system, the ultimate results can be only what is referred to as

"paper innovation" (Hersh and Yarger, 1972, p. 142). Implementa-

tion fails because real educational change does not occur. The

result of such political motivation is that sound innovative

ideas are very often branded as failures.

Any serious attempt to adapt the experiences of the English

primary school for American schools will require "more than a

legislative program and more than an administrator's report of

a three-month tour of English schools. Implementation of a new

program is in the hands of the classroom teacher, who must under-

stand and be committed to the principles underlying the particular

style of education from which the methods are derived" (Raggatt,

1972, p. 29). A common mistake when these principles are not

understood is to confuse an informal classroom with an unstruc-

tured classroom. In practice, informal education in England takes

place within a very structured learning environment. The obvious

danger is that a particular style of innovation can become a fad

and that it will be hustled along on a bandwagon without completely

understanding and accepting the ideology.
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Many educators who say they want child-centered education

are ready to change appearances. They install printing presses,

tables in place of desks, classes in corridors, and nature study.

They adopt the vocabulary: "integrated day," "interest areas,"

"free choice," and "student initiated learning." However, few

hive understanding of, let alone commitment to, the philosophical,

personal, and professional roots from which these practices and

phrases have sprung, and upon which they depend so completely

for their success (Fromberg, 1972).

Educators often say they'd like to see child-centered educa-

tion, as it is is known in England, done successfully in the

United States. Several things could happen that would prevent

this from happening. One block would be the attempt to change

by mandate. Change by mandate illustrates the failure to respect

the individuality of teachers as well as that of children; it

simply does not work. Teachers, too, learn individually at differ-

ent rates and in different styles. They, too,

learn best when their learning is self-initiated
and self-directed, when concrete experience pre-
cedes much abstract reasoning, and when they can
experience early success rather than failure
(Silberman, 1970, p. 419).

Another obstacle is change by questionable motivation. Some

schools are making a defensive response to attack. Critics are

saying that schools are inadequate, even damaging and grim, killing

the children's minds. In response some schools defensively swing

to the opposite extreme, "total freedom" (Silberman, 1970, p. 419).

The result, though, is chaos and bedlam, because freedom does not
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exist without responsibility, and no one is free unless everyone

has some responsibility for the other person.

There is also the band-aid approach to change "We're having

trouble at this spot so we'll put in team-teaching to stem the flow

of blood; and we'll apply something else to heal the bruise"

(Silberman, 1970, p. 419). Such an approach overlooks the ques-

tion of looking at how the change fits the long-range goals and

plans of the school. Long-range planning is a process many American

schools have neglected. Very rarely is there even a five-year plan

in most public school systems, despite glib agreement that planning

must be done to meet the needs of the year 2000. Planning amid

rapid change is difficult, but schools can no longer afford to

focus only on the present.

It is often forgotten that before teachers can change an

educational approach, they themselves must change. The necessary

personal changes are most likely to be achieved by teachers who

can tolerate the inner conflicts and anxieties that are aroused

by their attempts to change the way they work with children.

Perhaps one of the most significant sources of conflict and

anxiety is a clash between the goals of informal, individualized

education and the deeply imbedded values and beliefs the teacher

holds regarding the nature of the learning process and the role

of the teacher and the child.

An example of teacher anxiety is that child-centered learning is

an active process and may lead to more noise and movement than in

traditional classrooms. The noise and the movement often stir up in
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the teacher fears of a loss of control of the class, of criticism

from administrators and peers, and of an inability of children

to learn when it is noisy. These fears may be realistic. However,

the intensity of the fears is based on definitions of allowable

noise levels and movement that were characteristic of the teacher's

experience in the traditional class, both as a student and as

a teacher. As a result, these fears may be exaggerated and may

stop moderately noisy classroom activities that contribute to

significant learning.

The teachers may also have to change some of their motives

for teaching and their gratifications in teaching. This can be

another source of inner conflict and anxiety. The motives

that lead people to become teachers and the satisfactions that

sustain them on the job are complex and vary from teacher to

teacher. It is likely that some important sources of gratification

will be jeopardized as the teachers try to move toward a more

informal and more individualized approach.

The satisfactions available to teachers in the traditional

classes are similar to those of mothers feeding their infants.

The teachers feed the children knowledge and as a result of their

efforts, growth and learning occur. Teachers may have difficulty

accepting their changed role in the child-centered classroom

in which they are more of a catalyst and resource person. This

role provides them with a measure of security and direction and

may not be easily changed.

The teachers in the child-centered classrooms must deeply

encounter each of their pupils. Deep encounters expose them to
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the difficult and often anxiety-provoking task of walking a tight-

rope between overinvolvement with the children and their needs

on the one hand, and underinvolvement on the other hand. If the

teachers in the child-centered classroom are to succeed, they

will need to extend their understanding of each child and of group

interactions in the class.

When change is proposed there is a subtle danger that is

often overlooked. The results of change may be preserved beyond

the life of those who implemented the change. When this happens,

"the once-new institution becomes rigid and lacks life" (Fromberg,

1972, p. 34). Each generation needs to renew itself and not become

stale and inflexible.

Change also must be specified in terms that enable the imple-

menters to know whether they are meeting with success or whether

they must return to their planning. Historically, this has not

been an easy process; "educators have been afraid and unwilling to

risk status, possible promotion, and professional respect by acknowl-

edging defeat" (Hersh and Yarger, 1972, p. 143).

If change to teaching in a more child-centered way is desired

by teachers, they need to be asked what is currently helping them

or inspiring them to be more child-centered. These positive

factors need to be strengthened and encouraged, especially by the

administration. The teachers need to be helped to identify these

factors and use them to their advantage. Factors that are consid-

ered detrimental by the teachers in being more child-centered must

also be considered. They need to be examined critically to see

if these are just excuses for not changing, if they are truly major
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obstacles, of if they are hindrances with which the system can

deal. Changes can then be made which have a better chance of success

because they have been viewed in a more local, personal way.

Once change is started, teachers need support as they grow

through the process. They often hesitate to initiate change when

they are unsure of the support of their colleagues and principal.

They also know that change requires new skills and new approaches

in teaching. At the school district level, support centers can

be established with personnel who have the knowledge and materials

necessary to go into classrooms and help teachers develop personal

programs that fit the changes and that are appropriate for children.

If humane schools are to survive, school districts, universities,

and state agencies need to pool resources in a manner never before

attempted.

In moving towards change, a few elements of a good school

cannot just be singled out, such as children's writing or the

physical layout of a primary school classroom. These elements

cannot merely be turned into a formula to impose on teachers

and children in other schools

There is no technical solution, no single lever to pull
and cause good schools to come into being. Work can
be done slowly toward a vision of the kind of leiFFing
that should be promoted. That, among other things, is
a matter of choosing what we value (Silberman, 1970,
p. 8).
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The "Teaching Beliefs and Practices" survey (Appendix D) was

developed with the intent of being able to identify teachers who

were more child-centered in their teaching. Helpful data would

be gathered from their responses, but the main objective would

be to find a population of teachers to interview at a later date,

in order to collect more detailed information. It was felt that

being child-centered was something one worked towards in a teaching

career, not a description of how most teachers were currently teach-

ing. Teachers who were making a conscious effort at being more

child-centered would have many of the characteristics mentioned

on the survey but would not necessarily have all of them. In some

cases there would be external regulations or pressures over which

they had little or no control and in some cases there would be

personal matters, such as lack of time or money, that would make

them teach in a manner that was not entirely in line with their

beliefs. The survey would show that a teacher was trying to be

more child-centered.

The survey asked the teachers to make a choice of two

descriptions of their teaching, for each of nine categories.

They were to mark how they believed and how they taught, which

may or may not be the same. The nine categories were:

1. daily schedule

2. role of the teacher

3. beliefs about learning
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4. student groupings for basic skills instruction

5. classroom environment

6. appraisal of student work

7. rate of completing work

8. subject-matter instruction

9. reading instruction

It was explained that they might not agree with all statements

within a description block but were to look at the overall intent

of the block when making their choices. One block listed attrib-

utes of classrooms or instruction styles that were child-centered.

The statements in the other block were considered more non-child-

centered. Few teachers would totally fit one description block

or the other, but it was felt that teachers who truly were trying

to be more child-centered would identify with the block that de-

scribed the child-centered philosophy.

The last page of the survey asked teachers to determine if

there was a discrepancy between the way that they believed and

the actual way that they taught. If a discrepancy existed and

if they wished to change so that their teaching was more in line

with their beliefs, they were asked to list those things that were

aids and detriments to achieving a change. Those comments were

used to further clarify the teacher's understanding of child-centered

education. Roland Barth's list of "Assumptions about Children's

Learning" (Appendix M) was used as the standard against which the

comments would be considered, in making sure that they were indeed

child-centered.
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The survey was first tested in April of 1983 on Oregon State

University juniors and seniors who were enrolled in a course on

child-centered education, called "Creative Classroom Environment."

They gave suggestions for clarifying the directions.

The survey was then mailed in June of 1983 to the official

test group, the ten sixth grade teachers at Pilot Butte Junior

High School in Bend, Oregon. Their completed surveys were tallied

and studied in July and August of that year.

In September a panel of experts, made up of the principal,

assistant principal, counselor, and this researcher, discussed

the responses of each teacher. The members of the panel knew the

teaching styles of the test group. Each teacher's responses were

recorded and any discrepancies were indicated. With every issue

there was discussion that continued until the group reached a con-

sensus on whether they agreed or disagreed with the responses the

teacher had given. The results were compiled on a chart (Appen-

dix F). Suggestions were made to clarify some areas of confusion.

The following changes were made:

1. Originally there was a category called "Groupings." It

appeared to be confusing because the teachers were answering

this not just for basic skills. The intent was to find how

they grouped students for basic skills, rather than a social

studies project, for example, where there might be more flexi-

bility, but not necessarily based on a belief that heterogene-

ous groups were beneficial for skill development. The category

title was changed to "Student grouping for basic skills

instruction."
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2. The third column, "Belief as a college senior" (Appendix E)

was removed. Also eliminated was the question, "You may

have found discrepancies between the way you believed about

teaching as a college senior and the way you now believe.

Please list why you think those changes happened." Although

that information might have been interesting, too much data

were being accumulated and the study would have been too broad.

The new headings were, "How I believe" and "How I teach."

3. Numbers were added to each category to help with recording

the data.

4. The print was reduced and more room was left for additional

or clarifying comments.

5. The survey title was changed from "Teaching Beliefs" to

"Teaching Beliefs and Practices Survey."

When the changes were made, the survey was again given to

the same Pilot Butte teachers. It had been three months since

they had completed it the first time. The order of categories had

been changed, as well as the changes mentioned above. They also

were given an explanatory letter that the other teachers would

be receiving (Appendix L). The completed surveys were again tallied

and the panel of experts was shown the results. The new results

better fit the panel's perception of the way the teachers taught

compared to what the teachers reported (Appendix G). In a letter,

the panel indicated that the survey did indeed allow a teacher

who was trying to be more child-centered to express that desire

and that the scoring would reflect that philosophy (Appendix J).
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The population of fifty teachers to use the study was chosen

next. It was not necessary to have a random sample because

of their survey responses dictating whether, as teachers, they

had an appropriate philosophy for this study. In October, letters

were sent to Oregon educators who had had experience with child-

centered education. They were asked to supply names and addresses

of teachers who were trying to be more child-centered (Appendix K).

Those names were added to the list of teachers already known by

the researcher.

Surveys were sent to these teachers, along with a personal,

handwritten letter (Appendix L) and a large stamped envelope.

A personal data card was established for each teacher who had been

sent a survey so that if there was no response, a follow-up letter

could be sent. These teachers were purposely not told that the survey

dealt with child-centered education. They were only told that

the study involved opinions about teaching beliefs and practices-

the aids and detriments to teaching the way the teacher felt

was best.

During the same time the responses started coming in, sample

interviews were done with five teachers, not people who would

eventually be part of the official population. These were teachers

who had many child-centered thoughts so they understood the topics

being discussed. The sample interviews gave a chance for format

problems to be worked out and for conversational patterns to

develop.

Every comment from all surveys was recorded on a separate

index card, labeled as a help or a detriment to teaching in a more
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child-centered way. Envelopes were used for storing the cards

by categories. They were eventually condensed into sixteen new

categories and the index cards reassigned to new envelopes. The

purpose of the index cards was to organize the great volume of

data and to illustrate how the categories were beginning to fill.

Each survey also received a score as to the number of child-

centered and non-child-centered responses the teacher had chosen

(Appendix H). Of the nine possible categories, five were consid-

ered the most critical in which to have child-centered beliefs:

1. daily schedule

2. role of the teacher

3. classroom environment

4. subject-matter instruction

5. reading instruction

Teachers who scored 7, 8, or 9 responses as actually teaching in

a child-centered way, or who had lower scores, but child-centered

beliefs and comments, were considered appropriate for being inter-

viewed.

The teachers to be interviewed were sent a letter which further

explained the study, asked for an interview, and indicated possible

dates (Appendix N). They were also sent a stamped postcard for

indicating dates, times, and a location for the interview, or were

told they could call the researcher collect. This was the first

time that child-centered education had been mentioned. More

teacher names for possible participation in the study came at that

time, when some teachers, on their own, indicated names of other

teachers who should be contacted.
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Between November and January, the fifty teachers were inter-

viewed. The original plan was to spend between 20-40 minutes per

interview; however the teachers chose to spend more time so the average

interview lasted two hours.

During the interview the teachers had an "interview guide

sheet" (Appendix 0) in front of them to help direct their thoughts.

The guide sheet was a listing of the sixteen categories from the

envelopes that held the index cards:

1. Building/district/state/federal requirements

2. Time issues

3. Class size

4. Daily schedule

5. Colleagues

6. Materials

7. Community/parental attitudes

8. Student attitudes

9. Administration

10. Initial teacher training/graduate programs/workshops/conferences

11. Testing

13. Physical aspects of the classroom/building

14. Educational research on children and schools

15. Personal experience, knowledge, skills, attitudes

16. Other

Category #13, educational research on children and schools, was

used only for the interviews. Sometimes there were conflicts within

buildings and districts over what research said was appropriate

educational philosophy. At other times, using research which
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supported child-centered education led to'buildings where programs

were built around a common philosophy. The comments from this

category were usually tied to other topics such as colleagues or

administration, so they were placed in other, more appropriate

categories. Therefore, the category title of educational research

on children and schools was not used when compiling the final

results.

The interviews were not restricted to topics on the list, nor

did all topics have to be discussed. It was just a list of possi-

bilities. The topics could be discussed as either positive or

negative factors, as helps or detriments to being more

child-centered in teaching. They were stated in neutral terms

so as to not prejudice the teacher. For example, the list said

"daily schedule," not "too many interruptions in the daily

schedule."

The interview guide sheet had been sent to the teachers along

with the letter explaining the interview so they already knew the

topics. The interviews flowed very easily because one topic led

to another and because the teachers had so much to say. At the

beginning of the interview they were told that the guide sheet

list indicated possible topics that could be either an aid or a

detriment to teaching in a more child-centered way. They were

asked to choose any topic on the list and begin talking about how

it related to their ability to be a more child-centered teacher.

It was thought originally that the interviews should be tape

recorded in order to collect all information and to make it conver-

sational, allowing for eye contact. During the first four
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interviews the tape recorder did not work properly. The teachers

became much more open after they learned they were not being

recorded. After those four interviews it became apparent that

having to periodically take notes would be far superior to the

inhibiting nature of the tape recorder.

The whole topic of child-centered education "struck a nerve."

People desperately wanted to talk, but with the assurance that

their comments could not be traced back to them. It was too sensi-

tive an issue with their colleagues and administrators, and often

considered a radical issue that could cause serious problems in

their evaluation and colleague/administrator relationships. The

tape recorder was abandoned and careful notes were kept. The notes

were recopied onto charts and placed with their surveys in a large

notebook.

During those two months, surveys continued to be sent out

and tallied, as well as completing the interviews and the recording

of interview comments. Only fourteen teachers did not respond

to the surveys out of the 136 that were sent out. Fifty people

were selected for interviews. Another fifty teachers' surveys

were used, without interviews (Appendix A), to provide additional

data to broaden the study. Twenty-two surveys were not used.

Most of those who were not included did indicate a child-centered

teacher, but scores were higher on the ones included.

There was an attempt at having teachers from all elementary

grade levels, but not necessarily in equal numbers. More primary

teachers were used, but the other grades were also well represented
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(Appendices B and C). It was originally planned to have at least

ten different schools included in the study. That goal was easily

exceeded and in the end, 69 schools and 26 school districts were

involved. It was also considered important to have teachers from

a wide range of number of years of teaching experience. Of the

fifty who were interviewed, the average number of years of teaching

experience was 9.84, ranging from one to thirty-two years.
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CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

This study attempted to determine if there were common factors

in helping elementary teachers conduct their classes in a child-

centered way. Some of these factors were also seen as detrimental.

On the list of helpful factors, those items marked with an asterisk

were also the top six factors reported to be the most detrimental

to teaching in a child-centered way. The divisions between "most,"

"moderately," and "least" helpful were determined by the match

between the rank orderings of the columns showing survey results

and interview results (Appendix T).

Averaging the survey results and the interview results, these

were the percentages of teachers who responded that the following

factors were the most helpful:

73% teacher training, graduate programs, workshops, conferences
*72% colleagues
*71% administration
63% personal experience, knowledge, skills, attitudes
53% community/parental attitudes

The factors found to be more moderately helpful were:

46% materials
44% student attitudes

*43% building, district, state, federal requirements
37% physical aspects of the classroom/building

The factors found to be the least helpful were:

35% other
*32% daily schedule
31% reporting, conferences, grading systems

*14% testing
*12% time issues
8% class size
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This study also attempted to determine if there were common

factors that were detrimental to elementary teachers conducting

their classes in a child-centered way. Some of these factors were

also seen as helpful. On the list of detrimental factors those

items marked with an asterisk (*) were also the top six factors

reported to be the most helpful in a child-centered way. The divi-

sions between "most," "moderately," and "least" detrimental were

determined by the match between the rank orderings of the columns

showing survey results and interview results (Appendix U).

Averaging the survey results and the interview results, these

were the percentages of teachers who responded that the following

factors were the most detrimental:

70% building, district, state, federal requirements
67% daily schedule
66% time issues

*54% colleagues
*54% administration
50% testing

The factors found to be more moderately detrimental were:

*45% materials
42% physical aspects of the classroom/building
40% class size

*40% community/parental attitudes
35% reporting, conferences, grading systems

The factors found to be the least detrimental were:

*32% initial teacher training, graduate programs, workshops,
conferences

31% student attitudes
*27% personal experience, knowledge, skills, attitudes
21% other
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Table 1. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
initial teacher training, graduate programs, workshops,
conferences.

73% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

1st Ranking within the 15 categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of time mentioned Subcategory heading

6th 62% Workshops, conferences, inservices

12th 40% Graduate progrims

15th 36% Initial teacher training

23rd 22% British influence

24th 22% Books and personal study

Typical teacher comments about initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and conferences being helpful:

Need to go to conferences and read journals or teachers would question themselves

Would think they were going nuts!

Trip to visit schools in England was a big help. British Primary had made the

biggest impression of all. Veterans of British Primary monthly support group.

When first started taking "Math Their Way," went for a basic math course and

came away with a philosopy. After that class she felt, "Now my class is going

to be different."

Professional reading

His personal expectation is for change and others don't always have this. Change

means learning and growing. Change is the most important thing in his life.

She thinks the most helpful thing she's done is to define and clarify her own

beliefs about how children learn and what is most helpful for learning progress,

and then make a decision to do what she believes. Her graduate coursework and

experiences were vital to this process.

Good training and preparation in school.
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Table 2. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
colleagues.

72% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

2nd Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of time mentioned Subcategory heading

4th 80% Support and encouragement from other

teachers

21st 24% Idea sharing

26th 20% Common philosophy of the whole

school

Typical teacher comments about colleagues being helpful:

If it weren't for her teammate she wouldn't be able to carry on. Also gets weekly

support from a PSU instructor. Needs someone to really trust and to compare notes

with and share ideas with. Sharing is so important, but some teachers will not

share at all.

Gets much support from the local kindergarten association. Group seems to mostly

be made up of people who look at the developmental aspects of children.

A band of supportive friends who find education to be a significant, relevant

study, worthy of the time spent in its intellectual pursuit.

A supportive faculty which shares her philosophy they're all working together

and helping each other out.

Finding other excited teachers and planning units or picking each other for ideas

has been helpful. Usually they are not at the same school or even in the same

district.

Another teacher who is willing to buck traditional methods in her school and

who shares and reaffirms positive teaching ideas.

As a "Math Their Way" instructor she is exposed to some of the most innovative

teachers around. She has learned a lot from them.

Staff decided they needed more time to play (wellness activities) with each other.

Very caring staff. She feels that when you look at teachers, most are doing

the best job they can do now.
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Table 3. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
administration.

71% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

3rd Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

2nd 86% Supportive and trusting principal

22nd 22% Nonsupervising principal

Typical teacher comments about the administration being helpful:

Child centered education comes down to the principal where you feel free to

experiment and are allowed to fail (like we should be doing for kids). They

should allow you to not be afraid to take risks and encourage you to try something

different.

Luckily her principal likes/respects her and her work and though dismayed by

her brazen insistence on going her own way, he's for the most part allowed her

to and supported her as a person.

Supportive administration, allowing varied teaching methods, allowing her to

use the style that works best for her.

A principal who loves kids . . . whose philosophy is, "If it's good for kids,

do it"

Having a nonsupervising principal

A school board that has an open mind and will listen to other ideas

Her principal trusts her to do the right thing!

Opportunity to work with administrators who allowed him to try things, fall on

his face, help him up and brush him off and realize that the kids and teacher

had a learning experience.

Support, encouragement, and leadership from her principal. Emotional support

backed up by the materials needed!
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Table 4. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
personal experience, knowledge, skills, attitudes.

63% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

4th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

1st 86% Personality characteristics
5th 68% Personal attitudes and philosophies

30th 16% Experience

31st 16% Selfevaluation
32nd 16% Risktaking

Typical teacher comments about personal experience, knowledge, skills, and

attitudes being helpful:

Being childcentered is a personal conviction. It's the only way she can see
making a difference with kids. She feels that once you experience it, you can't
go back.

Teachers need to be subversive and not too much of a "good girl." Good little
girls in class often grow up to be teachers.

A family upbringing that stressed ethics and the importance of doing what one
believes in

Experience having the confidence and experience base to try more and know what

might work

A dread of doing the same thing the same way over and over. She reevaluates
constantly and tries new approaches.

Learning to feel "okay" about being a little different in her style of teaching.

Taking a chance. Getting a good night's sleep and praying that it all comes

together.

A belief that young children are capable of being independent and capable

of doing a lot more than other teachers believe they can do.

Her own strong character and willingness to stand firm for what she knows is

right for children.
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Table 5. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
community/parental attitudes.

53% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

5th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

3rd

19th

82% Support and positive feedback

from parents/community

309 Volunteers

Typical teacher comments about community/parental attitudes being helpful:

Practically without exception, parents have complimented him on whatever he's

doing. They say it's great because their kids have never been so eager to go

to school

Once you have community approval (newspaper publicity, etc.) the district finds

it hard to take away.

Open lines to his parents and by having a group of eight volunteers who are

consistent and active. He believes in the power of enthused parents.

The parents who take the time to share with her the positive things they have

seen with their children. Parent support is essential and very gratifying

to a new teacher!

Being able to use community resources for classroom supplies or field trip or

. classroom presentations.

Using volunteers (parents, usually) to help in the classroom with individuals,

small groups, etc. and with paper correcting and "decorating" the room.

Feedback from parents that what she does in the classroom is exciting positive

reinforcement!!

Parents have always given her incredibly positive feedback/support/encouragement.

Parents that have believed and given support.
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Table 6. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
materials.

46% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

6th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

9th 50% Money available for materials

or materials provided

27th 18% "Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials)

34th 129 Learning to be less dependent

on textbooks

Typical teacher comments about materials being helpful:

A budget for special needs the means to purchase or make special materials

for special projects.

Materials available as supplements to regular texts and basals

Having access to materials and supplies which can be used to teach a variety

of interest levels and concepts

Very little dependence on textbooks. More on reference materials.

The "Math Their Way" program which stresses thinking (!) and the use of

manipulatives. Wonderful program!

"Math Their Way" philosophies help her stray from the traditional course.

Support in ordering materials (under limitation of money available, of course)
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Table 7. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
student attitudes.

449; Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

7th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

13th 40% Student successes

20th 28% The children themselves

29th 16% Student feedback (teacher learns

from'the child what works best)

Typical teacher comments about student attitudes being helpful:

Student attitudes have become an issue. His is the only room where kids congregate

before and after school. They adjust well to childcenteredness last year

it took all of a couple of hours. They know it is more work but they prefer it.

They're selfmotivated. The parents tease him about how eager the students are

"There he is ruining our weekend."'

Feedback from the children that she does in the classroom is exciting positive

reinforcement!!

Students teach her what works and what doesn't work

Using journal writing to get thoughts and feelings from students, ideas about

what they need to learn, etc.

Evidence of not only better learning, but enjoyment of learning in students

Of course, children bloom! Who can not teach this way when you know that.

The look on a child's face when she comes up to the teacher and says, "I can

read this book."

Children's smiling faces
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Table 8. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
building, district, state, federal requirements.

43% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

8th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

7th 62% Curriculum freedom and flexibility

35th 12% Curriculum guides/scope and

sequences

41st 4% Affective skills acceptable in

school

Typical teacher comments about building, district, state, and/or federal require

ments being helpful:

Does what she wants, which is why she still enjoys it. She has her own idea

of reaching the basics. Uses only bits and pieces of texts, but doesn't advertise

this or it would "freak 'em out." For the most part she is left alone.

There's always a way to do it. It's not a question of whether you'll use the

text but how you'll get around it or coexist. How can he not offend others?

Takes communication and a basic trust in humanity. Can respect each other if

you take the time to talk about it.

Ignorance is bliss . . . she bumps along and teaches what she wants.

Curriculum guides written by teachers

Spending sufficient time working on affective goals with the students

She would not hesitate to throw out a poor text; to vary from a text to make

up her own lesson. In fact, she uses more of her own than ever before.

She knows the sequences; often the books do not.

The district gives them freedom to choose how they arrive at their goals

She was allowed to change the curriculum to teach goals in her own way, and in

ways that she felt were more creatively effective, and reflected student interests.
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Table 9. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in teaching:
physical aspects of the classroom/building.

37% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

9th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

11th 42% Classroom environment appropriate

for children

18th 30% Available space

25th 22% SelfcOntained classroom

Typical teacher comments about physical aspects of the classroom/building being

helpful:

Environment of the class is one of her greatest interests. She studies the

psychology of the environment.

Likes a classroom with lots of spaces so she can have lots of materials around

and have room for the children to move and do activities. The way she sets up

her room is her "whole thing."

Her portable, selfcontained classroom is so nice. They can be loud and bizarre

and no one goes by. Inside the building another teacher would come over and ask

her to get her class under control. She felt intimidated. One year that teacher

asked her not to have a Christmas party.

As long as she is able to teach in a selfcontained classroom she is able to

teach in the manner which she feels will best accomplish the desired goals.

He used to worry about the organized chaos in his classrooms, and even had a

runin with a principal about it once. Now, after ten years, he feels very

comfortable with it and doesn't feel that he has to explain it all the time.

This year since she is selfcontained she is able to be more flexible than she

has been in the past.
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Table 10. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: other issues.

35% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

10th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

16th 36% Creating a trusting, positive environ

ment

17th 32% Teaching younger grades makes a

childcentered approach easier

33rd 14% Knowledge and acceptance of different

student learning styles

39th 6% Multiaging

40th 6% Being childcentered is easier for

teachers of certain grades (not an

emphasis on younger grades

Typical teacher comments about other issues being helpful:

Feels education is so important not because the students can't get it elsewhere

but because kids are trapped at school and they pick up so many of their'values

from school.

Looking at learning styles and how to facilitate to the various needs of students

Early Childhood Education Headstart, in particular, is not bound by an adopted

textbook ordained by an adoption committee. There is much freedom to design your

program in a more wholistic mode incorporating all aspects of curriculum so

that they intermesh rather than having strict boundaries.

Creation of a trusting, positive environment for children and teacher to inter

act in

She feels moving up to the junior high setting has given her a great amount of

freedom. She's been able to put her beliefs into practice.
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Table 11. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: daily schedule.

32% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

11th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rsnkings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

10th 42% Flexible schedule

14th 40% Long periods of uninterrupted time

Typical teacher comments about the daily schedule being helpful:

Her daily schedule is extremely flexible to accommodate projects and small group

activities. This is one reason she likes fourth grade better than fifth or

sixth . . . no band, safety patrol, and/or chorus to schedule in.

Since his room is selfcontained, as the teacher, he is free to change schedules

in midstream; to lengthen a worktime (or decrease it), to alter his schedule

when "inspiration" or teaching to that "priceless teachable moment" is of the

essence.

Having long uninterrupted time slots to work in

The flexibility to group or not, given by administrators. This allows only PE/

music and lunch to dictate daily event timings. A flexible schedule can occur

inside his schedule as PE/music and lunch are the only constraints required by

his schedule.

Instead of saying there is so much school time and so much time to learn, he

believes: Is school the only time to learn? Will I be happier with the facts

I do have? Am I capable of finding facts?

_A degree of flexibility in her teammate's and her specialist schedule. When

her class is absent, rather than both in the library simultaneously, she can

let her kids learn as "noisily" as they need to. When scheduling is exactly

the same, this flexibility is impossible if philosophies differ.
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Table 12. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: reporting, conferences, grading systems.

31% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

12th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

8th 52% Conferences

37th 10% Report cards/grades

Typical teacher comments about reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

being helpful:

Conferences are very affirming. He encourages the parents to bring the child.

The 3way conference (including the child) was just begun at her school this

year and it is working great.

Having the skill in conferencing with parents showing them how what he does

leads to learning.

She was allowed to develop her own report card form with lots of room for comments,

district requirements and "her goodies." The district lets the schools choose

their own report card format, but everyone must agree and must stick with it a

certain period of years. She asked a team of her kindergarten parents to help

her write her card (it could be separate from the one used by the other grades).

After all, it was for them.

There is no pressure to grade students in a certain way.
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Table 13. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: testing.

14% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

13th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rank order

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

28th 18% Testing shows childcentered

education works

Typical teacher comments about testing being helpful:

Testing results that really show yes, it has worked

He likes the district's holistic writing program. It is standardized and useful.

There is a need to show the community that scores in childcentered classrooms

at least will not go down.
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Table 14. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: time issues.

12% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

14th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

36th 12% Aide help

43rd 4% Time to plan, create, and complete

work

45th 2% Time/experience

Typical teacher comments about time issues being helpful:

Never enough time but he chooses to put in the extra effort and.it's worth it.

It would be a lot easier to go with what's there and put a grade on a report

card with no comments and have free weekends and say, "We should get paid a lot."

Time . . . and experience that comes with time but only if actively continuing

to search, study, question, evaluation, etc.

Aide help for making materials

Time it takes time to create and get comfortable with one's own curriculum

Time to plan
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Table 15. Helpful factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: class size.

8% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a helpful factor

15th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 45 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

38th 8% Individualized instruction

42nd 4% Personal relationships
44th 2% Atmosphere/environment

Typical teacher comments about class size being helpful:

It's one of the major factors in doing what you know is right you can get to

the kids who are having problems right away.

Small class size

Having 20-22 children rather than 28

The childteacher relationship is the key
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Table 16. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: building, district, state, federal
requirements.

70% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

1st Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

3rd 62% Specific programs required

12th 38% Curriculum guides/scope and

sequences

13th 36% Not looking at the needs of children

17th 32% Policies and regulations (general

comments)

31st 20% Philosophical differences

Typical teacher comments about building, district, state, and/or federal require

ments being detrimental:

Feels teaching is a creative outlet and he can't approach it like some do where

their goal is to stamp out little"autonotoms." He feels, "Why let people who

know nothing intimidate you? We give the system its power by giving into things.

What can they really do to us? We feel they'll get us," but we're hired to teach

kids and can prove we are.

As soon as you think you know what's going with district requirements, someone

changes it. Demand, demand, demand just can't do it.

District guidelines are specific and strict. Says to use this book, these tests,

do all these units by the end of the year and they tell you the amount of time

to spend on them. . . Thank goodness an interdisciplinary approach exists which

is more freeing.

Forms listing hierarchy of skills lots of heavy breathing down our necks on

this one! (Teaching to programs, not kids)

The "way it is done" in the building. She has ignored this as much as possible.
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Table 17. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered
in teaching: daily schedule.

67% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

2nd Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

2nd 62% Frustrations in scheduling

19th 32% Team teaching and/or ability grouping

Typical teacher comments about the daily schedule being detrimental:

The kindergarten schedule is coming to a crunch with one hour a day being required

to do the Writing to Read computer program. Used to spend an hour a day in reading.

Used to have kids work with an aide, with games, with the teacher, and have time

in a reading corner. None of these are there now. It's teaching kids weird

values and interrupting their attention spans, which is the whole point of kinder

garten. She does no instruction for that hour just an air traffic controller.

Also, has to work around all of the specialists. It's crazy! The kids are only

five years old!

Less scheduling in the daily schedule would be great but administrators would

be concerned about accountability; specialists would be unhappy! His feelings

are that we have been so structured ourselves (because of "the system") that

we don't have enough time to really get into anything. Our time is really

chopped up.

If he doesn't show up for a specialist block because they are involved in a

project, the poor old system just groans.

Because we are in a team (2 classes) we need to change activities at the same

time (not ideal)

Day fragmented by: P.E., music, library, Bible education, counselor sessions,

kids leaving for special help, scheduled recess times. All kids are bussed so

the day ends at 3:15 sharp!

She feels they have a big time management problem in their building. It drives

her loony! She'd love to cancel all these interruptions one day and just do

as they please. The children get involved in projects and hate to leave them.
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Table 18. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: time issues.

66% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

3rd Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

4th 56% Lack of time to plan and organize

23rd 26% Paperwork/recordkeeping

24th 26% Interruptions

25th 24% Too short of a day

32nd 20% Too many subjects to teach and/or

mandated time per subject

33rd 16% Too many meetings

44th 8% Lack of personal organizational

skills/time management

50th 2% Aides needed

Typical teacher comments about time issues being detrimental:

Time is a big problem not enough. In America (all parts of life) we have a

strange concept of time if something happens rapidly it's good. We tend to

say that if a child has lived seven years he should be able to . . . (it's okay

only to a limit). A problem arises for some people: "What do we do with kids

who don't follow our concept of time?" Why do we make them feel so badly?"

Lack of time affects everything. Time demands affect you on a personal level.

He wants to do his job very well, but with the expectatinos of having to do so

many things, he can't do anything well. Needs to feel selfsatisfied. He minds

the "taken for granted" time. It's a matter of simple math. All of those minutes

that are required just aren't there in a school day, nor in 24 hours. Time is

the most important tool of the job and he doesn't have it.

1 here is not time to grow professionally. You can't do it in the 25 minutes while

your students are in music!
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Table 19. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: colleagues.

54% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

4th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

1st 66% Philosophy differences and pressures

21st 28% Jealousies

26th 24% Team teaching

27th 24% Specialists

Typical teacher comments about colleagues being detrimental:

Lots of peer pressure not to be childcentered. He feels he must be a threat but

has no intention of being. They imply that he is better than they are. Says

he can't help it that he loves his job. They were absolutely furious when he

would not ability group.

Teachers at her grade level at a previous school were very structured. They

had been there since year one. They thought they were the best teachers on earth.

They were inflexible and testscoreoriented. They thought she was this young

thing that didn'tknow,anything and was just coming to have a good time.

Other teachers ask who she's trying to impress. They think she'll burn out.

She considers some of them to be "dead mummies." Lots of putdowns to make her

feel badly about spending extra time.

She taught with another childcentered teacher. They continually got dirty looks,

mean reactions and were gossiped about. Even though they always taught child

centered they searched their souls daily. Needed a support person in the building.

Sometimes she doubted herself because her neighbor did so many "cute" projects

of "cut, paste, trace."

Other teachers can't stand a nonmediocre person in their midst.

Special ed the special ed teachers have the strangest concepts about how to

help a child and a teacher.
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Table 20. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: administration.

54% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

5th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

9th 44% Philosophy differences

14th 36% Pressures, expectations, policies

for traditional approaches

48th 4% Administration in general

Typical teacher comments about the administration being detrimental:

With his new principal last year he felt he was damaged and didn't want to return

to school. Now becoming more wise and craftier in ways to have the educational

experiences be majority approved. He's a subversive but getting more sophisticated

in how he deals with power.

Told by the administration to sign in and out each day but she wouldn't do it.

They think people who go into elementary education are dependent people and need

to be mothered.

Principals are minor princes. If their job is to shuffle paper, they don't want

childcentered teachers because they'll create more paper justifications for

doing things differently.

School board is very hardworking "with sharp pencils." They support it if

it's costeffective.

Lack of understanding on part of administration clear up to the superintendent

about ways small children learn and a variety of learning styles.

Sometimes it strikes him that some administrators have been out of the classroom

too long and have unrealistic expectations.

Closed minds administration
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Table 21. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: testing.

50% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

6th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 sub-categories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Sub-category heading

8th 46% Scores - too much emphasis and pressure

20th 30% Curriculum dictated by testing

42nd 8% Testing in general

Typical teacher comments about testing being detrimental:

- Testing is like holding a gun to a child's head. You can get the scores up but

it's not what should be happening.

-Too much emphasis on district's written tests. They start at third grade, but

as a first grade teacher she has actually received memos to go look at the third

grade test so she can start teaching to the test.

- Testing intimidates teachers. Principals are scared and feel pressure. The

principal said to her, "I like what I see but how will they do on their achievement

tests?" She's not worried because different methods achieve the same result

but she's also teaching some things that will not get tested. Unfortunately,

the statistics are used to justify some things she feels are not right, like

cross-ability reading groups.

- Class has lower test scores but his kids are doing twice as much. Other teachers

teach to the test. He would rather have kids study things they use in real life

rather than memorize facts.

-Testing is totally driving him crazy. He likes the quote of trying to evaluate

a child from a standardized test being like an analysis of the Rocky Mountains

from a rock found in a streambed.

- There seems to be no allowance for lateral learning - children are on a continuum

and that continuum only measures up or down. Lateral learning is discouraged.

- We must record and report testing on math and reading. If we are not meeting

the criterion a consultant is brought in.
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Table 22. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: materials.

45% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

7th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

10th 44% Lack of funds for materials/resources

11th 40% Lack of materials/resources

Typical teacher comments about materials being detrimental:

Money is the bottom line. Previous principal bragged, "My staff didn't spend

any money." She knew not to ask for money for math manipulatives from him.

Schools are run by the major publishing companies. Districts spend money, so

materials must be used, at least at first.

In the fall she spends her time trying to get rid of the 7-8 workbooks per child

that were ordered for her. Someone is making money!

Philosophical argument in the building over "teacherproof" materials vs. the

teacher knowing what to do. When she interviewed, her principal said, "We have

a wonderful reading system here. The teacher doesn't have to know anything about

reading to teach it."

Lack of personal funds in acquiring materials to put ideas to work

Money spent on workbooks so that you end up having to run a cookbook sale to

even have one field trip! It denies children their natural curiosity.

Bureaucratic time lag with requests for materials

Lack of resources for students when kids are doing all kinds of things sometimes

it's hard to find all of the books, magazines, etc. to make the projects a success.

Being in a district that has extreme budget problems. No ditto paper, etc.

They have no funding for field trips.
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Table 23. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: physical aspects of the classroom/building.

42% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

8th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

6th 50% Room arrangement/features

22nd 26% Lack of classroom space

43rd 8% Openness of classroom pods

Typical teacher comments about physical aspects of the classroom/building being

detrimental:

Being realistic, he feels the physical layout is fine, "But you wouldn't believe

the outlets!" One is right by the door on the floor and has to be unplugged

when the fire marshall comes.

Had to do documentation to have a rabbit. Custodian has power.

Superintendent allows no sand tables in their building so they do other things

to get around the "narrowmindedness of education." Wanted a loft but told no

lumber in the new building.

Open classroom_emphasis inhibits spontaneity i.e. singing when you want, laugh

ing when you feel like it . . . because of disturbing other class.

He has worse than a bell at his school. It is a loud grating buzzer that destroys

the peacefulness of an active volcano and incites the saints to riot!

The size of her classroom limits her ability to have large group work areas and

learning centers.

They are in a pod with two other classrooms and folding doors. Their noise levels

must remain at a lower level than if they had tour walls.
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Table 24. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: class size.

40% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

9th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

7th 48% Class size too large general

comments

18th 32% Individualized instruction

34th 16% Personal relationships

45th 6% Atmosphere/environment

Typical teacher comments about class size being detrimental:

The biggest issue there is. Neither the unions nor the district will deal with

it. Childteacher relationships is the key.

It would be hard to do dictation with too many kids, but he would find a way

to do it.

A large class!! She has 30 students this year and it severely limits the learning

centers she feels she can set up or the individual attention she can give.

Class size and physically small classrooms make arranging the room the way he

would like difficult, and practically impossible.

The class sizes are getting larger.

Problem: 26 children, 1 teacher, and an aide for only one hour and twenty minutes

per day
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Table 25. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: community/parental attitudes.

40% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

10th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

15th 34% Parental/community criticism and

uncertainties

29th 22% Parental pressure on children

49th 2% Parents in general

Typical teacher comments about community/parental attitudes being detrimental:

Society wants skills but we're not just teaching dogs stimulus response. Kids

are people with emotions while they're being taught. We're squishing egos like

paper.

Pressure from parents, students, teachers, and administrators not to change a

longstanding system of teaching. She likes the children to think irdivergent

ways, but on many skills she' is almost forced by her environment (people mentioned

in first sentence) to have the children create a product rather than a process.

A push from parents who believe that excellence in teaching is teaching children

above their developmental age

Preconceived community attitudes of how little children do or do not learn

Initial uncertainty of some parents

Pressure from parents and other teachers to "teach" in a more academic, structured

approach.

Parent comparisons and pressures they feel regarding all kids have to go to college

Community expectations for the type of environment schools should be
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Table 26. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: reporting, conferences, grading systems.

35% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

11th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

5th 54% Report cards/grades

41st 8% Conferences

Typical teacher comments about reporting, conferences, and grading systems being

detrimental:

Grading is very difficult. He weighs what the child is doing and the effect

of the grade, yet tries to also be honest. Hard on him emotionally and intellectu

ally.

Report cards make her feel like she's saying about a child, "USDA Approved."

It is sometimes difficult to get ESL parents in for conferences, but she visits

each home at least once a year to share pupil progress.

Report cards/conference forms are set by the district and the administration

is fairly set in its ways.

His building principal requires that children not be present at parentteacher

conferences unless the conference deals with student behavior.

Appraisal of student work gets in the way

Grades!
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Table 27. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: initial teacher training, graduate programs,
workshops, conferences.

32% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

12th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

30th 20% Lack of childcentered training

37th 16% Needing to "unlearn" college training

Typical teacher comments about initial teacher training, graduate programs, work

shops, and/or conferences being detrimental:

Way, way too much time spent on teaching rather than on how kids learn

Trying to undo initial teacher training. New classes worthwhile.

Feels it's criminal the lack of child development courses in most undergraduate

programs.

Suppose to use Distar during student teaching, but the kids didn't respond and

she used language experience instead. For the first time they smiled and relaxed.

She made a decision to do what she had to do to get through the system and graduate.

She sometimes has to fight her college training of the 50's and what was drilled

into her at that time. Teachers are a product of the colleges that trained them

and to make changes and growth takes time.

Lack of experience and knowledge in how to apply these childcentered beliefs

having the knowledge but not the ability to apply it in the classroom.

He would like to be a more open teacher but his own training and experience with

professionals limit that growth. He would greatly appreciate "a class" or a

support group to aid in a change.

Wishes she had more undergraduate training in this area (childcenteredness).

She doesn't feel competent, but she believes in it.
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Table 28. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: student attitudes.

31% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

13th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

16th 32% Student expectations for traditional

approaches

28th 24% Lack of selflearning skills/

responsiblity

40th 10% Student behavior

Typical teacher comments about student attitudes being detrimental:

Student attitudes are now good in her class but when they first met a child

centered class in fifth grade, she'd never heard so much moaning and groaning.

They wanted to open books and be told which page to do in books where they

had failed every year, but it was their stereotype of what school was all about.

Said she didn't want to hear them, that it only mattered what they learned.

She was trying to break them of bad habits felt she adopted a bunch of "ditto

babies." Now they are no longer asking to go back to the basal at all!

Dealing with students who are unable to handle freedom and responsibility of

classroom

Her grade groups by ability for some skills. At first she tried to instruct

from an unconventional manner. Discipline problems were frequent because the

other two classrooms taught in a more conservative manner. The children were

not comfortable with unfamiliar arrangements. She then arranged her room in

a more standard fashion.

Disruptive students (lack of services)

Students being "used to" a traditional classroom. It takes time to develop

independent learners, instead of dependent learners.
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Table 29. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: personal experience, knowledge, skills,
attitudes.

27% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

14th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

35th 16% Lack of a support group

38th 12% Personal characteristics

39th 12% Insecurities/lack of experience

Typical teacher comments about personal experience, knowledge, skills, and attitudes

being detrimental:

Six years ago she had more "guts" than now scary. Hard to "keep your guts up."

Sometimes you're all alone. You need a thick skin to try to do something differ

ent if it's not supported.

As a male, he felt he had to be stronger in the typically female world of

elementary education

Last year she had to do things against her beliefs and it affected her health.

She could fight to the end and not make progress.

Feels like a bluecollar worker fight for your integrity. Have actually had

parents say to her, "Anybody could teach first grade."

Fear because it is not what the school down the street is doing. There is security

in covering textbook pages and workbook pages. Basically it comes down to a

lot of selfimposed fears.

No real support team for all her efforts. It would be a real bonus to have others

around who held the same beliefs.

Lack of models, support, constructive feedback, acceptance - -all that comes with

being different and trying new things.
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Table 30. Detrimental factors in being more child-centered in
teaching: other.

21% Percentage of teachers who listed it as a detrimental factor

15th Ranking within the fifteen categories

Rankings in the 50 subcategories

Rank order Percentage of times mentioned Subcategory heading

36th 16% "The system"

46th 6% Multiaging

47th 6% Students of different abilities

Typical teacher comments about other issues being detrimental:

Hates the idea, "If it feels bad I must be learning." "It must be school because

I don't like it." At his school, instead, they talk about things and then find

out they learned things. He hates the factory model of education.

Perhaps a backlash to all of this is coming. A lot of people are agreeing with

David Elkind the hurried child idea. Teachers are just looking for a leader

in this cause. They can't figure out why all the statistics prove this doesn't

do any good, but kids continue to get pushed.

The "system" and all of the required testing they are supposed to do

An extremely wide range of skills and abilities in the childern

Believes in different ages and abilities getting to work together but often

difficult to do because of staff/grade levels in the building.

Combination classes with entirely different science and social studies curriculum

He didn't allow teachers to teach him. Knows kids need to teach themselves.

He doesn't want them dependent on the teacher for learning. Feels that everyone

needs a little autonomy.

A childcentered approach makes a teacher more effective with kids. That has

to be known intuitively. If a teacher is not childcentered, wither, wither,

wither go the little souls.
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What Makes Teachers Strong Enough to Persevere
in Teaching in Child-centered Ways?

At the conclusion of the interviews, the teachers were all

asked the same question: "How have you been able to persevere

in teaching in a child-centered way?" It was wondered how they

had been strong enough to "buck the system" or handle isolation

or the skepticism of others, or listen night after night to the

media talk about the need for returning to traditional education.

Table 31 shows the results of the teachers' comments. They

sometimes felt they needed to list more than one factor, so the

percentage of responses totals over 100%. Although many of the

teachers have all, most, or some of these traits, the ones listed

on Table 31 were the ones they indicated as being the main factors

that had made a difference in whether they continued teaching in a

more child-centered way.

They indicated personal characteristics as making the greatest

difference. Somewhere in their past they had developed a deep

sense of right and wrong and a conviction to stand up for what

they believed - in this case, about how children should and should

not be treated. They most frequently described themselves as stub-

born. It was not considered a positive attribute to be a compro-

miser and to be flexible with the other teachers when planning educa-

tional program. In their opinion, there was an approach that

was most appropriate for children and that was how it had to

be done. They did not intentionally want to make enemies or

seem elitist, but the issues were too important for compromise.
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It often took teacher training to help them develop the

skills and/or rationale for their child-centered approaches.

They sometimes sought that training after remembering what school

had been like for them and either wanted to never put other children

through that type of experience or to try to re-create the high

points of their own schooling.

The teachers sometimes described themselves as the kind

of people, like their students, who would be bored if they had

to use the same commercially-prepared materials, in the same

way, at the same time, day after day. They had to teach in a

manner that allowed themselves a chance to create. Since they

felt deeply about teaching being a professional career, not just

an 8:00-4:00 job, being creative and developing programs for

students was the way they accepted and believed educators should

work.

A few teachers had started teaching later in life and went

back to school knowing exactly what they wanted to be able to

do with and for children, sometimes as a result of watching their

own families grow up and experience school. One person felt that

being male in a traditionally female role had made him a stronger

teacher.

Using the word "persevere" in this concluding question did

not imply that all teachers were isolated or having to fight

for a chance to teach to their beliefs, but all experienced

frustrations in some form, either in their current job or in

the past. The child-centered way they teach students probably
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would not be considered the "majority approved" educational

approach across the nation today. They felt very strongly, how-

ever, that a child-centered approach was extremely important

and well worth fighting for.

Table 31. Perseverance responses.

Interview responses to "How have you been able to persevere
in teaching in a child-centered way?"

Percentage
of responses Category

60% Deep beliefs, convictions, willingness to
stand up for what they believe

44% The children themselves "I do it for the
children, of course."

36% Teacher training

26% Problems or successes in their own schooling
or childhood

22% Their own strong personalities

16% Want students to be all that they can be,
to believe in themselves, to be happy

12% Chance to be creative

8% Having a support group

8% Not their first career or started university
(teacher training) later in life

6% Deep feeling about teaching being a
professional career

2% Being a male in a traditionally
"female role"
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND CONCLUSIONS

This study attempted to determine if there were common factors

that were helpful and/or detrimental to teaching in a child-centered

approach in elementary grades. Fifteen categories were used for

compiling information about these factors. Conclusions drawn from

each of these categories will follow:

Initial Teacher Training, Graduate Programs,
ops

Teacher training ranked the highest of all factors in helping

teachers be more child-centered in their teaching. Twenty percent

of the teachers felt that either currently or in the past they

lacked training in how to put together a child-centered classroom.

However, since 62% felt workshops, conferences, and in-services

were helpful to them and 40% felt graduate programs were filling

a need, it appears that there are places teachers can go for help

if they did not get the training initially and find they desire it.

Three programs were mentioned most frequently as helping

teachers be more child-centered. The Banquet of Short Courses

held in the summer at Oregon State University brings speakers

from all across the United States. The speakers reaffirm the

attitude that children are the essential ingredient in the teaching-

learning process and that children are to be taken seriously and

be learned from. Practical ideas are given for how to actually

implement child-centered techniques in the classroom.
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The "British Primary Workshops" have been given for twelve

summers in the Portland area by Leslie Bennett, a Primary Schools

Advisor from Oxfordshire, England. His influence has been wide-

spread in Oregon. All of the people who participated in this

study who had had exposure to Les' workshops or who had visited

his schools in England felt he had had a major impact in their

being able to teach in a more child-centered way. In his work-

shops Les made the teachers feel the negative impact of a hurried

and fragmented school day and helped them develop pride and confi-

dence in their work. Les knew they had to feel like children

again before they could make meaningful changes in their own teach-

ing. Many teachers who have worked with Les formed a support

group known as the Veterans of British Primary which has met monthly

for about eight years. These teachers share ideas and offer support.

They find that participation in this group has been crucial to

their being able to persevere with their approach to teaching.

Teachers who were using the "Math Their Way" program in their

classroom found that it truly is more of a philosophy than a scope

and sequence. The program has made them think about how children

learn and has often affected how they approach other subjects

as well. The support groups in some communities for "Math Their

Way" teachers were seen as invaluable. The teachers expressed

the need to get together with others "of like mind."

Membership and participation in professional organizations

was also found to be helpful. The conferences supported by these

organizations, as well as the literature they put out, have proven

beneficial.
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Overall, it appears that the need for opportunities to get

together with other teachers (and administrators) to talk about the

way children learn and to affirm what they are trying to do in

their classrooms is essential. Contrary to what is often heard

about college education courses being too much theory, these

teachers were saying that theory is an important part of profes-

sional growth. Perhaps the courses are most meaningful when there

is a chance for discussion and an opportunity to defend a personal

philosophy. Even though theory is needed, they felt they did need

more help with actually implementing the theory into classroom prac-

tice.

Thirty-six percent of the teachers felt their initial teacher

training had been helpful, but 16% said they were having to "unlearn"

it. Most of the teachers described this initial training as planting

the ideas for future child-centered classroom implementation, but

that it took practical experience, plus hearing the philosophy over

and over and over as they continued to grow professionally before

the theories developed into convictions.

Colleagues

Colleagues were ranked as the second most helpful factor

in teachers being more child-centered in their teaching. Teachers

received the most help (as listed in the sub-categories) in their

professional growth when they could get support and encouragement

from their colleagues. They often felt if it weren't for a team-

mate, or a teacher down the hall, or even teachers in other schools

or districts, they wouldn't be able to continue their work. They
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needed people whom they could really trust and with whom they could

compare notes and share ideas.

Working closely with other colleagues was not necessarily

an endorsement for team teaching. Almost one-fourth of the teachers

listed team teaching, instead, as a detriment. They often found

themselves in teams with colleagues who held different philosophies.

Since these child-centered teachers felt so strongly about their

convictions and felt compromising was not an attribute when planning

programs for children, conflict often arose. The pressures for

conforming to differing philosophies was listed as the greatest

detriment (among the sub-categories) in being more child-centered

in teaching.

In some cases entire schools developed a common philosophy.

Teachers felt that newcomers to the schools where a philosophy

was already established needed to thoroughly understand the philos-

ophy in advance and be willing to fit into the school.

Over a quarter of the teachers listed jealousy among colleagues

as being a problem. The child-centered teachers were often per-

ceived as a threat. The more traditional teachers usually felt

the child-centered teachers were radical, misinformed, idealistic,

or just plain did not know how to teach. They seemed to think that

if the children in the less traditional classes were enjoying school

and liked the teacher, real learning must not be taking place.

It appears that artificially creating "teams" of teachers

is not beneficial to either teachers or to students. When other

teachers feel as strongly as the child-centered teachers do about
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their convictions for educating children, it probably will not work

to expect a strong team to be developed, due to difficulties in

compromising. These teachers generally believed that it was

acceptable to have more than one philosophy within a school.

Teachers are different, as are students, and if it is viewed as

appropriate and beneficial to individualize for students, the same

rights should exist for teachers. If a school is designed where

team teaching takes place, then the teammates should have a great

deal of power in the hiring of new team members.

Also, these teachers seem to be saying that time should fre-

quently be set aside for the whole faculty to get to know each other

better. There needs to be formal, yet non-threatening times when

philosophies can be explained and debated. These discussions can

clear up misunderstandings and lead to changes and growth. Also,

there needs to be more informal gatherings so that teachers get

to know each other as people. Everyone needs personal support; a

strong sense of caring and belonging must be established before

professional trust and growth can take place.

Administration

The administration ranked as the third most helpful factor

in teachers being more child-centered in their teaching. However,

it was also listed as the fifth greatest detriment. In addition,

nearly one-fourth of the teachers felt that a non-supervising prin-

cipal was an advantage. In most cases, the teachers spoke about

principals when discussing the administration category.
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Following the importance of personality characteristics in the

sub-categories, the second most helpful factor to the teachers was

the support and trust of the principal. This ranged from the prin-

cipal's active leadership in helping the staff or individual teacher

grow professionally in child-centered ways, to having a more passive

principal that sanctioned what the teacher was doing but did not

play an active role. The teachers felt that a very important

characteristic of supportive principals was that they allowed

faculty to experiment, take risks, and sometimes fail.

Forty-four percent of the teachers felt that philosophy differ-

ences with the administration created difficult situations. There

were often pressures, expectations, and policies for more traditional

approaches. It was sometimes thought that if the principal's job

was to "shuffle papei-s," child-centered teachers would not be wanted

because those teachers would create more paperwork because of the

"necessary" justifications for doing things differently.

Many of the primary teachers, especially, felt that most

principals could not truly be educational leaders because of their

lack of understanding (and conviction) about how children learn.

If they had a firmer philosophy about children (as opposed to class-

room management, for example) they might better be able to deal

with the "pendulum-swings" of education.

Perhaps the course of study required to be a principal needs

to be changed. It's important, of course, that principals under-

stand budgeting, evaluation, school law, and information from

other similar administrative courses, but these must be balanced

with courses on curriculum, child development, staff relations,
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staff development, and change strategies. If states and/or uni-

versities will not change the requirements for an administrative

certificate, districts can take the initiative and insist that their

administrators have these courses. In order for these courses to

become internalized, principals (and perhaps other administrators,

as well) could be expected to teach in the elementary classroom

every five years or so. During the years they served as principal,

they could be expected to spend a large amount of time each week

working directly with children.

It would also be interesting to see the results if principals

were to be evaluated on the educational, physical, and social

climate in their schools. If they had to be building staff morale

and confidence, they would really have to know what the teachers

and students were doing and thinking. There would be more of a

principal/teacher partnership to band against the criticisms and

uncertainties of the "outside world." This would also mean that

the principals would have to find ways to sanction differing

philosophies within the school. Positive staff morale could not

happen any other way.

In most cases, the central office administration would need

to do all it could to enhance the role of the principal by giving

them more trust, respect, and autonomy. If all the principals in

a district felt that they were required to operate their schools

in the same way, they couldn't be expected to advocate any kind of

individual differences among teachers or students. It must be

acceptable for principals to be individuals, too.
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Personal Experience, Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes

Personal experiences, knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes

ranked as the fourth most important factor in teachers being more

child-centered in their teaching. Also, in the responses as to

what helped the teachers persevere, the number one category was

deep beliefs, convictions, and the willingness to stand up for what

they believed, along with the number five category of having a

strong personality. In addition, 86% of the teachers mentioned

their own personality characteristics as being the main factor which

helped them to be more child-centered. This was the number one

response of all sub-categories.

It's interesting to compare these results with the factors

considered detrimental. The personal experiences, knowledge,

skills and/or attitudes category was seen as next to the last

in detrimental effects, followed only by the category of "other

issues." Sixteen percent mentioned the lack of a support group as

being detrimental, but only 12% listed personal characteristics,

and 12% listed insecurities and/or a lack of experience. These

results apparently show that these child-centered teachers are

quite confident in their philosophies about children and the

teaching-learning process.

When asking the teachers during the interviews what made

them strong enough to persevere in child-centered teaching, they

most frequently said they were "stubborn." During one interview

a husband even interrupted to say that about his wife, the teacher.

Often, after thinking about their initial response, they would
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change the word to "conviction." They usually described themselves

as having a strong belief in "right and wrong." When this belief

was added to knowledge about child development and benefits of

less traditional ways of organizing a classroom, they became

a "strong educational force."

When dealing with other teachers, the teachers said that

they would only compromise and be flexible up to a point. They

had such strong feelings about what was most appropriate for

children that there was a point beyond which they could not be

pushed. At that point, conflict often arose with colleagues

and/or the administration. They were sometimes considered irra-

tional, stubborn, petty, elitist, and/or a threat. They sometimes

came across as immature in that it looked like they were being

stubborn to get things done their way. It usually didn't seem

to ring quite true that they were idealistic enough to be holding

out for the needs of children!

This was the point at which the teachers learned how deeply

they believed in child-centered education. They learned to some-

times face isolation, gossip, jealousies, and arguments. They

learned where their support would come from, and quite often it

wasn't from within their own building. They found that sometimes

it even meant moving to a new school, district, or even leaving

teaching altogether.

In another vein, some of these teachers also felt they needed

to approach their career from a child-centered view because they

could not stand the thought of doing the same thing each day and
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each year, totally from commercially-prepared materials, and in

a fragmented, time-structured way. They felt their students would

also be bored with this approach. These were creative teachers

who needed a creative outlet.

The teachers described their convictions as sometimes stemming

from a family upbringing that stressed ethics, their religion,

a "stubborn streak" in their personality, a very strong positive

or negative experience that happened to them as a child in school,

or even as an adult, or from watching their own children grow

and learn. These personal experiences and attitudes seem very,

very important, but they are not things that can be taught. They

are a part of one's individual growth and personality. They can

be nurtured from support groups and education, and a teacher can

gradually learn to feel better about having a different teaching

style, but there are no easy solutions for helping teachers develop

convictions.

Community/Parental Attitudes

Community and parental attitudes ranked as the fifth most

important factor in helping teachers be more child-centered in

their teaching. It ranked tenth out of the fifteen categories

as a detrimental effect.

The support of the community and parents seemed to be a major

concern. Eighty-two percent of the teachers mentioned support

and positive feedback from the parents and community (listed in

the sub-categories as the #3 ranking) as helping them in their
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child-centered goals. Over and over the teachers mentioned the

compliments and support of the parents. Thirty-four percent men-

tioned parental and community criticism and uncertainties as being

a problem, but overall, the community, and especially the parents,

seemed to be one of those factors that made child-centered teaching

easier and more rewarding.

One-third of the teachers also mentioned the benefit of parental

and community volunteers, both as aides and as resource people.

Once a teacher had the support of the community, especially after

media publicity, it was very hard for a district to make a teacher

change styles.

There seems to be a nationwide feeling, or so the media would

like people to believe, that the majority of the population is

dissatisfied with public education and wants a "return" to more

"traditional" approaches "back to basics." These child-centered

teachers tended to take exception with those perceptions. They

saw, year after year, parents lining up to get their children

in child-centered classrooms. This was one of the causes of

jealousy from colleagues. Parents may have had some initial uncer-

tainties, but once they visited the classroom and discussed the

philosophy with the teacher, the parents usually became very

enthusiastic. They learned about additional basics, such as affec-

tive skills, the value of the arts, and the joy of rekindling

curiosity.

Twenty-two percent of the primary teachers did express a

great deal of concern about parental pressures on children. Some

parents wanted a more academic, structured approach in the younger
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grades. They wanted numerical, measureable data about their chil-

dren, in order to compare their children with the children of their

friends. These teachers were trying to educate the parents about

allowing the children to have a childhood, about not teaching chil-

dren above their developmental age, and not over-structuring the

children's time.

It appears that much support comes from the community and

parents, and in turn, there can also be many misunderstandings and

doubts. Perhaps universities need to look at their teacher train-

ing programs to examine how they help their future teachers deal

with the public. Often teachers are inhibited by the parents and

try to avoid contact. They assume that the parents will be critical.

Teachers need to learn to describe and defend their educational

approaches, and then be bold enough to seek out parents for support

and help. Each school and/or district should probably accept part

of this responsibility, as well. Every neighborhood and community

is different and the teachers need help in dealing with the expecta-

tions of the parents, as well as help in developing appropriate

programs. The teachers need to be pleasant and non-threatening,

be articulate, and have strong enough convictions to feel confident

in explaining the teaching approach to parents.

Materials

Materials ranked as the sixth most important factor in help-

ing teachers to be more child-centered in their teaching. Many

teachers found materials and resources to be available or there
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was sufficient money to buy them. It ranked seventh out of the

fifteen categories as a detrimental effect. Many other teachers

lacked materials and resources and had insufficient money to buy

them. About half of the teachers mentioned the issue of materials.

Several specific issues arose dealing with materials. One

of those issues was the different views teachers held on the neces-

sity for materials at all. Some people-felt materials were no issue

because the "whole world was there" and that was all that was needed.

The other extreme was-the need for many materials because a child-

centered room used non-traditional materials and resources that

were not readily available such as cooking materials, money for

field trips, math manipulatives, paperback books, art supplies,

and classroom pets.

The "Math Their Way" program was a very popular issue with

about 18% of the teachers. These primary teachers felt the need

for money to buy the materials for this program, especially pattern

blocks, geoboards, and unifix cubes. They also needed money for

the vast amounts of materials that they created on their own. The

success in obtaining these materials or money varied between build-

ings and districts. Although it might have been an issue with

some teachers, none of the teachers in this study mentioned that

they would have liked to have been compensated for the great amount

of time they put into making "Math Their Way" materials.

Teachers were often trying to be less dependent on textbooks

and other commercially-prepared materials. The hardest part was

not in developing the philosophy or in deciding how to organize

this new approach to learning. The most difficult part was
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convincing administrators that they were competent professionals who

could teach more effectively without the commercially-prepared mate-

rials that the district had spent thousands of dollars to buy. They

felt that they knew their children better than the publishers did.

However there was often a lack of faith in the teacher. The prin-

cipals often would not or could not justify this approach to

district administrators.

There was a concern about the amount of money that had been

spent on materials and books that might now only sit on a shelf.

Quite a few teachers expressed their feeling that the schools truly

were run by the major publishing companies and that actually,

nearly all school problems come right back to economics getting

the budget passed. Administrators felt they had to be conscious

of spending funds for materials because of the constantly critical

public eye.

Along with this materials issue, teachers frequently had dis-

agreements with principals about the use of "teacher-proof" pro-

grams, such as Distar reading. They were philosophically opposed

to the whole notion of these materials, but principals often

seemed most comfortable with them.

From listening to the frustrations of these teachers, it would

seem that it was important for teachers to do more reading so they

could better defend their positions. They need to read the intro-

ductions in the teachers' editions of the textbooks where the com-

panies usually explain that not all pages are appropriate for all

children and are not expected to be done by all children. Those

instructions give the teachers a great deal of flexibility. They
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also need to read the curriculum guides so that they thoroughly

know the skills to be taught. With those skills in mind, they need

to explain to their principal that they were hired to teach those

skills, not the book of a certain company. There are many ways

to help students gain those skills and the textbook is only one

of those ways. Money may need to be, and should be, spent in some

different, non-traditional ways, for example not buying math work-

books but instead buying math manipulatives. If the skills are

taught in a more developmentally appropriate way, if the test scores

do not go down, and if children and parents are happy, the principal

and the district administrators should be happy, too.

Student Attitudes

Student attitudes ranked as the seventh most important factor

in helping teachers be more child-centered in their teaching.

It was thirteenth in the ranking under detrimental effects of

the fifteen categories in the study.

Several issues were mentioned by teachers when discussing

student attitudes helping in their child-centered teaching. They

talked about the successes of students and about how once a teacher

found out how well a child-centered approach worked, from then

on it was the only way to teach. Learning what worked best from

the students also helped teachers. These successes were usually

determined by informally noticing how students were enjoying their

work and feeling proud of their accomplishments, not by formal

testing.
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Thirty-two percent of the teachers mentioned that student

attitudes were detrimental, in that the students had expectations

for more traditional approaches. When the students first entered

the child-centered classes it took a while to "deprogram" them

from "fill-in-the-blank" responses and from some wanting to be

in ability groups. The "best" students were not always the most

successful at learning to budget time, thinking creatively, or

having intrinsic motivation. It was often a slow, gradual process

to give all students the skills to succeed in a new kind of school-

ing.

Some teachers reported a more rapid transition, but they

were undoubtedly providing steps along the way to help the students

succeed, without even being aware of how well their approach was

working. Generally, the higher the grade, the more transitional

work was needed, but many first grade teachers also expressed

dismay at what a stereotyped view their students had of school,

even at that young age.

Once the students were comfortable and succeeding with child-

centered approaches, they generally felt very good about themselves.

When the upper grade students grumbled, often all the teacher

had to do was threaten to go back to the basal and the students

"shaped right up." Student behavior was rarely an issue of concern.

If schools should be places for students, and the students

should be learning how to learn and developing the desire for

lifelong learning, then it would be important for other teachers,

administrators, school board members, and parents to take a closer
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look at child-centered classrooms. They should not pay attention

simply to the way the room is physically arranged or the actual

work the children are doing; but more importantly, perhaps, they

should be looking at the successes of the children. They should

be talking to them to determine their intensity in learning and

their self-motivation. Undoubtedly the adults would be proud and

somewhat amazed at the deep-rooted skills the children possess and

the desire they have for wanting to know about their world. If

the successes of students cannot convince people of the need for

more child-centered approaches to learning, nothing else should.

Building, District, State, Federal Requirements

Building, district, state, and/or federal requirements ranked

as the very top concern with the teachers in this study. This issue

was considered the most detrimental to them teaching in a more

child-centered way. It ranked as the eighth most helpful factor,

also. Requirements were often considered detrimental, but when

there was curricular freedom and flexibility, it was quickly noted,

which is why it also ranks so high as a helpful factor.

Being required to teach specific programs was considered the

most frustrating issue. The teachers felt that there was more than

one way to teach a skill. When certain programs were required,

resentment often resulted. Sometimes materials might not best meet

the needs of particular students, and there was a power struggle

with teachers not wanting to be told how to teach. They felt that

their professionalism was threatened.
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Curriculum guides, containing scope and sequences of skills

were more often seen as detrimental than helpful because the needs

and interests of students often couldn't be met with rigid "guide"

lines. They implied that the source of all questions to be

answered came from the teachers ("the system"), not from the stu-

dents. They were occasionally seen as helpful because the teachers

were sometimes able to justify their non-traditional programs

by showing, from the guide, that they were indeed addressing the

proper skills.

Overall, when there were concerns about requirements, the real

problems being addressed were usually about how well the required

programs or skills met the needs and interests of the students.

There were often deep philosophical differences to try to settle

between the teachers and administrators. It was frustrating to

the teachers to think that those people farthest from the students

had the greatest power to determine how and what the students

would study. Teachers who were trying to "fight requirement

battles" often tried to have the attitude of, "Why let people who

know nothing intimidate us? We give the system its power by giving

in to them. What can they really do to us? We feel they'll 'get us,'

but we're hired to teach kids and can prove we are."

Most of these teachers felt there was almost always a way to

teach in the manner they felt was best. For example, it was not

a question of whether they'd use the text, but how they'd get

around it or co-exist. They triedto figure out ways not to offend

others. It took communication and mutual respect.
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It appears that although concerns about the detrimental effects

of building, district, state, and federal requirements are great,

teachers are figuring out creative ways of getting around them.

Bits and pieces of the programs might be used or the skills are

still taught, but not necessarily using the "required" programs,

and often they don't advertise what they're really doing in class.

(See "Materials" section in Chapter 5.)

Again, teachers must have strong enough convictions so that they

can fight for their beliefs, but they also must be knowledgeable

about what the "requirements" really are. It would seem to be

better yet if there were curricular freedom and flexibility - if

teachers could be trusted to meet the needs of their students

and if students were respected enough to be able to have a major

voice in how their needs could best be met.

Physical Aspects of the Classroom/Building

Physical aspects of the classroom and building ranked near

the middle of the teachers' concerns. Of the fifteen categories

discussed, it was ninth as far as being helpful and eighth as far

as being detrimental.

The three main issues discussed had corresponding counterparts

on the helpful and detrimental sides. The biggest issue, expressed

by about half of the teachers, was wanting a classroom environment

that was appropriate for children and their learning. The features

and layout of the classroom were often detrimental. Of the features

most discussed was the need for more electrical outlets and in more
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appropriate locations. It was against policy in some schools to

put tacks in the walls or area rugs on the floor. In some buildings

all furniture had to fit the color scheme of the pods. Lack of

sinks was sometimes a problem, too. The custodians in some schools

determined if classroom pets were allowed. Policies were often

drafted that did not take the needs and desires of the children

into account.

Teachers also mentioned the issue of not having enough class-

room space. They wanted children to be able to move around freely

to learning centers, but just finding room for the centers was

sometimes hard. The small size of many rooms also limited the

amount of large group work that could be done.

The teachers who discussed the advantages of having self-

contained rooms said it with great feelings of relief. They were

able to be more flexible, to leave messy projects out that no

one else would see, and be loud when it was appropriate and when

they felt like it. Some teachers mentioned the frustration of

working in open pods where spontaneity was inhibited and noise

levels and "messy levels" were not often tolerated by others and

had to be controlled.

Although it is repeatedly said, it seems only logical that

teachers must be part of the planning teams for new buildings

and for the remodeling of existing facilities. They usually know

best what is needed for children and teachers. The layout of

a classroom and its internal features, as well as its physical

class size, need to be looked at from an educational standpoint,
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not just as a budgetary concern. Teachers could sometimes be a

bit more forceful, perhaps, by actually volunteering to be part

of the planning teams, or even by sending written recommendations

to them. Taking action to change the plans ahead of time is more

beneficial than waiting until the building is done and then com-

plaining about it. Also, having children draw and describe their

ideas for a new or remodeled school or schoolyard can provide

enlightening information for the planning teams.

Child-centeredness is a state of mind; it is not determined

by the physical aspects of the classroom and building. Certainly,

physical features can enhance a teacher's ability to be child-

centered, but they will not prevent a child-centered classroom

from taking place. Fully understanding the philosophy is necessary

before frustrations with physical features become just an excuse

for not really changing approaches. Along these lines, districts

apparently should not believe that a certain philosophy will pre-

vail as a result of the type of building that is constructed.

For example, careful nurturing of a philosophy is necessary before

an "open" building truly becomes child-centered.

Daily Schedule

The daily schedule ranked as the second most detrimental factor

in teachers being more child-centered in their teaching. It was

eleventh out of the fifteen categories in being considered a help.

The frustrations with the daily schedule usually centered

around not having enough long uninterrupted time blocks due to
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specialists' schedules, school routines such as lunch and recesses,

and because of team teaching and/or ability grouping students.

During the interviews this topic was usually the one people chose

to speak to first. It was with great frustration that they would

start listing all of the things they had to work around, such as

physical education, sporting events, general music, specialty music

groups, Bible education, safety patrol, computer lab time, cafeteria

helpers, recesses, library, special education teachers, counselor

sessions, special program rehearsals, catching the bus, and so on.

They often felt that the constant interruptions, where it

became the "norm" that students did not finish their work, taught

the children "weird values." It was difficult to get students

to pick up where they left off, time and time again, and to main-

tain enthusiasm for a project. Teachers also felt the small time

blocks trapped them into teaching lessons in smaller chunks than

they would choose. It was usually possible to come back and carry

on later, but it just became so much easier to teach whole lessons

in the small time blocks available. The often mandated number

of minutes required for each of the many subjects expected to

be covered, made it even easier to fall into the "fragmentation

trap." It took a lot of awareness and conscious planning to over-

come the temptation. This was happening even with teachers who

believed the segmenting of subjects was not in the best interest

of children.

Especially beginning teachers felt it difficult to stand up

for their beliefs about not wanting to ability group students.
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Although this might have been very fundamental to their beliefs,

it was also often such an accepted tradition in their schools that

it was hard to say they would not participate. The child-centered

teachers sometimes chose to take a combination class of two or

more grade levels which other teachers did not want. It gave them

an "easier out" from ability grouping. When the teachers did have

a choice and chose not to ability group, it was one of the most

deeply resented things they could "do" to the other teachers.

It was almost considered "un-American" certainly not in the best

interests of children, nor the convenience of the other teachers,

and was definitely looked at as being elitist because they appar-

ently considered themselves able to teach in such a "superior" way.

When the teachers were asked at the interviews what their

longest block of uninterrupted time per week was, when they had

their entire homeroom class with no one with a specialist and with

no recess breaks, the following responses were reported:

1 3/4 hours was the average amount of time for the 50 teachers.

If the times of the six teachers were taken out who had three

hours or longer (usually because of a conscious effort on the

part of their team or school to control the amount of frag-

mented time), the average was 1 hours.

The range of minutes per time block went from all day (360

minutes) to 23 minutes, with the time occurring most fre-

quently (mode) being 90 minutes. Ninety minutes was also the

median time.

If districts recognize the lack of long instructional blocks

as a very major educational issue, not just a convenience issue,
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perhaps priorities in budgeting can be changed. Perhaps more

specialists in each district would allow for greater scheduling

flexibility, as well as perhaps allowing for more creative uses

of those specialists. Their subjects could be better integrated

with the rest of the curriculum. Instead, for example, of the arts

being "tacked on" to the program, they could become a more integral

part of it. This might be one of the first concrete steps a district

could take to demonstrate that it understood and accepted (not just

gave "lip-service" to) the necessity for developing "both sides

of the brain."

Solving the problems with the daily schedule is a difficult

issue because it usually involves so many other people. Many

teachers do not mind the interruptions because it's that much less

instructional time with the students and it often gets the "problem

kids" out of the room for a few very peaceful minutes. These more

traditional teachers often handle subjects in a fragmented way any-

way, so the short time blocks were "made to order," and the advan-

tages of moving children around by their supposed abilities (as

if a child is truly "high" or "low" in all aspects of a subject),

far outweigh the need for a large time block.

The daily schedule is probably one of those issues where

teachers must insist that the school and/or district sit down and

discuss the problem, allowing for a philosophical discussion. If

nothing can be worked out with the group as a whole, perhaps the

child-centered teachers can opt to teach some of their own "specialty"

programs such as physical education or music, or choose to supervise

their own recesses at more convenient times or eliminate recesses
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entirely. If the schedule must stay the same, then child-centered

teachers need to do regular, personal soul-searching to see that

integrating subjects and allowing for longer work times is happen-

ing as much as is possible.

Reporting, Conferences, Grading Systems

Reporting, conferences, and grading systems ranked near the

lower middle of the teachers' concerns. Of the fifteen categories

discussed, it was twelfth from the top as far as being hlepful and

eleventh from the top as far as being detrimental.

About half of the teachers mentioned conferences as being help-

ful and report cards/grades as being detrimental. Only about ten

percent reversed that, saying there were positive, helpful things

about report cards/grades and negative aspects to conferences.

Teachers typically found grading to be very frustrating. There

were often mandated statements dictating what constituted certain

grades. This was especially hard for teachers if a policy said

that students working below grade level could not receive an A or

B grade, regardless of whether or not the students had worked to

the best of their abilities. This policy defeated so much of the

self-confidence building that the teachers were doing with the

students. They recognized that parents needed to be aware that

the child was below the "expected" level, but that the child was

working as hard as was possible and that the grade level standards

could never measure those personal characteristics of hard work

and the desire to learn. The report cards themselves were usually
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determined by the district or occasionally by the individual school,

and they often did not fit the needs of the child-centered teachers.

Parent conferences seemed to be more beneficial than report

cards. In many cases the teachers were beginning to try to include

the students at the conferences. They felt, after all, that the

conferences were about the students. Those three-way conferences

made it possible for everyone to hear the same story, either posi-

tive or negative, and not have miscommunication when the parent(s)

got home and tried to explain to the child what had been said.

In most cases, the parents were always told that they could cer-

tainly meet at another time to discuss issues without the child

present, but that there needed first to be a time when the three-

way conference could take place. There was some disagreement

about the appropriateness of having these three-way conferences

in the younger grades. Also, in some cases the district and/or

individual building, did not allow children to attend.

Most teachers reported great successes in getting a high turnout

of parents for the conferences. The parents often said they came

to find out "what was going on in that class, anyway" because

the child was excited about the program and the teacher. Confer-

ences, as well as at open houses and other special parent nights,

gave the teacher a chance to explain the goals and format of the

child-centered program.

Child-centered teachers who are frustrated with district-

mandated report cards may not be able to actually throw them out,

but they can always ditto their own form to accompany the district
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form. They can also ditto information, in a narrative way, to

more thoroughly explain the program and the evaluation techniques

that have been used. Teachers can always have some say in this

issue by volunteering to serve on the report card committee for

the district, if the issue is important enough to them. In one

district where child-centered teachers sat on the committee, they

were able to convince the district to offer each parent the choice

of two report cards. One was more appropriate to child-centered

teachers, being narrative. Teachers could explain this to parents,

although obviously not require that they choose that form.

Teachers are sometimes frustrated by the lack of consistency

between the teachers when giving grades. There will probably

never be a system that guarantees all grades will be determined

in the same way, so it appears to make more sense for teachers

to fight for the right to grade in a manner which best fits their

program and students but, realizing they must have a way to

thoroughly defend and explain how the grades were determined.

Perhaps fighting for the right not to have the district dictate

how parent conferences are done would be appropriate. Confer-

ferences are such a personal matter and do not affect anyone else in the

school. The administration should be pleased that a teacher wants

to communicate in the most effective way possible and should compli-

ment these teachers, not put up roadblocks for them.

Testing

Testing was seen mainly as a detriment to teachers being

more child-centered in their teaching. Of the fifteen categories,
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it ranked thirteenth as far as being helpful and sixth as far

as being detrimental.

A few teachers indicated that testing was useful in that

it helped them show others that child-centered programs worked.

These teachers were sometimes concerned, however, that although

they felt students would come out with stronger skills in the

long run, the students might be on different timelines than those

in more traditional programs, and thus appear not to be making

equal progress.

About half of the teachers (usually those coming from districts

with elaborate, formal testing programs) expressed frustration

and philosophical disagreements with placing so much emphasis on

test scores. Test scores, in turn, put pressures on administrators,

teachers, children, and even parents. These teachers were not

saying they should not be accountable for their students making

educational progress. They felt much of the professionalism had

been taken away from the teachers, in that often they were no

longer considered capable of assessing the progress of their own

students and planning the most appropriate programs to meet those

needs. Teachers felt that districts wanted to accumulate

the data, not so much to help the individual students, but to

be able to use it as a public relations tool.

One of the big frustrations was in the teachers feeling the

need to teach certain programs or skills, regardless of their

value, just so students could do well on the tests. Many of the

tests were geared to a specific program and unless the students
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had been regularly working out of that program, they would find

the tests difficult, regardless of their skill level in a subject.

The teachers felt there were ways to get the test scores up (teach-

ing to the test), but the methods probably do not develop long

term retention and valuable time would be wasted when other, more

meaningful learning could be taking place.

Also, child-centered teachers were often frustrated because

they felt there was little allowance for lateral learning. Children

were measured on a continuum and that continuum only measured

up and down. Other, perhaps more important learning was taking

place in those child-centered classrooms - such as developing

respect and tolerance for others, learning information of personal

interest that was typically not "covered," and learning to organize

time and there was no way to show that these skills had been

gained.

If teachers are as concerned about the issue of testing

as they seem, they need to continue to speak out within their

districts, and to educate parents to the realities of what testing

can and cannot show. They may also have to educate district

administrators about the long term beneficial effects of develop-

mentally appropriate primary programs. Sometimes it is just a

matter of showing people how to look at the scores differently,

and then making sure those interpretations also get to the media.

Testing is an issue easily misunderstood by the public and it will

probably take a great deal of work on the part of educators to get

the trend of "more testing" turned around.
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If a teacher is not successful in getting less testing or in

getting more appropriate testing and interpretation, the philo-

sophical issue needs to be settled from within. It may be a matter

of saying to the students, parents, and administrators that certain

programs and/or skills will not be taught, if the only justification

for them is to raise test scores. The teacher will hope that every-

one will recognize that this is reasonable and intentional. Then,

if scores are compared with those of other teachers, as often seems

to happen, there will be some comfort in understanding how the test

results occurred.

Time Issues

Time issues were a great concern among the teachers in affect-

ing their ability to be more child-centerd in their teaching.

Of the fifteen categories, it ranked as the third most detrimental

factor and was fourteenth among the most helpful.

The lack of time to plan and organize was seen as the greatest

problem. The teachers often felt there were too many things that

got in their way, such as paperwork and recordkeeping, interrup-

tions, too many meetings, and the lack of aides. These factors

were usually looked at as causing unnecessary hindrances to having

enough time for more important work. They did not discuss "correct-

ing" student work as a problem. A few felt that they needed better

personal time management and organizational skills.

About one-fourth of the teachers mentioned the school day

being too short but this was usually with the desire to cut down

the frantic pace and to give students time to complete their work
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in a quality manner. This was not to mean, as is being currently

debated at even the national levels, increasing the school day

so more information can be imparted to students.

When this category of "time issues," viewed as the third

greatest detriment to teaching a child-centered way, is combined

with "daily schedule" frustrations, the second greatest detriment,

the whole issue of time obviously becomes a major concern. The

issue will undoubtedly need to be examined in great detail

between teachers and administrators. When there is not enough

time to do a job properly and when doing that job well is considered

so important to these child-centered teachers, great morale problems

can occur.

Child-centered teachers who have not been able to arrive

at satisfactory conclusions with their faculties have sometimes

resorted to not-doing what is "required," such as turning

in lesson plans or attending meetings. This "disobeying direct

orders" can sometimes get a teacher in a great deal of trouble,

but sometimes it can also call the necessary attention to the

issue so further discussion can take place. It appears to be

such an extremely important issue that it will take the help of

all levels of school personnel in order to tackle it successfully.

Class Size

Class size ranked ninth of the fifteen categories as far

as being a detrimental factor in teachers being more child-centered

in their teaching. It ranked last as far as being a helpful factor.
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About half of the teachers mentioned that class sizes were

too large, affecting their ability to provide individualized instruc-

tion, to establish personal and supportive relationships with the

students, and to establish the type of environment and atmosphere

they would like within their classrooms. These teachers were not

complaining about class size solely for their own convenience but

because they could see how it affected children. It was often men-

tioned that taking dictation with large primary classes was difficult.

In Oregon the issue of class size seems to be one neither the

school districts nor the teacher associations wish to tackle. The

districts have established guidelines, but it is usually held as

an administrative decision. It apparently is a large enough prob-

lem for teachers that it should be discussed. Except for working

with the teacher associations for changes, it is an issue over which

an individual teacher has little control.

Other Issues

The "Other Issues" category was a collection of thoughts that

did not seem to fit in any other area. About one-third of the

teachers wanted to establish a trusting, positive atmosphere. This

was considered more than merely the physical arrangement of the

classroom. The teachers felt that affective skills were well worth

nurturing. Some teachers said that information that they had gained

about teaching to different learning styles had been very useful.

In some cases, multi-aging was seen as something positive,

but it was seen negatively by just as many others. Generally
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it had not been experienced by many teachers and was only dis-

cussed by six people.

A few mentioned the overall "system" as being a problem.

Having students of many different abilities was only expressed

as a concern by three teachers.

About one-third of the teachers believed that it was easier

to teach in a child-centered way to students of primary grades.

A few felt that older grades made it easier. Perhaps it is easiest

at the beginning of elementary school where the students are not

in the middle of an established program and then again at the

end of elementary school where the students will not have to con-

tinue on with a certain program in junior high.

Overall, however, there were not that many differences between

the feelings of primary and intermediate teachers in the factors

that were helpful and detrimental. (See Appendices X and Y).

The greatest differences between the two levels in the area of

helpful factors were their colleagues, daily schedules, require-

ments, materials, and reporting/conferencing/grading. It was

difficult to determine why there might be differences between the

grade levels in these helpful factors.

There were fewer differences in the detrimental factors

just class size and community/parental attitudes. Class size

was a concern because primary teachers often felt that it was

necessary and important to work with each individual student,

especially for taking dictation. More primary teachers were
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concerned about parental attitudes because of the pressures so many

parents were putting on their young children.

So although quite a few teachers felt child-centered education

was easier and more acceptable at the primary grades, there just

were not that many different concerns or frequency of concerns

between primary and intermediate teachers. Perhaps this "difference"

is really a major misconception.

Points to Consider when Looking at the Results

of this Study

1. There were more detrimental responses given. Was that because

there truly are more detrimental factors working against

teachers who are trying to be child-centered? Perhaps the

surveys and interviews gave the teachers a chance to "blow

off steam" and complain about their frustrations to someone

who would understand.

2. There were fewer "general" answers, such as the sub-category

"administrators in general" in the interview statistics than

from the surveys. The difference was probably the format.

They were responding in a list format on the survey but had

a chance to elaborate during the interviews.

3. The percentage of responses was much greater on the interviews

than on the surveys. The teachers spent close to two hours,

in most cases, during the interviews which was probably far

longer than they spent on the survey. Therefore more

information was shared during the interview and the per-

centages were higher.
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4. Sometimes a person's responses were counted in two different

ways. For example, on their surveys the teachers may have

listed the administration as being helpful and again later

as detrimental. It was then recorded in both places in the

statistics. They would have been referring to two different

experiences they had had.

Ideas for Related Studies

The results of this study point to topics for additional

study:

1. A deeper look at the issue of limited time blocks in the

elementary daily schedule would be interesting. How is the

"time crunch" really affecting the type of teaching/learning

going on? Do teachers with longer uninterrupted time blocks

use them in more child-centered ways? How have schools'success-

fully coped with scheduling frustrations?

2. A more thorough study is needed regarding the differences

between the responses of primary and intermediate teachers.

Is it really easier to be more child-centered in the younger

grades as many people believe? If so, why? How can it be

made easier at middle and upper grades?

3. The teachers in this study felt their teacher training was

very important in their being child-centered in their teaching.

Do the universities that child-centered teachers attended

have much bearing on their ability to be more child-centered?
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If so, what are these universities doing to help their future

teachers be strong enough to teach their beliefs?

4. In the same school one can find teachers of differing opinions

about what is really required to be taught. How do these

differences in perceptions arise? How do teachers "get away

with" not teaching programs that are supposedly required?

5. Graduate programs for administrative credentialing vary be-

tween universities. Are there factors in some programs that

better help administrators understand and develop convictions

for child-centered approaches? If so, what are they? Are

there detrimental factors? If so, what are they?

6. Many of the teachers in this study had spent a considerable

amount of time working with children in settings outside of

school, such as in summer camp programs, youth sports, and

the like. Do these kinds of experiences help teachers be

more child-centered? It might be an interesting study because

they might have similar characteristics to the teachers in

England who lived with their students outside of London during

the bombings. Children might be seen as more complete individ-

uals who are able and eager to learn at all times, not just

during school hours. Is there less "talking down" to children

from this group of teachers?
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Conclusion

The one hundred teachers in this study have many of the

attributes of being child-centered teachers. Probably none of

them would say, however, that they are completely child-centered.

There are always more ways to improve, new ideas to try, new

research to study, and more risks to be taken. Therefore, learning

to be child-centered is often not in terms of arriving at a final

destination, but as being "on the road to becoming more child-

centered." It is not an easy road, but is a noble journey.

Open education, seen as a destination, can be
worth the most difficult journey. Or the journey
itself can be an exciting experience without assur-
ance of the reward of arrival at a predetermined
point. But, whether difficult though eventually
rewarding, or exciting even without reward, is this
a journey we can afford not to take? (Flurry, 1973,
p. 420).
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APPENDIX A

THE 100 TEACHERS IN THE STUDY

Grade

Name Taught School District School

*AllenBrands, Karen 3 BendLa Pine R. E. Jewell

Alumbaugh, Ina 5/6 Lake Oswego Hallinan

Anderson, Laurie 2/3 Portland Public Whitman

*Anderson, Patti 6 Forest Grove Neil Armstrong

*Andrews, Jan 1 Greater Albany Clover Ridge

Arnold, Carol 1 BendLa Pine R. E. Jewell

*Bartell, Brenda K Portland Public Sabin

Basham, Jon 2 BendLa Pine R. E. Jewell

*Bay, Fern K Hillsboro Elem. David Hill

Burgess, Merle 2 Oregon City South End

*Buttler, Dana 2 Reynolds Glenfair

*Carmack, Allan 2 Salem Richmond

*Ciappini, Maxine 1 Portland Public Smith

*Creswell, Jeff 5 Portland Public Humboldt

*Dawson, Sharon K Portland Public Eliot

*Dean, Deana 5/6 Salem Englewood

*Delf, Lindy 1-5 Portland Public Alameda

*Demarbieax, Dori 3 Salem Richmond

*Dyrud, Colleen 1,2,3 Hesperia, CA Maple

Easton, Mary 3 Forest Grove Harvey Clarke

Ensworth, Jack 4 BendLa Pine Buckingham

*Foote, Janis 1-6 ESL Reedville Ladd Acres

Fox, Georgie 5 North Clackamas View Acres

Fulgham, Nancy 1 Salem Richmond

Garcia, Barbara 1 Portland Public Harvey Scott

Gleeson, Tim 1 BendLa Pine Kenwood

*Goodwin, Rita 1 Hillsboro Elem. W. Verne McKinney

Green, Barbara K Portland Public Whitman

Hansen, Darleen 4 Forest Grove Central

Herburger, Suzie 1 David Douglas West Powellhurst

*The teachers who filled out the survey and were interviewed.
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Grade

Name Taught School District School

Herron, Susan 3 Tigard C. F. Tigard

*Hornburg, Val 3 Archdiocese of Portland Cathedral

Howard, Pat 3 Forest Grove Joseph Gale

Inglesby, Cheryl 3 Parkrose Prescott

*Komoto, Melanie 3 Reedville Ladd Acres

LaForge, Denise K Portland Public, Eliot

Later, Flossie Pre KC K Independent Catlin Gabel (Portland)

*Law, Mary 2 Lebanon Cascades

*Lazarek, Susan K Portland Public Eliot

*Lelah, Reuben 4 Newberg Ewing Young

*Lindner, Joy 6 Tigard Tualatin

Lindsley, Robin 1 Portland Public Eliot

Martin, Val 6 Lake Oswego Forest Hills

*McBee, Carolyn 6 Lake Oswego Forest Hills

*McBride, Donna 4 Portland Public Humboldt

*McCaul, Elaine 6 BendLa Pine Pilot Butte

McClain, Carol K West Linn Cedaroak Park

McCrary, Donna 4 Reynolds Hartley

*McCroskey, Sandy 5-8 ESL Portland Public Sellwood Middle

*McDaniel, Barbara K Portland Public Glencoe

*McLain, Cheri 4/5 Corvallis Jefferson

*McLeod, Scott 2 Dallas Whitworth

McMahon, Barbara 2 Greater Albany South Shore

Mechling, Lila 2 Reedville Ladd Acres

*Meier, Scott K,1,2,3 Hesperia, CA Maple

*Misch, Robin 5 Warrenton Warrenton

Moore, Pat 4 Hillsboro Elem. Brookwood

*Morgan, Tom 5 Greater Albany North,Albany

Nordberg, Marion K,1,2,3 Fullerton, CA Orangethorpe

Nordyke, Mel, Jr. 3/4 Corvallis Lincoln

Nordyke, Mel, Sr. 3 Corvallis Wilson

Olson, Joyce 1 Portland Public Vernon

*Omdal, Stuart 3 Hillsboro Elem. W. Verne McKinney
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Grade

Name Taught School District School

Paracchini, Veronica K Portland Public Woodlawn

*Peters, Sue 6 Salem Englewood

*Peterson, Connie 5 Forest Grove Dilley

Price, Diane 1 Philomath Philomath

Proffitt, Monette 3 Parkrose Shaver

*Proppe, Bill, Jr. ages 6-10 Independent Fire Mountain

(Arch Cape)

*Prosise, Pam 2,3,4 Hesperia, CA Maple

*Purn, Rick 6 BendLa Pine La Pine

Reekie, Joan 1 Beaverton Rock Creek

Reid, Kathy 5 BendLa Pine R. E. Jewell

Reynolds, Bruce 5 BendLa Pine Kenwood

*Rissel, Sally 1 Independent Neskowin Valley

(Neskowin)

Roth, Harriett K Portland Public Rose City Park

*Sand, Kathleen K Portland Public Woodstock

Schilling, Jo Ann I Portland Public Harvey Scott

*Shotts, Sally 4 Salem Brush College Elem.

*Smith, Karen K Corvallis Fairplay

*Snider, Allyn K West Linn Cedaroak Park

Spivey, Debi 6 BendLa Pine Pilot Butte

*Steger, Paul Pre K-2 Portland Public Sabin

*Stevens, Mark 6 BendLa Pine Pilot Butte

*Stewart, Melissa 1-5 ESL Portland Public Sunnyside

Stewart, Patty K/1 Portland Public Sabin

Stutzman, Berdella 1/2 Gore Gore

Swan, Debbie K Portland Public Vernon

*Swanson, Jan 2 Hillsboro Elem. Peter BoscowB. W. Barnes

*Teubner, Andy 4 Lake Oswego Bryant

Tong, Susan Pre K Portland Public Jim Bridger

Tupper, Gail Pre K Portland Public Vernon

Variel, Jeff 4 BendLa Pine Kenwood

Walker, David 1 Beaverton Kinnaman
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Grade

Name Taught School District School

*Wall, Pat K Corvallis Inavale

Wieman, Norma JP BendLa Pine La Pine

Wiesner, Lark 3 Oregon City South End

Wong, Mike 3 North Clackamas Riverside

*Wrightman, Tom 1 Dallas Whitworth

ZamoraPearson, 1 Salem Richmond

Marissa



Grade level

PreKindergarten

Kindergarten

Junior Primary

First Grade

Second Grade

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Fifth Grade

Sixth Grade

English as a Second

Language (ESL)

Total

Actual number of

teachers in this

category*

16%
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APPENDIX 13,

NUMBER OF TEACHERS PER GRADE LEVEL

Survey/no interview Survey/interview Total % of the 129

50

3 (5%) 1 (1%) 4 3%

9 (15%) 11 (16%) 20 16%

1 (2%) 0 (0%) 1 1%

15 (25%) 10 (14%) 25 19%

7 (12%) 11 (16%) 18 14%

11 (19%) 10 (14%) 21 16%

6 (10%) 8 (11%) 14 11%

4 (7%) 8 (11%) 12 9%

3 (5) 8 (11%) 11 9%

0 (0%) 3 (4%) 3 2%

59 (100%) 70 (100%)** 129 100%

50 100

14%

11%

9% 9%

3%

11.1

2%

OMB111
1%

16%

CL 4-7 -0 -C -C -C
"n N C C-

eV en GO LI-I

Percentage of teachers per grade level

*15 teachers (of the 100) had combination grade classrooms. On this chart

they are counted for every grade they teach.

**If the decimals were carried out 6 places they would total 100%.



APPENDIX C

NUMBER OF TEACHERS THAT REPRESENT PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE STUDENT AGE LEVELS

Categories

Primary Grades

(Includes 2 ESL)

Intermediate Grades

(Includes 1 ESL) Total

Survey/no interview 36 (78%) 13 (22%) 59 (100%)

Actual number of teachers

in this category*

38 (76%) 12 (24%) 50 (100%)

Survey/interview 45 (64%) 25 (36%) 70 (100%)

Actual number of teachers

in this category

32 (64%) 18 (36%) 50 (100%)

Totals

Teachers representing

the age levels

46 + 45 = 91 (71%) 13 + 35 = 38 (29%) 129 (100%)

Actual number of teachers

in these categories

38 + 32 = 70 (70%) 12 + 18 = 30 (30%) 100 (100%)

*Two teachers were teaching both primary and intermediate. For these totals, one was considered primary and one was

considered intermediate:

3/4 combination (intermediate)

ages 6-10 (primary)
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APPENDIX D

TEACHING BELIEFS AND PRACTICES SURVEY

Home address:

Home phone number:

Current Employment:

School:

School district:

City/town where school is located:

School phone number:

Grade level presently teaching:

Teaching Preparation:

Name(s) of the university(ies) from which you graduated:

Bachelors:

Masters:

Doctorate:

Previous work in the educational field:

List other districts where you have taught:

List other positions you have held in education:

Other grade levels you have taught:

Specific subject areas you have taught (especially if secondary):

Other positions (such as reading specialist, principal, etc.)



TEACHING BELIEFS AND PRACTICES

This survey will help determine the distribution of certain
opinions about teaching beliefs and practices, including aids and
detriments to teaching the way teachers feel is best. You may later
be asked to participate in a short interview for further information.

DIRECTIONS:

Choose either Description A or Description B as the better choice

for each of these situations:

Situation 1: How I currently believe

Situation 2: How I currently teach

You may not agree with all statements within a description block,

but look at the overall intent of the block when making your choice.

Although it may be difficult, do not mark down both A and B. Just

choose the one best, overall answer. Feel free to add clarifying

comments.

Put either an A or a B in each column, depending on which is the

best description BLOCK for each situation.

EXAMPLE:
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DESCRIPTION A
.

DESCRIPTION B
MANX
BELIEVE

HOW t
TEACH

IMIXEMESISBaLBALLSIWILIBUZgala
-DIMERENT AGES AND ABILITIES WORK TOGETHER MID
LEARN FROM EACH OTHER.

-CHILDREN CM GROUP TM:MOM-KS FOR HAW ACTIVITIEI
ON THE BASIS OF COMMON INTERESTS AND PERSOML
COMATIBILITy.
- ABILITY - GROUPING It NOT THE MAIN METHOD OF
GROUPING IN READING AND MATH INSTRUCTION.

SMIZEL221EMSEQUASIUMIXOSICliatt
-As CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE, THE SAME AGES AND
ABILITIES OF STUDENTS ARE THE CRITERIA FOR
DETERMINING WORK GROUPS.

- HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING USUALLY IS BASED ON TEST
RESULTS.

-THE TEACHER. BATHER THAN THE STUDENTS, CHOOSES
MST GROUPINGS WHEN WORKING ON BASIC SKILLS. A.

Additional or clarifying comments:

OW Y minim f
-CHILDREN nova FORMALLY FROM ONE &MACY TO THE
NEXT DURING THE DAY.

-GUI LDRENdovE room Noon To mom IN RESPONSE TO
SILLS AM oR SCHEDULES DETERMINED BY ADULTS.

-STUDENTS NEED CLOSE MONITORING Mom THE TEACHER
TO KEEP NMI MIMING AND TO STEER THEM FROM ONE
ASSIGNMENT TO ANOTHER.

-CHILDREN'S SNORT ATTENTION SPANS REWIRE
PROVIDING MANY SNORT ACTIVITIES DURING A DAY.

DAILY SDIFFItt F
-THERE IS A MINIMUM AMOUNT Of SCHEDULING IN THE
DAY, ALLOWING MR MAXIMUM FLOISILITY.

-THE TEACHER MUST BE READY To ADJUST PLAN
ACCORDING TO THE CHILDREN'S RESPONSES.

-WHEN A CHILD IS ABSORBED IN A PROJECT, ME/SHE
IS ALLOWED TO CONTINUE HONKING AS LONG AS IS
NEEDED, RATHER THAN HAVING TO STOP AND MEIN
STUDYING ANOTHER SUBJECT.

6
11

Additional or clarifying comments:



DESCRIPTION A DESCRIPTION B

DWI Y SENTINN F ci)
-CHILDREN NOM FORMALLY FROM ONE SUBJECT TO THE
NEXT DURING THE DAY.

rmiLDREN_IMM FROM ROM TO NOON IN RESPONSE 70
ELLS ASWOR SCHEDULES DETIONINED BY ADULTS.

-STUDENTS NEED CLOSE MONITORING FROM THE TEACHER
TO KEEP THEM WORKING AND TO STEER THEM FROM ONE
ASSIGNNENT TO ANOMER.

- CHILDREN'S SHORT ATTENTION SPANS REWIRE
PROVIDING MANY SNORT ACTIVITIES DURING A DAY.

Y SINFTIN F

-Name IS A NINIMPI MCKIM OF SCHEDULING IN THE
DAY, ALLOWING FON MAXIMUM PLEXISILITY.

-THE TEACHER MOST DE READY TO ADJUST PLANS
ACCORDING TO THE CHILDREN' RESPONSES.

-AMEN A CHILD IS ADSORBED IN A PROJECT, NE/SHE
IS ALLOWED TO CONTINUE HORNING AS LONG AS IS
NEEDED, RATHER DMA HAVING TO STOP PAD ELGIN
STUDYING MOTHER SUBJECT.

0

I How I
!believe

Additional or clarifying comments:
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!How I

teach

INIF OF TNF TFAMFg

-THE TEACHER IS THE Fount OP LEARNING. O
THE TEACHER PUTS IN THE LESSON PLAN A MOTIVATING
DEVICE TO GET THE CHILDREN IN/MISTED IN HIS/HER
LESSON.

-MUCH OP THE STUDENT LEARNING WILL SERVE A
GREATER PURPOSE IN THE FUTURE RAMER THAN IN
THE PRESENT.

THE PRMUCTS OP LEARNING ME USUALLY IMRE
IMMTANT TAMS THE PROCESSES.

,NILDREN MEMORIZE AND STATE FACTS AND CONCEPT!
IN OWOER TO SNON THEIR uNDIRSTANDING On MEANING.

RILEAliffMUHM C)-TWO TEACHER IS THE FACILITATOR OP LEARNING
RAMER THM THE SOURCE OF LEARNING.

-MOST TEACHER TINE IS VIM MIMING WITH
INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN, PAIRS, OR SMALL GROUPS -
RATHER THAN WITH TIC ENTIRE CLASS AT ONCE.

-THE TEACHER rrovigas EXPERIENCES THAT HILL
INITIATE CHILDREN S THINKING - WITH INQUIRY
POSSIBLE TO THE LIMITS OF CURIOSITY. WITH
QUESTIONS ANSWERED OPENLY AND MNISTLY.

-THE TEACHER ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO THINK IN
DIVERGENT HAYS - TO GO RAYON) THE TEACHERS .

TWINGING. TO IDENTIFY WAYS TO SOLvt PROBLEMS,
AND TO PURSUE uNUSuAL TOPICS.

-THE PROCESSES OF LEARNING ARE Mal IMPORTANT THAN
THE PRODUCTS. CHILDREN NEED NOT ONLY TO ENZIC
EIRT TO SNOT Nos TO mow.

Additional or clarifying comments:

3F1 IFFF ARWT I Fag&
-CHILDREN ARE DESIROUS OF LEANING. THEY NAP;)
TO KWON AND NOON.

-CuinucuLuN swamp REFLECT THE FruoNNT's
ENTHUSIASM, INTERESTS. AND PERSONAL WORLD.

-Toe NERD TO PURSUE CHILDREN'S INTINESTS MY
TAKE PRIORITY OVER THE NEED TO COVER MATERIALS
IN A TEXTBOOK ON A 11M DAV.

-CONCRETE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED PON CHILDREN
TO MANIPULATE. IN THE BELIEF TEAT TIN PHYSICAL
HANDLING Of LEARNING MATERIALS MUST PROCEED
THE FORMATION OF GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT THEM.

BF1IFFC ABOUT IFARNIIE

-Tient IS A FAIRLY WELL -ESTASLISMED SEQUENCE
FOR CHILDREN LEARNING READING AND MATH SKILLS.

-IT IS IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THE SEQUENCE Of
STUDY STIPULATED IN THE CURRICULUM GUIDE.

-ire TEACHER IS RESPONSISLI TO ASSURE THAT TEXTS
ME NEARLY COMPLETED FOR EACH SOAR.

-THESE IS A mist or SECURITY FOR THE TEACHER IN
KNOWING IN DETAIL MAT IS EXPECTED AND MINI TIE
CURRICULUN IS TO BE HANDLED.

Additional or clarifying comments:



DESCRIPTION A DESCRIPTION B
_

STUDFIIT GROUPINGS FOR Raw SKIT LS INSTRUCTIQS

-DIFFERENT AGES AND ABILITIES WORE TOGETHER AND
LEARN FROM EACH OTHER.

-CHILDREN CAN ;ROW THEMSELVES FOR MANY ACTIVITIEI
NT THE BASIS Of COMMON INTERESTS AND PERSONAL

-MAILITy-GROUPING IS NOT THE MIN METHOD OF
GROUPING IN READING AND MATE INSTRUCTION.

STUNNT GRIVIPINES FOR BASIC SKIIIS INSTRUCT=

-As CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE, THE SAME AGES AND
ABILITIES OF STUDENTS ARE THE CRITERIA FOR
DETERMINING SOAK GROUPS.

- HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING USUALLY IS RASED ON TEST
RESULTS.

-THE TEACHER. RATHER THAN THE STUDENTS. CHOOSES
MOST GROUPINGS WHEN WORKING ON BASIC SKILLS.
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How I How I
believe 11.11..

Additional or clarifying comments:

rI ASSRIVIP FNVIROWIENT

-TEACHER INSTRUCTION IS USUALLY FROM THE FRONT
OF THE CLASS OR FROM THE FLAGMEN'S DESK

-WHEN THE TEACHER IS TALKING TO THE CLASS, EYE
CONTACT NITS All STUDENTS HELPS ENSURE FULL
ATTENTION.

-DISCIPLINE IS EASIER TO MAINTAIN NMI. THE
STUDENTS ARE IN A MORE FORMAL SEATING
ARRANGEMENT, USUALLY FACING THE SAME DIRECTION.

-QUIET IS PREFERRED FOR GIST NOOK TIME, BUT
STUDENTS MY TALK WRING FREE TIME.

-STUDENTS LEARN REST NHEN THEY NONE ALONE
NITHouT DISTRACTION R THEYOTHER STUDENTS. IHEY
SHOLLD USUALLY REMAIN IN THEIR SEATS DURING
WORK TIME.

-Tut CLASSROOM IS NEAT AND ORDERLY.

U clAssMIM FAVIROIRIFNT

-Tut TOTAL CLASSROOM INvIRONMENT IS A SOURCE OF
LEARNING. IT IS ATTRACTIVE. DISPLASING NONE
OF ALL CHILDREN.

-MATERIALS ARE ARRANGED AND REARRANGED IN
RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC STUDENT WEEDS.

-A VARIETY OF MIK AREAS ARE PROvIDED, NIS
QUIET AREAS. LARGE GROUP ARIAS. AND Ltilf241

CENTERS - NITN STUDENT ACCESSIBILITY TO
NATERIALS.

Cs)

Additional or clarifying comments:

112EBALSAJUIZELB281
-PUPIL- PROGRESS CONFERENCES ARE USUALLY BETWEEN
THE PARENTS AND THE TEACHER. INC CHILD IS NOT
PRESENT.

-THE TEACHER IS NAINLY RESPONSIBLE FOR
CORRECTING CHILDREN S ANSWERS.

APPRAISAL OF STUDENT tux
-THE CHILD IS OFTEN A MEMBER OF A THREE-WAY
PUPIL-PROGRESS CONFERENCE, INCLuDIO4 THE
PARENTS, THE TEACHER, AND THE CHILD.

-THE STUDENT HAS A LARGE SNARE IN APPRAISING
PERSONAL PROGRESS AND IN IMINTAINING PERSONAL
RECORDS OF ACCOMPLISNMINTS.

Additional or clarifying comments:



DESCRIPTION A

ITC OF

-THE RATE OF COMPLETION OF UMW NOM MOLD
SE GROUT THE SAM FOR ALL STUDENTS IN TM MOUS.

THE TEACHER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SEEING THAT THE
STUDENTS COMPLETE A SET NumBER OF ASSIGNMENTS
PER SUBJECT PER WEEK.

li

DESCRIPTION B
g&TE OF COMM FTIN6 WIZ

-CNILONEN ARE PERMITTED TO PROCEED TIMM
MATERIALS AT INDIVIDUAL SPEEDS AT WHICH TAIT ARE
MIST COMFORTABLE AND WHICH MST CONSISTENT
NITA THEIR SPECIFIC ABILITIES.

-THE TEACHER IDENTIFIES THE EXTENT TO WATCH EACH
STUDENT CAN MANAGE LEMING CHOICES - SUIJECTS
TO STUDY. APPROPRIATE MATERIALS, AND SATE OF
COMPLETION.

-THE TEACHER GIVES ADDED TRAINING AND PRACTICE
TO THOSE STUDENTS AND FIND DECIsION-MAKING
DIFFICULT TO RASTER.

-THE TEACHER CONCEATRATES NEAVILY ON NELPINS
STUDENTS DEVELOP A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY.

Additional or clarifying comments:

How I
beli
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How I

YERIFFT MATTFR INSTRUCTIQB

-SWAJECT INTEGRATION EXISTS WITH POI 'OMANI'S
"'TWIN SUBJECT- NATTER AREAS.

-STUDENTS ARE EXPOSED TO A GREAT VARIETY OF
PATERIALS - NOT JUST TO ONE TEXTS= PEA SUBJECT.

-PLAY IS A SEASONABLE MOE OF LEARNING.

-EXPRESSION CAN SE IN may Ems - TALKING AND
WHITING, AND ALSO THROUGH THE ARTS, SUCH AS
ACTING. DRAWING. AND DANCING.

-LEARNING INCLUDES AN INTENSE SENSORY INTOLKMAENT
MATH The SURSOuNDINGS. WITH THE OPPONTuNITY FOR
WINS ALL SENSES.

4101 -METTFR INSTRUCT=

-SulaciS ME TAuGHTAEPARATELY THROuGintiT THE
DAY. FOR EXAMLE, OS NiNuTts POW READING. 4)
POW LAMM( ARTS, MD GO FORTH.
HE USE OF nassooss IS THE PRIMARY TOOL OF
INSTRUCTION.

-MOST STUDENT NM IS TN/1mM CLASS DISCUSSIONS
AND *MITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS.

Additional or clarifying comments:

WEIRS fmcnurring

READING IS TAUGHT mAINLy IN THIS WIT:

-READING IS TAUGHT MAINLY PR M1 A SAUL TEXT.
SUPPLEMENTED SY A woRMOOK AND/OR COmAERCIALLY
PREPARED soRKSHEETS, FOLLOWING A SEQUENCE OF
SKILLS.

-STUDENTS ARE IX FAIRLY FIXED, FORMAL. ASILITY-
SAUD READING AMPS.
-ORAL READING WITH A WALL GROUP Of STUDERTS IS
USD AS A TECH/014M TO CAECA STUDENT MMUS.

-Lamas soots ARE usaa FOR VINICIMIT.

puny; IffETRUCTIM

mum IS MM. IASFO rtaru
IE#S.

- CHILDREN HAVE A MACE TO READ WHAT IS IMPORTMT
TO THEN SiNcE THAT IS THE My THEY LIMN TO
READ MIT EFFECTIVELY.

-FAICH READING INSTIMICTIOA IS DONE 1100001 THE
LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH SINCE *EASING IS
CLOSELY RELATED TO ORAL LANGUAGE AND THE WHITING
PROCESS.

-DtvaLomesrss. STAGES MIT BE CONSIDERED NOON
TUCKING READING. FOR (AMPLE, THE TIMING OF
PHONICS INSTRUCTION IS IMPORTANT.

-READING IS TIED TO Ain, DRAM, MUSIC, MTH -
TO ALL SUBJECT AREAS.

Av 'iitional or clarifying comments:
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You may have found, when marking the choices, that there was a

discrepancy between the way you believe now and the actual way you

teach now. Suppose you want to change your teaching so it is more

in line with your beliefs:

List items that "get in the way"
of you being able to come closer to
teaching to your present beliefs.

List items that have been the
most hel ful in you being able
to come c oser to teaching to
your present beliefs.
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE PAGE OF ORIGINAL SURVEY SHOWING THE THREE COLUMNS FOR RESPONSES

DESCRIPTION A DESCRIPTION 8

In V
A O.

V.1L
40 0
.-. ..0 0
02 eV a

a0
C,
0

,40
pa

30
C

... ..0
2 AOW= 4..

READING INSTRUCTION: READING INSTRUCTION:

Reading is taught mainly in this way: Beliefs about reading:

-From a basal text, supplemented by workbook and/or -Children learn to read most effectively

commercially prepared worksheets. following a when what they read is important to them.

sequence of skills. -Reading is closely related to oral language

-Students are in fairly fixed, formal, ability- and the writing process. Much reading

based reading groups. instruction can be done through language

-Oral reading with a small group of students is
experience.

used as a technique to check student progress. -Developmental stages must be considered

w
-Library books are used for enrichment.

when teaching reading. For example, the

timing of phonics instruction is important.

-Reading must be tied to art, drama, music,

math -- to all subject areas.

SUBJECT-MATTER INSTRUCTIONS

-Subjects are taught separately throughout

the day. For example, 65 minutes for read-

ing, 45 minutes for language arts, and so

forth.

-The use of textbooks is the primary tool

of instruction.

-Most student work is through class dis-

cussions and written responses to questions.

-Subject integration exists with few boundaries

between subject-matter areas.

-Students are exposed to a great variety of

materials -- not just to one textbook per subject,

-Play is a reasonable mode of learning.

-Expression can be in many forms -- talking and

writing, and also through the arts, such as acting,

drawing, and dancing.

-Learning includes an intense sensory involvement

with the surroundings, with the opportunity for

using all senses.

RATE OF COMPLETING WORK RATE OF COMPLETING WORK

-The rate of completion of student work should be -Children are permitted to proceed through

about the same for all students in the group. materials at individual speeds at which they

-The teacher is responsible for seeing that the
are most comfortable and which are consistent

with their specific abilities.
students complete a set number of assignments per

subject per week. -The teacher identifies the extent to which

each student can manage learning choices --

subjects to study, appropriate materials,

and rate of completion.

-The teacher gives added training and practice

to those students who find decision-making

difficult to master.

-The teacher concentrates heavily on helping

students develop a sense of responsibility.
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APPENDIX F

FIRST "SCORES" OF THE TEACHERS WHOSE RESPONSES VALIDATED THE SURVEY

Sixth grade teachers at Pilot Butte Junior High School in Bend, Oregon

Teacher

number

Survey questions in which

they answered that they

currently teach in a

childcentered approach

Survey questions in which

they answered that they are

not currently teaching in

a childcentered approach

Both

responses

were

given

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

1

1

1

2

3 4 5 6 7

2 3 406

0030 5

ap4 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 9 8

2 3 5 7 8 9 4+ 6

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 3?

305 7CD9 1 6

#10 03 6 9

Key

+ comments written that indicate childcentered beliefs

8 9 (2 no answer given)

7 1 8 9

6 9 7

80 2 5

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 6

1 4 5 7 8

(underlined) = though they are not currently teaching this item in a

childcentered way, it is their belief

circled = committee disagrees with their answer

Number references

1 = daily schedule

2 = beliefs about learning

3 = role of teacher

4 = groupings

5 classroom environment

Numbers 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 were considered more

approach

6 = appraisal of student work

7 = reading instruction

8 = subjectmatter instruction

9 rate of completing work

critical elements in a childcentered

NOTE: numbers are in a different order than on the revised survey.
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APPENDIX G

SECOND (FINAL) "SCORES" OF THE TEACHERS WHOSE RESPONSES VALIDATED THE SURVEY

Sixth grade teachers at Pilot Butte Junior High School in Bend, Oregon

Teacher

number

Survey questions in which

they answered that they

currently teach in a

child-centered approach

Survey questions in which

they answered that they are

not currently teaching in---
a child-centered approach

Comments

#1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

#3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

#2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

#5 ze3/..o07 8 9

2

5+

#6 2 408 1 3 6 7

(Felt #9 didn't fit him)

#8 (1)2 4 5 6 78(0 3

#4 67 1 2 3 4 5 8 9

#7 6) 1 2 3 4 5 7 9

#10 (.1) 1+ 2 4 5 6 7 8+ 9

#9 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9

lit

Definitely child-centered

Definitely child centered

Definitely child-centered

Trying hard to be more child-

centered. Asking a lot of

appropriate questions. The

results of this survey caused

the principal to spend time

with this teacher since he had

not previously understood what

was believed!

Not child-centered but asking

more questions about it lately

Not child-centerd, but more of

a "free-for-all". Wrote com-

ments about disruptive children

that would have eliminated him.

Has some interesting projects but

is very textbook oriented and

feels ability grouping is very

important.

Very caring and consistent. Not

child-centered in most curriculum

approaches.

Not child-centered

Not child-centered

+ . comments written that indicate child-centered beliefs.

- (underlined) . though they are not currently teaching this item in a child-centered way,

circled . committee disagrees with the answer

Number references

1 - daily schedule

2 - role of the teacher

3 - beliefs about learning

4 - students groupings for basic

skills instruction

5 . classroom environment

6 . appraisal of student work

7 . rate of completing work

8 . subject-matter instruction

9 . reading instruction

Numbers 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 were considered more critical elements in a child-centered approach

it is their belief.



APPENDIX H

SURVEY "SCORES" OF THE 50 CORE TEACHERS

Survey questions in which they answered

that they currently teach in a child

centered approach

Survey questions

that they are

a childcentered

in

not

which they answered

currently teaching in

Comments, if needed, to explain why they

were included in the study

approach

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

3

2

2

2

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

6 7

6 /
7 8

6 7

5 6

6 7

6 7

9

8 9

8 9

7 8 9

9

8

1+ 8

4+

4+ 6+

1+

4+ 8

49

9+

1 2+ 3 4 5+ 6+ 7 8+ 9 Restrictive school, critical of herself,

much involvement with British primary

experiences

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 6+

1 2 3 4 5 6+ 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 4+

1 2 3 7 8 9 45+6

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 6+

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1+6+



Survey question in which they answered

that they currently teach in a child

centered approach

Survey questions in which they answered

that they are not currently teaching in

a childcentered approach

Comments, if needed, to explain why they

were included in the study

5 6 7 1 2 3 4 8 9 Restrictive district, very enlightened

responses

2 3 5 6 7 8 1+ 2+ 3 4+ 5+ 6+ 7 8 9 New teacher, has been doing much studying

of childcentered approaches, making

changes in her teaching as she is able

2 3 1+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ New teacher, has a very childcentered

philosophy, has been doing personal

study, changing as she is able

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 6+

2 3 4 5 8 9 1+ 6+ 7+

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 4+

1 3 5 8 9 2+ 4+ 6+ 7+ Much studying of childcentered

approaches, looking for a support group,

trying many new ideas this year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2+



Survey question in which they answered

that they currently teach in a child

centered approach

Survey questions

that they were

a childcentered

in which they answered

not currently teaching in

Comments, if needed, to explain why the

were included in the study

approach

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1+

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 4

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1+ 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --

2 3 4 5 7 8 1+ 6+ 9

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1399

1 2 5 6 7 3 4 8 9 Much involvement with British

primary experiences

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 8+

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 6+

2 3 4 5 7 8 1 6+9



Survey question in which they answered

that they currently teach in a child

centered approach

Survey questions in which they answered

that they were not currently teaching in

a childcentered approach

Comments, if needed, to explain why

they were included in the study

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1+_

2 3 5 6 8 9 1+ 4+ 7+

1 2 3 5 7 8 9 4+ 6+

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 16

1 2 3 5 7 8 9 4+ 6+

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --

2 3 5 6 7 8 9 1+ 4+

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 4+ 9+

1 2 3 5 6 7 4 8 9

2 3 5 7 8 9 1 4 6

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 4+



Key

+ = comments written that indicated childcentered beliefs

(underlined) . though they are not currently teaching this item in a childcentered way, it is their belief_

Number references

1 = daily schedule

2 . role of the teacher

3 = beliefs about learning

4 = student groupings for basic skills instruction

5 = classroom environment

6 = appraisal of student work

7 = rate of completing work

8 . subjectmatter instruction

9 = reading instruction

Numbers 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 were considered more critical elements in a childcentered approach



APPENDIX I
NON-CHILD-CENTERED RESPONSES ON THE SURVEYS OF THE 50 CORE TEACHERS

Category and number Currently not teaching in

a child-centered way,

but believe in a child-

centered approach. Wrote

no comments.

Currently not teaching in

a child-centered way,

but believe in a child-

centered approach.

Wrote comments that

show a child-centered

belief.

Currently not teaching in

a child-centered way, but

wrote adequate comments

to justify this.

Currently not teaching in

a child-centered way and

does not believe in the

child-centered statement.

Wrote no comments to

explain.

Total

EXAMPLE (see the "score" charts)

1_ I+-- I, i __#1

#1 Daily schedule 7 II 3 0 21

#2 Role of the teacher 1 2 I 0 4

#3 Beliefs about learning 4 0 0 I 5

#4 Student groupings for basic

skill instruction
8 11 4 0 23

#5 Classroom environment 0 4 0 0 4

#6 Appraisal of student work 3 II 5 I 20

#7 Rate of completing work 2 3 0 0 5

#8 Subject-matter instruction 4 2 1 2 9

#9 Reading instruction 9 4 0 0 13



APPENDIX J

SURVEY VALIDATION LETTER

"Accent on Excellence"

Dr. Lee Jenkins
Dept. Elementary Education
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331

Dear Dr. Jenkins:

BENID;
IFthLA Pic

5ch345JINE
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October 12, 1983

Marilyn Foote, counselor, Steve Waddell, assistant principal,
and myself, principal of Pilot Butte Junior High School, met to
review the results of the survey which as administered by Lynda
Hatcb.

The reliability of the survey can be supported by referring
to the chart which is a summary of the teaching styles.

Any disagreement between the above personnel and the individual
teachers is indicated on the chart.

er

Sincerely,

Marvin Anderson
Principal
Pilot Butte Junior High

Administrative School District No. 1
Deschutes County

320 N.W. Wall Street Bend, Oregon 97701-2699
Telephone (30313x9 -9711
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APPENDIX K

INQUIRY LETTER IN SEARCH OF TEACHERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY

October 17, 1983

Dear

I'm very happy to say that I've finally gotten to the point in my dissertation

that my committee feels I can proceed with the surveys and interviews that I will

be doing about childcentered education. I hope to finish in June, which really

means I have to be done at the beginning of April.

I need to have some teachers fill out my survey and I was wondering if you

could steer me in the direction of some teachers who are making an attempt at

becoming more childcentered in their teaching. They certainly don't have to

"be there," but who could classify themselves as having some of those attributes.

I need names and addresses home or school.

What I don't want is for them to think I'm looking for childcentered teachers,

because that could invalidate the survey. I will say something like I'm studying

certain opinions about teaching beliefs and practices the aids and detriments

to teaching the way they want to. I'll tell them that later I may ask their

permission to do an interview for further information. I need about fifty people

altog"ether, so every one I get will be a great help!

My first mailing needs to go out in a week or so, so if you have possible

names, please let me know right away. You can call me at home (389-1134) or

at work (389-9711 x238) or write. Perhaps you know some principals who think

in childcentered ways who would be good for me to ask for teachers' names, too.

Thank you!

Sincerely,

/s/

Lynda Hatch
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APPENDIX L

SAMPLE LETTER ASKING TEACHERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY*

October 22, 1983

Dear

I was wondering if you would be willing to fill out this survey for me

for my dissertation. I'm studying certain opinions about teaching beliefs and

practices the aids and detriments to teaching the way a person feels is best.

Later I may ask for a short interview, too, if that's okay. I'm trying to

finish my doctorate program by June, which means the OSU Graduate School

requires everything by April. I've got to move quickly . . . so, the sooner

the better on this survey, please. Thanks so much!

Sincerely,

Lynda Hatch

*All letters were written by hand and had some other paragraphs of a more

personal nature. There was not other information about the study, however.
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APPENDIX M

SURVEY COMMENTS CHECKED AGAINST THIS ASSUMPTION LIST IF THERE

WAS A QUESTION ABOUT THE ACCEPTABILITY OF THE SURVEY

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN'S LEARNING:

Motivation

Assumption 1: Children are innately curious and will explore their environment

without adult intervention.

Assumption 2: Exploratory behavior is selfperpetuating.

Conditions for Learning

Assumption 3: The child will display natural exploratory behavior if he is

not threatened.

Assumption 4: Confidence in self is highly related to capacity for learning

and for making important choices affecting one's learning.

Assumption 5: Active exploration in a rich environment, offering a wide array

of manipulative materials, will facilitate children's learning.

Assumption 6: Play is not distinguished from work as the predominant mode

of learning in early childhood.

Assumption 7: Children have both the competence and the right to make significant

decisions concerning their own learning.

Assumption 8: Children will be likely to learn if they are given considerable

choice in the selection of the materials they wish to work with

and in the choice of questions they wish to pursue with respect

to those materials.

Assumption 9: Given the opportunity, children will choose to engage in activi

ties that will be of high interest to them.

Assumption 10: If a child is fully involved in and is having fun with an activity,

learning is taking place.

Social Learning

Assumption 11: When two or more children are interested in exploring the same

problem or the same materials, they will often choose to collaborate

in some way.
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Assumption 12: When a child learns something that is important to him, he will

wish to share it with others.

Assumption 13: Concept formation proceeds very slowly.

Assumption 14:

Assumption 15:

Assumption 16:

Assumption 17:

Evaluation

Assumption 18:

Assumption 19:

Assumption 20:

Assumption 21:

Assumption 22:

Assumption 23:

Children learn and develop intellectually not only at their

own rate but in their own style.

Children pass through similar stages of intellectual development,

each in his own way and at his own rate and in his own time.

Intellectual growth and development take place through a sequence

of concrete experiences followed by abstractions.

Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience with objects

and ideas, not precede them or substitute for them.

The preferred source of verification for a child's solution

to a problem comes through the materials he is working with.

Errors are necessarily a part of the learning process; they

are to be expected and even desired, for they contain information

essential for further learning.

Those qualities of a person's learning that can be carefully

measured are not necessarily the most important.

Objective measures of performance may have a negative effect

on learning.

Learning is best assessed intuitively, by direct observation.

The best way of evaluating the effect of the school experience

on the child is to observe him over a long period of time.

Assumption 24: The best measure of a child's work is his work.

Assumptions about Knowledge

Assumption 25: The quality of being is more important than the quality of knowing;

knowledge is a means of education, not its end. The final test

of an education is what man is, not what he knows.

Assumption 26: Knowledge is a function of one's personal integration of experience

and therefore does not fall into neatly separate categories or

disciplines.
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Assumption 27: The structure of knowledge is personal and idisyncratic; it

is a function of the synthesis of each individual's experience

with the world.

Assumption 28:

Assumption 29:

Little or no knowledge exists that is essential for everyone

to acquire.

It is possible, even likely, that an individual may learn and

possess knowledge of a phenomenon and yet be unable to display

it publicly. Knowledge resides with the knower, not in its

public expression.

(By Roland S. Barth, principal of the Angier School in Newton, MA)

Article printed in the National Elementary Principal magazine, November

1972, Volume 52, pages 68-69.
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LETTER SENT TO TEACHERS WHOSE SURVEY RESPONSES

WERE CHILDCENTERED, ASKING FOR AN INTERVIEW

HI,

215

Nov. 21, 1983

Thanks SO much for taking the time to fill out the survey for my dissertation!

I've been getting such good responses and so many enlightening comments. Your help

is very much appreciated!

I'd really like to get together with you for a short interview to get further

information for my study. It should take about an hour. I need to get all

of these done in December and January, if possible, so we need to figure out

when we can get together.

I will enclose a sheet listing possible topics to discuss during the inter

view. This interview will take the form of a relaxed conversation, with you just

elaborating on things that help you teach the way you believe and those things that

get in your way of teaching to your beliefs.

You appear to be a very childcentered teacher, and I'm especially interested

in talking about why you think you are and how you've been able to develop this

style of teaching. Any thoughts you can give to these topics ahead of time will

be helpful!

I'm sure I will have to do interviews on dates other than these listed, but

for a start, please indicate whether you would or would not be available on any

of these dates and the best possible time and place. We can meet at your school,

home, a restaurant, or wherever. I'll get back to you as soon as I can about the

exact arrangements, but some initial date/time/place reactions from you will help

me narrow things down. I need to do 50 interviews over the next two months, plus

hold down my job in Bend (and remain sane!), so you can see that it could get very

crazy!

Here are some possible dates:

*Nov. 25, 26, 27

*Dec. 1st and 2nd (Corvallis area only)

*Dec. 3, 4

Dec. 9, 10, 11, 12

*Dec. 22, 23 (24th Eugene area only)

*Dec. 26Jan. 2

Jan. 7, 8, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23

* = preferred dates because

I already have to cross

the mountains, but the

other dates are also

options.

Please indicate all of this information on the enclosed postcard:

Dates that are NOT possible Preferred dates and times

Dates that ARE possible Place & address to meet

If, by any chance, you'll be in Central Oregon, let me know when! What is the best

time to call you at home and at school, if I need to call to finalize our plans?

If none of the above dates will work, let me know some other possibilities.

If you have any questions, feel free to call me collect at home (398-1134) or

NOT collect at work (389-9711 x 238) or over Thanksgiving and part of Christmas in

Eugene at my parents' (344-2596). If you don't call collect, keep track of the time

and I'll be glad to pay you back! THANKS A MILLION!!!!
Lynda Hatch
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INTERVIEW GUIDE SHEET

POSSIBLE CATEGORIES TO DISCUSS DURING THE INTERVIEW -

-THINGS THAT HELP YOU BE A MORE CHILD-CENTERED TEACHER

-THINGS THAT GET IN THE WAY OF YOU BEING A MORE CHILD-CENTERED TEACHER

BUILDING/DISTRICT/STATE/FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

TIME ISSUES

CLASS SIZE

DAILY SCHEDULE

COLLEAGUES

MATERIALS

COMMUNITY/PARENTAL ATTITUDES

STUDENT ATTITUDES

ADMINISTRATION

INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING/GRADUATE PROGRAMS/WORKSHOPS/CONFERENCES

REPORTING/CONFERENCE/GRADING SYSTEMS

TESTING

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON CHILDREN AND SCHOOLS

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ATTITUDES

OTHER

216
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APPENDIX P
HELPFUL FACTORS AS REPORTED ON THE SURVEYS

BUILDING, DISTRICT, STATE, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

4 teachers (8%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal requirements

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (6%)

2 intermediate teachers (11%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum freedom

and flexibility 2 4%

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 1 2%

Affective skills

acceptable in school 1 2%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

11 teachers (22%) mentioned building, state, and/or federal requirements as

helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

9 primary teachers (24%)

2 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Curriculum freedom

and flexibility

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences

Affective skills

acceptable in school

Other

8 16%

3 6%

1 2%

0 0%
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BUILDING, DISTRICT, STATE, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

15 teachers (15%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal

requirements as helping them be more child-centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

11 primary teachers (16%)

4 intermediate teachers (13%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Curriculum freedom

and flexibility

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences

10 10%

4 4%

Affective skills

acceptable in school 2 2%

Other 0 0%
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TIME ISSUES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

3 teachers (6%) mentioned isses as helping them be more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (6%)

1 intermediate teacher (6%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Time to plan, create, and

complete work 1 2%

Time/experience 1 2%

Aide help 1 2%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

6 teacher (12%) mentioned time issues as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (13%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Time to plan, create, and

complete work 1 2%

Time/experience 0 0%

Aide help 5 10%

Other 0 0%
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TIME ISSUES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

9 teachers (9%) mentioned time issues as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (10%)

2 intermediate teachers (7%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Time to plan, create,

and complete work 2 2%

Time/experience 1 1%

Aide help 6 6%

Other 0 0%
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CLASS SIZE

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

0 teachers (0%) mentioned class size as helping them to be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

0 primary teachers (0%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Categories

Number of teachers making a % of teachers out of

comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Individualized instruction 0 0%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 0 0%

Other (or general comment) 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

2 teachers (4%) mentioned class size as helping them to be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (5%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making a % of teachers out of

Categories comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Individualized instruction 0 0%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 0 0%

Other (or general comments) 2 4%
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CLASS SIZE

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

2 teachers (2%) mentioned class size as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (3%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Individualized instruction 0 0%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 0 0%

Other (or general comments) 2 2%
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DAILY SCHEDULE

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned daily schedule as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (13%)

2 intermediate teachers (11%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Long periods of

uninterrupted time

Flexible schedule

Other

2 4%

4 8%

1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

2 teachers (4%) mentioned daily schedule as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

1 primary teacher (3%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Long periods of

uninterrupted time

Flexible schedule

Other

0 0%

3 6%

0 0%



DAILY SCHEDULE

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

8 teachers (8%) mentioned daily schedule as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (7%)

3 intermediate teachers (10%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Long periods of

uninterrupted time

Flexible schedule

Other

2 2%

7 7%

1 1%

224
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COLLEAGUES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

28 teachers (56%) mentioned colleagues as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

17 primary teachers (53%)

11 intermediate teachers (61%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Support and encouragement

from other teachers

Common philosophy of the

staff of a whole school

Idea sharing

Other

22 44%

3 6%

10 20%

0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

28 teachers (56%) mentioned colleagues as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

20 primary teachers (53%)

8 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Support and encouragement

from other teachers

Common philosophy of the staff

of a whole school

Idea sharing

Other

24 48%

1 2%

7 14%

1 2%
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COLLEAGUES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

56 teachers (56%) mentioned colleagues as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

37 primary teachers (53%)

19 intermediate teachers (63%)

Number of teacher making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Support and encouragement

from other teachers

Common philosophy of the

staff of a whole school

Idea sharing

Other

46 46%

4 4%

17 17%

1 1%
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MATERIALS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

11 teachers (22%) mentioned materials as helping them to be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (22%)

4 intermediate teachers '(22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out

Categories a comment in this category of 50 interviewed

Money available for materials

or materials provided

Learning to be less

dependent on textbooks

"Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials)

Other

8 16%

1 2%

2 4%

1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

10 teachers (20%) mentioned materials as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

9 primary teachers (24%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Money available for materials

or materials provided

Learning to be less

dependent on textbooks

"Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials)

Other

4 8%

0 0%

7 14%

1 2%
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MATERIALS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

21 teachers (21%) mentioned materials as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

16 primary teachers (23%)

5 intermediate teachers (179;)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Money available

for materials or

materials provided 12 12%

Learning to be less

dependent on textbooks 1 1%

"Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials) 9 9%

Other 2 2%
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COMMUNITY AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

10 teachers (20%) mentioned community and parental attitudes as helping

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

6 primary teachers (19%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out. of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Volunteers 1 2%

Supportive and positive

feedback from

parents/community 8 16%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys ofthose not interviewed (50)

11 teachers (22%) mentioned community and parental attitudes as helping

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (21%)

3 intermediate teachers (25%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Volunteers 4 8%

Support and positive

feedback from

parents/community 6 12%

Other 3 6%
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COMMUNITY AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed

21 teachers (21%) mentioned community and parental attitudes as helping

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

14 primary teachers (20%)

7 intermediate teachers (23%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Volunteers 5 5%

Support and positive

feedback from

parents/community 14 14%

Other 4 4%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

12 teachers (24%) mentioned student attitudes as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (22%)

5 intermediate teachers (28%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student feedback (teacher

learns from child what

works best) 4 8%

Student successes 4 8%

The children themselves 3 6%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

7 teachers (14%) mentioned student attitudes as helping them to be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (11%)

3 intermediate teachers (25%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Student feedback (teacher

learns from child what

works best) 1 2%

Student successes 2 4%

The children themselves 3 6%

Other 1 2%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

19 teachers (19%) mentioned student attitudes as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

11 primary teachers (16%)

8 intermediate teachers (27%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Student feedback

(teacher learns from

child what works best) 5 5%

Student successes 6 6%

The children themselves 6 6%

Other 2 2%
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ADMINISTRATION

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

20 teachers (40%)mentioned administration as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

13 primary teachers (41%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Supportive and trusting

principal

Nonsupervising principal

Other

18 36%

2 4%

0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

25 teachers (50%) mentioned the administration as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

19 primary teachers (50%)

6 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category 50 not interviewed

Supportive and trusting

principal

Nonsupervising principal

Other

26 52%

0 0%

2 4%



ADMINISTRATION

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

45 teachers (45%) mentioned the administration as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

32 primary teachers (46%)

13 intermediate teachers (43%)

Categories

Supportive and

trusting principal
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Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

44 44%

Nonsupervising

principal 2 2%

Other 2 2%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

28 teachers (56%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

16 primary teachers (50%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

British influence 8 16%

Books and personal study 7 14%

Graduate programs 15 30%

Workshops, conferences,

inservices 11 22%

Initial teacher training 2 4%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

21 teachers (42%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

16 primary teachers (42%)

5 intermediate teachers (42%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

British influence 3 6%

Books and personal study 2 4%

Graduate programs 17 34%

Workshops, conferences,

inservices 9 18%

Initial teacher training 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING,,GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

49 teachers (49%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as helping them be more childcentered
in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

32 primary teachers (46%)

17 intermediate teachers (57%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers
Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

British influence 11 11%

Books and personal study 9 9%

Graduate programs 32 32%

Workshops, conferences,

inservices 20 20%

Initial teacher training 2 2%

Other 0 0
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REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

1 teacher (2%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems as

helping them to be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

1 primary teacher (3%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Conferences 1 2%

Report cards/grades 0 0%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

1 teacher (2%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

1 primary teacher (3%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Conferences 1 2%

Report cards/grades 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

2 teachers (2%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (3%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Conferences 2 2%

Report cards/grades 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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TESTING

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

1 teacher (2%) mentioned testing as helping them be more childcentered in
their teaching

Grade levels represented:

0 primary teachers ( 0%)

1 intermediate teacher (6%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Testing shows

childcentered

education works 1 2%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

0 teachers (0%) mentioned testing as helping them be more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

0 primary teachers ( 0%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Testing shows

childcentered

education works 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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TESTING

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

1 teacher (1%) mentioned testing as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels respresented:

0 primary teachers (0%)

1 intermediate teacher (3%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Testing shows

childcentered

education works 1 1%

Other 0 0%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

7 teachers (14%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or building

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (9%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category 50 interviewed

Classroom environment

appropriate for children 1 2%

Available space 2 4%

Selfcontained classroom 4 8%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or building

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (11%)

2 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Classroom environment

appropriate for children 0 0%

Available space 1 2%

Selfcontained classroom 5 10%

Other 1 2%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

13 teachers (13%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or

building as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (10%)

6 intermediate teachers (20%)

Categories

Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

Classroom environment appropriate

for children 1 1%

Available space 3 3%

Selfcontained classroom 9 9%

Other 1 1%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

14 teachers (28%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skill and/or

attitudes as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (22%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal attitudes

and philosophies 2 4%

Personality characteristics 6 12%

Experience 2 4%

Selfevaluation 2 4%

Risktaking 2 4%

Other 2 4%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

13 teachers (26%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skill and/or

attitudes as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (21%)

5 intermediate teachers (42%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Personal attitudes

and philosophies 10 20%

Personality characteristics 3 6%

Experience 5 10%

Selfevaluation 2 4%

Risktaking 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

27 teachers (27%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skill and/or

attitudes as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

15 primary teachers (21%)

12 intermediate teachers (40%)

Categories

Personal attitudes

and philosophies 12 12%

Personality characteristics 9 9%

Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

Experience 7 7%

Selfevaluation 4 4%

Risk-taking 2 2%

Other 2 2%
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OTHER

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned other things as helping them be more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (13%)

2 intermediate teachers (11%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Knowledge and acceptance of

different student learning

styles 1 2%

Creating a trusting, positive

environment 1 2%

Teaching younger grades makes a

childcentered approach easier 4 8%

Being childcentered is easier

for teachers of certain grades

(not an emphasis on younger

grades see previous category) 0 0%

Multiaging 0 0%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

7 teachers (14%) mentioned other things as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (11%)

3 intermediate teachers (25%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Knowledge and acceptance of

different student learning

styles 0 0%

Creating a trusting, positive

environment 0 0%

Teaching younger grades makes a

childcentered approach easier 4 8%

Being childcentered is easier

for teachers of certain grades

(not an emphasis on younger

grades see previous category) 2 4%

Multiaging 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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OTHER

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

13 teachers (13%) mentioned other things as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented;

8 primary teachers (11%)

5 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Knowledge and acceptance

of different student

learning styles 1 1%

Creating a trusting,

positive environment 1 1%

Teaching younger grades makes

a childcentered approach

easier 8 8%

Being childcentered is

easier for teachers of

certain grades (not an

emphasis on younger

grades see previous

category) 2 2%

Multiaging 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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APPENDIX 0
DETRIMENTAL FACTORS AS REPORTED ON THE SURVEYS

BUILDING, DISTRICT, STATE, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

28 teachers (56%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal require

ments as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their

teaching

Grade levels represented:

19 primary teachers (59%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teackers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 7 14%

Specific programs required 14 28%

Philosophical differences 3 6%

Not looking at needs of children 2 4%

Policies and regulations

(general comments) 9 18%

Other 2 4%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

31 teachers (62%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal require

ments as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their

teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (61%)

9 intermediate teachers (75%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 20. 40%

Specific programs required 20 40%

Philosophical differences 5 10%

Not looking at needs of children 3 6%

Policies and regulations

(general comments) 1 2%

Other 3 6%
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BUILDING, DISTRICT, STATE, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

60 teachers (60%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal

requirements as being detrimental to them being more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

42 primary teachers (60%)

18 intermediate teachers (60%)

Categories

Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 27 27%

Specific programs required 34 34%

Philosophical differences 8 8%

Not looking at needs

of children 5 5%

Policies and regulations

(general comments) 10 10%

Other 5 5%
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TIME ISSUES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

23 teachers (46%) mentioned time issues as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

12 primary teachers (38%)

11 intermediate teachers (61%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Paperwork/recordkeeping 8 16%

Aides needed 1 2%

Too many meetings 2 4%

Lack of personal organizational

skills/time management 3 6%

Lack of time to plan and

organize 12 24%

Too many subjects to teach and/

or mandated time per subject 4 8%

Too short of a day 3 6%

Interruptions 0 0%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

18 teachers (36%) mentioned time issues as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

13 primary teachers (34%)

5 intermediate teachers (61%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Paperwork/recordkeeping 5 10%

Aides needed 1 2%

Too many meetings 1 2%

Lack of personal organizational

skills/time management 2 4%

Lack of time to plan and

organize 7 14%

Too many subjects to teach and/

or mandated time per subject 3 6%

Too short of a day 2 4%

Interruptions 2 4%

Other 0 0%
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c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

41 teachers (41%) mentioned time issues as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (36%)

16 intermediate teachers (53%)

Categories

Paperwork/recordkeeping

Aides needed

Too many meetings

Lack of personal organizational

skills/time management

Lack of time to plan

and organize
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Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

13 13%

2 2%

3 3%

5 5%

19 19%

Too many subjects to teach and/or

mandated time per subject 7 7%

Too short of a day 5 5%

Interruptions 2 2%

Other 0 0%
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CLASS SIZE

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

3 teachers (6%) mentioned class size as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (9%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

General comments class

size too large 3 6%

Individualized instruction 0 0%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 0 0%

Other 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

9 teachers (18%) mentioned class size as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (13%)

4 intermediate teachers (33%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

General comments class

size too large 7 14%

Individualized instruction 1 2%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 1 2%

Other 0 0%
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CLASS SIZE

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

12 teachers (12%) mentioned class size as being detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (11%)

4 intermediate teachers (13%)

Categories

Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

General comments class

size too large 10 10%

Individualized instruction 1 1%

Personal relationships 0 0%

Atmosphere/environment 1 1%

Other 0 0%
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DAILY SCHEDULE

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

25 teachers (50%) mentioned the daily schedule as being detrimental to them

becoming more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

15 primary teachers (47%)

10 intermediate teachers (56%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Frustrations in

scheduling 23 46%

Team teaching and/or

ability grouping 3 6%

Interruption other

than scheduling

Other

0%

0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

26 teachers (52%) mentioned the daily schedule as being detrimental to them

becoming more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

18 primary teachers (47%)

8 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Frustrations in

scheduling 21 42%

Team teaching and/or

ability grouping 7 14%

Interruptions other

than scheduling

Other

1 2%

0 0%
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DAILY SCHEDULE

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

51 teachers (51%) mentioned the daily schedule as being detrimental

to them becoming more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

33 primary teachers (47%)

18 intermediate teachers (60%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Frustrations in scheduling 44 44%

Team teaching and/or

ability grouping 10 10%

Interruptions other

than scheduling 1 1%

Other 0 0%
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COLLEAGUES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

16 teachers (32%) mentioned colleagues as being detrimental to them becoming

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

10 primary teachers (31%)

6 intermediate teachers (33%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Philosophy differences

and pressures 12 24%

Team teaching 1 2%

Jealousies 2 4%

Specialists 3 6%

Other 0 0%

b) Results of surveys of those not interviewed (50)

9 teachers (18%) mentioned colleagues as being detrimental to them becoming

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (13%)

6 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Philosophy differences

and pressures 8 16%

Team teaching 1 2%

Jealousies 0 0%

Specialists 0 0%

Other 0 0%
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c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

25 teachers (25%) mentioned colleagues as being detrimental to them

becoming more childcentered in their. teaching

Grade levels represented:

15 primary teachers (21%)

12 intermediate teachers (40%)

Categories
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Number of teachers making % of teachers

a comment in this category out of the 100

Philosophy differences

and pressures 20 20%

Team teaching 2 2%

Jealousies 2 2%

Specialists 3 3%

Other 0 0%
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MATERIALS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

11 teachers (22%) mentioned material issues as being detrimental to them being
more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (13%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of funds for

materials/resources

Lack of materials/

resources

Other

5 10%

8 16%

1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned material issues as being detrimental to them being
more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (13%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Lack of funds for

materials/resources

Lack of materials/

resources

Other

3 6%

2 4%

1 2%
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MATERIALS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

17 teachers (17%) mentioned material issues as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

9 primary teachers (13%)

8 intermediate teachers (27%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Lack of funds for

materials/resources

Lack of materials/resources

Other

8

10

2

8%

10%

2%
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COMMUNITY/PARENTAL ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned community/parental attitudes as being detrimental

to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (13%)

2 intermediate teachers (11%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Parental/community criticism

and uncertainties 3 6%

Parental pressure on children +2 4%

Parents in general 1 2%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

12 teachers (24%) mentioned community/parental attitudes as being detrimental

to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

9 primary teachers (24%)

3 intermediate teachers (25%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Parental/community criticism

and uncertainties 7 14%

Parental pressure on children 3 6%

Parents in general 1 2%

Other 1 2%
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COMMUNITY/PARENTAL ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

18 teachers (18%) mentioned community/parental attitudes as being

detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

13 primary teachers (19%)

5 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Parental/community criticism

and uncertainties 10 10%

Parental pressure

on children 5 5%

Parents in general 2 2%

Other 2 2%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

8 teachers (16%) mentioned student attitudes as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (16%)

3 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student expectations for

traditional approaches

Student behavior

Lack of selflearning skills/

responsibility

Other

4 8%

3 6%

2 4%

1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

5 teachers (10%) mentioned student attitudes as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (8%)

2 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Student expectations for

traditional approaches

Student behavior

Lack of selflearning skills/

responsibility

Other

1 2%

3 6%

0 0%

1 2%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

13 teachers (13%) mentioned student attitudes as being detrimental

to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (11%)

5 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Student expectations for

traditional approaches

Student behavior

Lack of selflearning

skills/responsibility

Other

5 5%

6 6%

2 2%

2 2%
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ADMINISTRATION

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

15 teachers (30%) mentioned the administration as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

12 primary teachers (38%)

3 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Pressures, expectations,

policies for traditional

approaches 10 20%

Administration in general 2 4%

Philosophy differences 3 6%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

17 teachers (34%) mentioned the adminsitration as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

12 primary teachers (32%)

5 intermediate teachers (42%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers.oUt of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Pressures, expectations,

policies for traditional

approaches 10 20%

Administration in general 2 4%

Philosophy differences 2 4%

Other 3 6%
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ADMINISTRATION

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

32 teachers (32%) mentioned the administration as being detrimental to

them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

24 primary teachers (34%)

8 intermediate teachers (27%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Pressures, expectations,

policies for traditional

approaches 20 20%

Administration in general 4 4%

Philosophy differences 5 5%

Other 4 4%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

5 teachers (10%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs, work

shops, and/or conferences as being detrimental to them being more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (9%)

2 intermediate teachers (11%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of child

centered training 3 6%

Needing to "unlearn"

college training 1. 2%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

2 teachers (4%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

1 primary teacher (3%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Lack of child

centered training

Needing to "unlearn"

college training

Other

2 4%

0 0%

0 0%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

7 teachers (7%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as being detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (6%)

3 intermediate teachers (10%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Lack of childcentered

training

Needing to "unlearn" college

training

Other

5 5%
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REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned reporting,'conferences, and/or grading systems as

being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (6%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Conferences 3 6%

Report cards/ grades 4 4%

Other 0 0%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed

2 teachers (4%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems as

being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

2 primary teachers (5%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Conferences 1 2%

Report cards/grades 1 2%

Other 0 0%
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REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

8 teachers (8%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (6%)

4 intermediate teachers (13%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Conferences 4 4%

Report cards/grades 5 5%

Other 0 0%
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TESTING

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

9 teachers (18%) mentioned testing as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (25%)

1 intermediate teacher (6%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Scores too much emphasis

and pressure

Testing in general

Curriculum dictated

by testing

Other

4 8%

4 8%

2 4%

1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed

16 teachers (32%) mentioned testing as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

11 primary teachers (29%)

5 intermediate teachers (42%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Scores too much emphasis

and pressure

Testing in general

Curriculum dictated

by testing

Other

8 16%

4 8%

8 16%

1 2%



TESTING

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those

not interviewed (100)

25 teachers (25%) mentioned testing as being detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

19 primary teachers (27%)

6 intermediate teachers (20%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Scores too much emphasis

and pressure

Testing in general

Curriculum dictated

by testing

Other

12 12%

8 8%

10 10%

2 2%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

a) Results from surveys of those interveiwed (50)

5 teachers (10%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or building

as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

1 primary teacher (3%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of classroom space 2 4%

Openness of classroom pods 2 4%

Room arrangement/features 0 0%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

6 teachers (12%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or building

as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (8%)

3 intermediate teachers (25%)

Number of teachers making % of the teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Lack of classroom space 4 8%

Openness of classroom pods 2 4%

Room arrangement/features 2 4%

Other 0 0%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

11 teachers (11%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or

building as being detrimental to them being more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (6%)

7 intermediate teachers (23%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Lack of classroom space 6 6%

Openness of classroom pods 4 4%

Room arrangement/features 2 2%

Other 1 1%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

11 teachers (22%) mentioned personal experience,knowledge, skills, and/or

attitudes as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (22%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal characteristics 5 10%

Insecurities/lack

of experience 4 8%

Lack of a support group 3 6%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

3 teachers (6%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skills, and/or

attitudes as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (8%)

0 intermediate teachers (0%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Personal characteristics 2 4%

Insecurities/lack

of experience 2 4%

Lack of a support group 1 2%

Other 0 0%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

14 teachers (14%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skills, and/or

attitudes as being detrimental to them being more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

10 primary teachers (14%)

4 intermediate teachers (13%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Personal characteristics

Insecurities/lack

of experience

Lack of a support group

Other

7 7%

6 6%

4 4%

1 1%
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OTHER

a) Results from surveys of those interviewed (50)

7 teachers (14%) mentioned other things as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (9%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Multiaging 3 6%

Students of different

abilities 1 2%

"The system" 2 4%

Other 1 2%

b) Results from surveys of those not interviewed (50)

5 teachers (10%) mentioned other things as being detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

4 primary teachers (11%)

1 intermediate teacher (8%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 not interviewed

Multiaging 1 2%

Students of different

abilities 2 4%

"The system" 0 0%

Other 1 2%
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OTHER

c) Combined results from surveys of those interviewed and those not

interviewed (100)

12 teachers (12%) mentioned other things as being detrimental to them

being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (10%)

5 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers

Categories a comment in this category out of the 100

Multiaging 4 4%

Students of different

abilities 3 3%

"The system" 2 2%

Other 2 2%
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32 teachers (64%) mentioned during their interview that building/district/state

and/or federal requirements were helping them to be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

18 primary teachers (56%)

14 intermediate teachers (78%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum freedom

and flexibility 30 60%

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 5 10%

Affective skills acceptable

in school

Other

1 2%

4 8%

35 teachers (70%) mentioned during their interview that building, district,

state and/or federal requirements were detrimental in them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

10 intermediate teachers (56%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 16 32%

Specific programs required 26 52%

Philosophical differences 8 16%

Not looking at needs

of children 17 34%

Policies and regulations

(general comments) 11 22%

Other 8 16%
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CLASS SIZE

7 teachers (14%) mentioned during their interview that class size was helping

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

6 primary teachers (19%)

1 intermediate teacher (6%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Individualized instruction 4 8%

Personal relationships 2 4%

Atmosphere/environment 1 2%

Other (or general comments) 2 4%

33 teachers (66%) mentioned during their interview that class size was

detrimental in them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

24 primary teachers (75%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

General comments class

size too large 23 46%

Individualized instruction 16 32%

Personal relationships 8 16%

Atmosphere/environment 3 6%

Other 10 20%
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DAILY SCHEDULE

24 teachers (48%) mentioned during their interview that daily schedules

helped them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

19 primary teachers (59%)

5 intermediate teachers (28%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Long periods of

uninterrupted time

Flexible schedule

Other

17 34%

21 42%

1 2%

37 teachers (74%) mentioned during their interview that daily schedules

were detrimental in them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

16 intermediate teachers (89%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Frustrations in

scheduling 27 54%

Team teaching and/or

ability grouping 16 32%

Other 4 8%
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COLLEAGUES

39 teachers (78%) mentioned during their interview that colleagues helped

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

27 primary teachers (84%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Support and encouragement

from other teachers

Common philosophy of the

staff of a whole school

Idea sharing

Other

34 68%

9

11

5

18%

22%

10%

40 teachers (80%) mentioned in their interview that colleages were detrimental

in them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

27 primary teachers (84%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Philosophy differences

and pressures 30 60%

Team teaching 10 20%

Jealousies 13 26%

Specialists 10 20%

Other 3 6%
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MATERIALS

31 teachers (62%) mentioned during their interview that materials helped

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

6 intermediate teachers (33%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Money available for materials

or materials provided

Learning to be less

dependent on textbooks

"Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials)

Other

22 44%

5 10%

9 18%

6 12%

34 teachers (68%) mentioned during their interview that material issues were

detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

11 intermediate teachers (61%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of funds for

materials/resources 20 40%

Lack of materials/

resources 15 30%

Other 14 28%
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COMMUNITY AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES

40 teachers (80%) mentioned during their interview that community and parental

attitudes helped them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

15 intermediate teachers (83%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Volunteers

Support and positive feedback

from parents/community

Other

15 30%

39 78%

1 2%

31 teachers (62%) mentioned during their interview that community/parental

attitudes were detrimental to them being more childcentered in

their teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

8 intermediate teachers (44%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Parents/community criticism

and uncertainties 17 34%

Parental pressure

on children 11 22%

Parents in general 0 0%

Other 15 30%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

29 teachers (58%) mentioned during their interview that student attitudes

helped them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

16 primary teachers (50%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student feedback (teacher

learns from child what

works best) 5 10%

Student successes 27 34%

The children themselves 12 24%

Other 1 2%

22 teachers (44%) mentioned during their interview that student attitudes

were detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

13 primary teachers (41%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student expectations for

traditional approaches 15 30%

Student behavior 2 4%

Lack of selflearning skills/

responsibility 12 24%

Other 4 8%
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ADMINISTRATION

46 teachers (92%) mentioned during their interview that the administration

helped them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

29 primary teachers (91%)

17 intermediate teachers (94%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Supportive and trusting

principal 42 84%

Nonsupervising principal 9 18%

Other 2 4%

36 teachers (72%) mentioned during the interview that the administration

was detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

24 primary teachers (75%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Pressures, expectations,

policies for traditional

approaches 14 28%

Administration in general 0 0%

Philosophy differences 21 42%

Other 20 40%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

46 teachers (92%) mentioned during their interview that initial teacher

training, graduate programs, workshops, and/or conferences helped

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

32 primary teachers (100%)

14 intermediate teachers (78%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

British influence 11 22%

Books and personal study 8 16%

Graduate programs 17 34%

Workshops, conferences,

inservices 29 58%

Initial teacher training 18 36%

Other 22 22%

24 teachers (48%) mentioned during their interview that initial teacher

training, graduate programs, workshops, and/or conferences was

detrimental in them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

14 primary teachers (44%)

10 intermediate teachers (56%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of childcentered

training 7 14%

Needing to "unlearn"

college training 8 16%

Other 14 28%
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REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

30 teachers (60%) mentioned during their interview that reporting, conferences,

and/or grading systems helped them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Conferences

Report cards/grades

Other

26

5

4

52%

10%

8%

28 teachers (56%) mentioned during their interview that reporting, conferences,

and/or grading systems were detrimental in them being more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

18 primary teachers (56%)

10 intermediate teachers (56%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Conferences 1 2%

Report cards/grades 25 50%

Other 4 8%
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TESTING

12 teachers (24%) mentioned during their interview that testing helped them

be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (25%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Testing shows childcentered

education works

Other

8 16%

5 10%

37 teachers (74%) mentioned during their interview that testing was detrimental

to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Scores too much emphasis

and pressure 22 44%

Testing in general

Curriculum dictated

by testing

Other

0 0%

14 28%

15 30%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

30 teachers (60%) mentioned during their interview that physical aspects of

their classroom/building helped them be more childcentered in their

teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Classroom environment

appropriate for children 21 42%

Available space 14 28%

Selfcontained classroom 8 16%

Other 2 2%

35 teachers (70%) mentioned during their interview that the physical aspects

of the classroom/building were detrimental to them being more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

14 intermediate teachers (78%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of classroom space 12 24%

Openness of classroom pods 4 8%

Room arrangement/features 25 50%

Other 9 18%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

47 teachers (94%) mentioned during their interview that personal experience,

knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes helped them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

29 primary teachers (91%)

18 intermediate teachers (100%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal attitudes and

philosophies 34 68%

Personality characteristics 41 82%

Experience 6 12%

Selfevaluation 7 14%

Risktaking 6 12%

Other 1 2%

13 teachers (26%) mentioned during their interview that personal experience,

knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes were detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

10 primary teachers (31%

3 intermediate teachers (17%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal characteristics

Insecurities/lack of

experience

Lack of a support group

Other

1 2%

3 6%

6 12%

6 12%
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OTHER

28 teachers (56%) mentioned during their interview that other issues helped

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

20 primary teachers (63%)

8 intermediate teachers (44%)

Number of teachers malting % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Knowledge and acceptance of

different student learning

styles 7 14%

Creating a trusting, positive

environment 18 36%

Teaching younger grades makes

a childcentered approach

easier 15 30%

Being childcentered is easier

for teachers of certain

grades (not an emphasis on

younger grades see

previous category) 3 6%

Multiaging 3 6%

Other 1 2%

9 teachers (18%) mentioned during their interview that other things were

detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

5 primary teachers (16%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers asking % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Multiaging 0 0%

Students of different

abilities 2 4%

"The system" 6 12%

Other 1 2%
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APPENDIX S
RESULTS FROM SURVEYS AND INTERVIEWS

BUILDING, DISTRICT, STATE, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

35 teachers (70%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal

requirements as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

19 primary teachers (590

16 intermediate teachers (89%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum freedom

and flexibility 31 62%

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 6 12%

Affective skills acceptable

in school

Other

2 4%

4 8%

35 teachers (70%) mentioned building, district, state, and/or federal

requirements as detrimental to them being more childcentered in their

teaching

Grade levels represented:

27 primary teachers (84%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Curriculum guides/

scope and sequences 19 38%

Specific programs required 31 62%

Philosophical differences 10 20%

Not looking at needs of

children 18 36%

Policies and regulations

(general comments) 16 32%

Other 9 18%
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TIME ISSUES

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

7 teachers (14%) mentioned time issues as helping them to be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

3 primary teachers (9%)

4 intermediate teachers (22%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Time to plan, create, and

complete work 5 10%

Time/experience 1 2%

Aide help 0 0%

Other 1 2%

45 teachers (90%) mentioned time issues as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

28 primary teachers (88%)

17 intermediate teachers (94%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Paperwork/record keeping 13 26%

Aides needed 1 2%

Too many meetings 8 16%

Lack of personal organizational

skills/time management 4 8%

Lack of time to plan and

organize 28 56%

Too many subjects to teach

and/or mandated time

per subject 10 20%

Too short of a day 12 24%

Interruptions 13 26%

Other 8 16%
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CLASS SIZE

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

7 teachers (14%) mentioned class size as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

6 primary teachers (19%)

1 intermediate teacher (6%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Individualized instruction 4 8%

Personal relationships 2 4%

Atmosphere/environment 1 2%

Other (or general comments) 2 4%

34 teachers (68%) mentioned class size as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

General comments class

size too large 24 48%

Individualized instruction 16 32%

Personal relationships 8 16%

Atmosphere/environment 3 6%

Other 10 20%
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DAILY SCHEDULE

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

28 teachers (56%) mentioned the daily schedule as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Long periods of uninterrupted

time

Flexible schedule

Other

20 40%

21 42%

1 2%

41 teachers (82%) mentioned the daily schedule as detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

24 primary teachers (75%)

17 intermediate teachers (94%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Frustrations in

scheduling 31 62%

Team teaching and/or

ability grouping 16 32%

Other 4 8%
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COLLEAGUES

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

44 teachers (88%) mentioned colleagues as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

31 primary teachers (97%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Support and encouragement

from other teachers 40 80%

Common philosophy of the

whole school

Idea sharing

Other

10

12

5

20%

24%

10%

41 teachers (82%) mentioned colleagues as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

28 primary teachers (88%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Philosophy differences

and pressures 33 66%

Team teaching 12 24%

Jealousies 14 28%

Specialists 12 24%

Other 3 6%
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MATERIALS

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

35 teachers (70%) mentioned materials as helping them be more childcentered
in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

26 primary teachers (81%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of
Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Money available for materials

or materials provided 25 50%

Learning to be less dependent

on textbooks 6 12%

"Math Their Way" program

(manipulative materials) 9 18%

Other 7 14%

36 teachers (72%) mentioned materials as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

13 intermediate teachers (72%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of funds for materials/

resources 22 44%

Lack of materials/

resources 20 40%

Other 15 30%



COMMUNITY AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES

42 teachers (84%) mentioned community and parental attitudes as helping

them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade lev rep ented:

primary teachers (81%)

16 intermediate teachers (89%)

\ Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

a comment in 'this category the 50 interviewedCat gories

Volunteers 15 \\ 30%

Support and positive feedback

rom parents/community 41 82%

Other 1 2%

31 teachers (62%) mentioned community/parental a titudes as detrimental

to them 134ing more childcentered in their eaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

8 intermediate teachers (44%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Parental/commu ity criticism

and uncertain es

Parental pressure

17

children 11

Parents in general 1

Other 15

34%

22%

2%

30%
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STUDENT ATTITUDES

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

34 teachers (68%) mentioned student attitudes as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

20 primary teachers (63%)

14 intermediate teachers (78%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student feedback (teacher

learns from child what

works best) 8 16%

Student successes 20 40%

The children themselves 14 28%

Other 0 0%

24 teachers (48%) mentioned student attitudes as detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

14 primary teachers (44%)

10 intermediate teachers (56%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Student expectations for

traditional approaches 16 32%

Student behavior 5 10%

Lack of selflearning skills/

responsibility 12 24%

Other 5 10%
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ADMINISTRATION

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

48 teachers (96%) mentioned the administration as helping them be more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

30 primary teachers (94%)

18 intermediate teachers (100%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Supportive and trusting

principal 43 86%

Nonsupervising principal 11 22%

Other 2 4%

38 teachers (76%) mentioned the administration as detrimental to them being

more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

26 primary teachers (81%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Pressures, expectations,

policies for traditional

approaches 18 36%

Administration in general 2 4%

Philosophy differences 22 44%

Other 21 42%
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INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

48 teachers (96%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

32 primary teachers (100%)

16 intermediate teachers (89%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

British influence 11 22%

Books and personal study 11 22%

Graduate programs 20 40%

Workshops, conferences,

inservices 31 62%

Initial teacher training 18 36%

Other 11 22%

28 teachers (56%) mentioned initial teacher training, graduate programs,

workshops, and/or conferences as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

16 primary teachers (50%)

12 intermediate teachers (67%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of childcentered

training 10 20%

Needing to "unlearn"

college training 8 16%

Other 15 30%



REPORTING, CONFERENCES, GRADING SYSTEMS

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

31 teachers (60%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

23 primary teachers (72%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Categories

Conferences

Report cards/grades

Other

301

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

26

5

4

52%

10%

8%

31 teachers (62%) mentioned reporting, conferences, and/or grading systems

as detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

20 primary teachers (63%)

11 intermediate teachers (61%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Conferences 4 8%

Report cards/grades 27 54%

Other 4 8%
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Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

13 teachers (26%) mentioned testing as helping them be more childcentered

in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

8 primary teachers (25%)

5 intermediate teachers (28%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Testing shows childcentered

education works 9 18%

Other 5 10%

37 teachers (74%) mentioned testing as detrimental to them being more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

25 primary teachers (78%)

12 intermediate teachers (68%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Scores too much emphasis

and pressure 23 46%

Testing in general 4 8%

Curriculum dictated by testing 15 30%

Other 16 32%
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSROOM/BUILDING

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

30 teachers (60%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom and/or building

as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

9 intermediate teachers (50%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Classroom environment

appropriate for children 21 42%

Available space 15 30%

Selfcontained classroom 11 22%

Other 1 2%

36 teachers (72%) mentioned physical aspects of the classroom/ building as

detrimental to them being more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

21 primary teachers (66%)

15 intermediate teachers (83%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Lack of classroom space 13 26%

Openness of classroom pods 4 8%

Room arrangement/features 25 50%

Other 10 20%
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

49 teachers (98%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skills, and

attitudes as helping them be more childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

31 primary teachers (97%)

18 intermediate teachers (100%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal attitudes and

philosophies 34 68%

Personality characteristics 43 86%

Experience 8 16%

Selfevaluation 8 16%

Risktaking 8 16%

Other 2 4%

20 teachers (40%) mentioned personal experience, knowledge, skills, and/or

attitudes as detrimental to them being more childcentered in their

teaching

Grade levels represented:

13 primary teachers (41%)

7 intermediate teachers (39%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Personal characteristics 6 12%

Insecurities/lack of

experience 6 12%

Lack of a support group 8 16%

Other 6 12%
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OTHER

Results from surveys and interviews of the 50 core teachers

28 teachers (56%) mentioned other issues as helping them be more child

centered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

20 primary teachers (63%)

8 intermediate teachers (44%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Knowledge and acceptance of

different student learning

styles 7 14%

Creating a trusting, positive

environment 18 36%

Teaching younger grades makes a

childcentered approach easier 16 32%

Being childcentered is easier

for teachers of certain grades

(not an emphasis on younger

grades see previous

category) 3 6%

Multiaging

Other

3 6%

0 0%

15 teachers (30%) mentioned other issues as detrimental to them being more

childcentered in their teaching

Grade levels represented:

7 primary teachers (22%)

8 intermediate teachers (44%)

Number of teachers making % of teachers out of

Categories a comment in this category the 50 interviewed

Multiaging 3 6%

Students of different

abilities 3 6%

"The system" 8 16%

Other 1 2%



APPENDIX T

FACTORS CONSIDERED HELPFUL IN TEACHERS BEING MORE CHILDCENTERED

Combined results from surveys of those

interviewed and those not interviewed

Combined survey and interview

results of those interviewed

Average of combined survey

results and interview results

56% colleagues

49% initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops,

conferences

45% administration

27% personal experience, knowledge,

skills, attitudes

21% community/parental attitudes

21% materials

19% student attitudes

15% building, district, state,

federal requirements

13% physical aspects of the

classroom/building

13% other

9% time issues

8% daily schedule

98$ personal experience, knowledge,

skills, attitudes

96% administration

96% initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops,

conferences

88% colleagues

84% community/parental attitudes

70% building, district, state,

federal requirements

70% materials

68% student attitudes

60% physical aspects of the

classroom/building

60% reporting, conferences,

grading systems

56% daily schedule

56% other

73% initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops

conferences

72% colleagues

71% administration

63% personal experience, knowledge,

skills, attitudes

53% community/parental atittudes

46% materials

44% student attitudes

43% building, district, state,

federal requirements

37% physical aspects of the

classroom/building

35% other

32% daily schedule

31% reporting, conferences,

grading systems



Combined results from surveys of those

interviewed and those not interviewed

Combined survey and interview

results of those interviewed

Average of combined survey

results and interview results

2% reporting, conferences, grading

systems

26% testing 14% testing

2% class size 14% time issues 12% time issues

1% testing 14% class size 8% class size



APPENDIX U

FACTORS CONSIDERED DETRIMENTAL IN TEACHERS BEING MORE CHILDCENTERED

Combined results from surveys of those

interviewed and those not interviewed

Combined survey and interview

results of those interviewed

Average of combined survey

results and interview results

60% building/district/state/federal

requirements

90%

52% daily schedule 82%

41% time issues 82%

32% administration 80%

25% colleagues 76%

25% testing 74%

18% community/parental attitudes 72%

17% materials 72%

14% personal experience, knowledge,

skills, attitudes

68%

13% student attitudes 62%

12% class size 62%

12% other 56%

time issues

daily schedule

colleagues

building/district/state/

federal requirements

administration

testing

physical aspects of the

classroom/building

materials

class size

reporting, conferences,

grading systems

community/parental attitudes

70% building/district/state/federal

requirements

67% daily schedule

66% time issues

54% colleagues

54% administration

50% testing

45% materials

42% physical aspects of the

classroom/building

40% class size

40% community/parental attitudes

35% reporting, conferences,

grading systems

initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops,

conferences

initial teacher training, graduate 32%

programs, workshops, conferences



Combined results from surveys of those

interviewed and those not interviewed

Combined survey and interview Average of combined survey

results of those interviewed results and interview results

11% physical aspects of the classroom

building

8% reporting, conferences, grading

systems

7% initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops,

conferences

48% student attitudes

40% personal experience, knowledge,

skills, attitudes

30% other

31% student attitudes

27% personal experience,

knowledge, skills, attitudes

21% other
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APPENDIX V

SUBCATEGORIES OF FACTORS HELPFUL TO BEING MORE CHILDCENTERED IN TEACHING

Results from subcategories of the surveys and interviews of the 50 core

teachers

Percentage of

time mentioned Subcategory heading General category

86% Personality characteristics Personal issues

86% Supportive and trusting principal Administration

82% Support and positive feedback from Community/parents

parents/community

80% Support and encouragement Colleagues

from other teachers

68% Personal attitudes and philosophies Personal issues

62% Workshops, conferences, inservices Training

62% Curriculum freedom and flexibility Requirements

52% Conferences Reporting

50% Money available for materials Materials

or materials provided

42% Flexible schedule Daily schedule

42% Classroom environment appropriate Physical aspects

for children

40% Graduate programs Training

40% Student successes Student attitudes

40% Long periods of uninterrupted time Daily schedule

36% Initial teacher training Training

36% Creating a trusting, positive Other

environment

32% Teaching younger grades makes a Other

childcentered approach easier

30% Available space Physical aspects

30% Volunteers Community/parents

28% The children themselves Student attitudes

24% Idea sharing Colleagues

22% Nonsupervising principal Administration

22% British influence Training

22% Books and personal study Training
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Percentage of

time mentioned Subcategory heading General category

22% Selfcontained classroom Physical aspects

20% Common philosophy of the whole school Colleagues

18% "Math Their Way" program (manipulative

materials)

Materials

18% Testing shows childcentered education

works

Testing

16% Student feedback (teacher learns from

the child what works best)

Student attitudes

16% Experience Personal issues

16% Selfevaluation Personal issues

16% Risktaking Personal issues

14% Knowledge and acceptance of different

student learning styles

Other

12% Learning to be less dependent on

textbooks

Materials

12% Curriculum guides/scope and sequences Requirements

10% Time to plan, create, and complete

work

Time issues

10% Report cards/grades Reporting

8% Individualized instruction Class size

6% Multiaging Other

6% Being childcentered is easier for

teachers of certain grades (not an

emphasis on younger grades)

Other

4% Affective skills acceptable in school Requirements

4% Personal relationships Class size

2% Atmosphere/environment Class size

2% Time/experience Time issues
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APPENDIX W

SUBCATEGORIES OF FACTORS DETRIMENTAL TO BEING MORE

CHILDCENTERED IN TEACHING

Results from subcategories of the surveys and interviews of the 50 core

teachers

Percentage of

time mentioned Subcategory heading General category

66% Philosophy differences and pressures Colleagues

62% Frustrations in scheduling Daily schedule

62% Specific programs required Requirements

56% Lack of time to plan and organize Time issues

54% Report cards/grades Reporting

50% Room arrangement/features Physical aspects

48% Class size too large general

comments

Class size

46% Scores too much emphasis and

pressure

Testing

44% Philosophy differences Administration

44% Lack of funds for materials/

resources

Materials

38% Curriculum guides/scope

and sequences

Requirements

36% Not looking at the needs of children Requirements

36% Pressures, expectations, policies

for traditional approaches

Administration

34% Parental/community criticism and

uncertainties

Community/parents

32% Student expectations for traditional

approaches

Student attitudes

32% Policies and regulations (general

comments)

Requirements

32% Individualized instruction Class size

32% Team teaching and/or ability grouping Daily schedule

30% Curriculum dictated by testing Testing

28% Jealousies Colleagues

26% Lack of classroom space Physical aspects

26% Paperwork/recordkeeping Tine issues

26% Interruptions Time issues
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Percentage of

time mentioned Subcategory heading General category

24% Too short of a day Time issues

24% Team teaching Colleagues

24% Specialists Colleagues

24% Lack of selflearning skills/

responsibility

Student attitudes

22% Parental pressure on children Community/parents

20% Lack of childcentered training Training

20% Philosophical differences Requirements

20% Too many subjects to teach and/or

mandated time per subject

Time issues

16% Too many meetings Time issues

16% Personal relationships Class size

16% Lack of a support group Personal issues

16% "The system" Other issues

16% Needing to "unlearn" college training Training

12% Personal characteristics Personal issues

12% Insecurities/lack of experience Personal issues

10% Student behavior Student attitudes

8% Conferences Reporting

8% Testing in general Testing

8% Openness of classroom pods Time issues

8% Lack of personal organizational skills/

time management

Time issues

6% Atmosphere/environment Class size

6% Multiaging Other

6% Students of different abilities Other

4% Administration in general Administration

2% Parents in general Community/parents

2% Aides needed Time issues
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APPENDIX X

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RESPONSES OF PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE TEACHERS

HELPFUL FACTORS

Combined

Responses

Difference between

percentage of

intermediate responses

survey and interview results of those interviewed

Age level with the

large response

indicated as helpful in teachers being more childcentered

the

primary and

Category

3 Class size Primary

3 Testing Intermediate

3 Personal experience,

knowledge, skills, attitudes

Intermediate

6 Administration Intermediate

8 Community/parental attitudes Intermediate

11 Initial teacher training,

graduate programs, workshops,

conferences

Primary

13 Time issues Intermediate

15 Student attitudes Intermediate

16 Physical aspects of the

classroom/building

Primary

19 Other Primary

25 Colleagues Primary

27 Daily schedule Primary

30 Building/district/state/

federal requirements

Intermediate

31 Materials Primary

33 Reporting, conferences

grading systems

Intermediate
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APPENDIX Y

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RESPONSES OF PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE TEACHERS

DETRIMENTAL FACTORS

Combined survey and interview results of those interviewed

Responses indicated as detrimental in teachers being more childcentered

Difference between the

percentage of primary and

intermediate responses Category

Age level with the

larger response

0 Materials Same

2 Personal experience,

knowledge, skills, attitudes

Primary

2 Reporting, conferences,

grading systems

Primary

6 Time issues Intermediate

11 Testing Primary

12 Building/district/state/

federal requirements

Primary

12 Student attitudes Intermediate

14 Administration Primary

16 Colleagues Primary

17 Physical aspects of the

classroom/building

Intermediate

17 Initial teacher training,

graduate programs,

workshops, conferences

Intermediate

19 Daily schedule Intermediate

22 Other Intermediate

28 Class size Primary

28 Community/parental

attitudes

Primary




